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ABSTRACT

The EMPACT experiment utilizes a broad approach to maximize its discovery potential for new

phenomena accessible at the SSC. The high resolution detector has a balanced emphasis on, and large

acceptance for, electrons, muons, jets, and noninteracting particles, and is capable of utilizing the ultimate
luminosity of the SSC. The detector emphasizes excellent calorimetry augmented by TRD tracking, and

employs an innovative system of superconducting air core toroids for muon measurements. Significant

engineering effort has established the feasibility of a baseline detector concept and has addressed the
related issues of support facilities, assembly, and detector integration. The design has been tested against

the challenges of predicted phenomena, with the expectation that this will optimize the capacity for

observing the unexpected. EMPACT's international collaboration has unprecedented support from major
aerospace industries who _e providing tools and expertise for project design and integration, which will

assure that a detector optimized for performance and cost will be available for the first col!isions at the new

laboratory.
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1 - OVERVIEW

The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) substantial advantage in utilizing the ultimate lumi-
offers a unique opportunity for discovery of new nosity of the SSC-estimated to be in excess of 1034
physics and in particular for understanding the cm2s l. The EMPACT design, with its reliance on
origin of mass. Many ideas relating to the question calorimetry and with its well shielded muon sys-

of mass have been suggested, including the stan- tem, lends itself to high luminosity operation, and
dard Higgs boson and various extensions, super- all design choices for detector elements will be re-
symmetry, technicolor, or ti bound states as re- viewed in terms of their applications for high rates
placements for elementary Higgs bosons, compos- and radiation levels.
ite models for quarks and leptons, and strong WW
interactions. While none of these ideas is compel- Many details of the design remain open, but we
ling, it is clear that any new physics will likely have invested enough engineering effort to con-
involve large masses and small cross sections and vince ourselves thatthe generalscheme is practical
will have signatures involving the quanta of the and that it will be able to provide the kind of well-
standard model: electrons, muons, jets, photons, balanced performance that we believe offers the
W_, Z°, and neutrinos or other noninteracting par- best chance of discovering new physics at the SSC.
ticles. Since many of the signatures for new physics This engineeIing has benefited greatly from a very
will involve combinations of these quanta, a bal- productive partnership with high technology aero-
anced detector with good resolution and large ac- space companies. They have provided intellectual,
ceptance for all of them will likely yield the best technological, and financial support for this pro-
results, posal. We have pioneered the application of ad-

vanced engineerin g tools to the assessment of physics
We propose to build a detector, EMPACT perfolxnance, allowing rapid evaluation, iteration,

(Electrons, Muons, Partons with Air Core Toroids) and optimization of design parameters. Our indus-
[1], that will provide the broadest approach to and trial collaborators provide the degree of profes-
maximal discovery reach for SSCphenomena. The sional planning and management demanded by a
current EMPACT design shown on the facing page project of this scale.
has an inner region in which tracking and transition
radiation detectors determine the event topology 1.1 PHYSICS MOTIVATIONS
and help to identify electrons, muons, and other The primary motivation for the construction of
high momentum particles. This is surrounded by a 40 TeV hadron collider is to explore electroweak
high quality electromagnetic and hadronic calori- symmetry breaking- the origin of the masses of the
merry, providing measurements of electrons and gauge bosons and the quarks and leptons [2]. While
jets. The calorimetry is highly hermetic to give a the source of this symmetry breaking is unknown,
good measurement of missing PT' Outside the themassscaleatwhichitmustmanifestitselfisnot.
calorimeter are large air core toroids, which, with Ali theories indicate that strong interactions of the
associated tracking, provide measurements ofmuon longitudinal components of the vector bosons,
momenta with precision comparable to the calo- e.g.,W[WL--) Z°Z ° must increase, violating uni-
rimeter measurements of electron and jet energies tarity in the 1 -2 TeV range unless some mechanism
over a similar solid angle, suppresses them. The standardmodel is finite and

renormalizable, due to the existence of a scalar
., Since many of the cross sections Ibr new phys- Higgs singlet. Supersymmetric models, which have

ics at the SSC are extremely small, there is a profound implications for the unification of ali, 1-1
1
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forces, predict a host of new particles with well and most likely highei luminosity. Figure 1-2
defined interactions and decays but undetermined shows the reconstructed 400 GeV Higgs signal with
masses. Technicolor and other dynamical symme- background as a function ofdetectorresolution [5].

try breaking mechanisms replace the elementary ,to. ......, _ ,, ,,, , , _
Higgs mechanisms with composite particles. Many - ' ' '
of these predicted new particles produce W's and 32- (a) Perfect
Z's in their decay chains. Signatures for the produc.. 24-
tion and decay of supersymmetric particles include 16_.
events with like sign leptons or events with jets and 8- L,.,
missing PTand no leptons. If tbr. standard Higgs, o" __---

supersymmetry., or technicolor models are not cor- 32- r] rr] _E/E =0_5(GeV)rect, there are still other possibilities for the source 24"
of symmetry breaking. Two extremes are the (b)
emergence of strong interactions betweet_ the bos- 16_- _.j" RIVETER

ons that will entail studies of boson pairs with p_. s-z
masses in the 1- 2 TeV rang,_ [3] and the possibility = o ' ' _ ,m

of a heavy top (around 200 GeV)condensate play- ,_rr" - _'J'] r[R t3pT/Pr

ing the role of the Higgs [4]. wmg 2416 (c) - _ _] =054 p.r('reV/c)
- L MAGNETIC TRACKINGThe cleanest method for discovering the stan- o ai

'dardHiggs boson above the Z°Z° threshold is through. 0t . .J J.__..a___,.. , ,-,..,_a"_ .
the decay of the Higgs to two Z°'s that subsequently 24_ _t, Fh,.

decay to either electrons or muons. Figure l-1 16t (d) "l.d [ ¢_r2-/E,, 0.1shows the contours in energy and luminosity for . STEEl.TOROID(5m)

1035 -- _---., ' ' ' !_ 0 1 • I I

ULTIMATE L._lk 24._. . - .- " - " 16 (e) o E lE = 02
= 103_,

o £" 8 J- "_ _E TOROID(1, 5m)

'_3 0 ,_ _ I I J-- JL,,'nLa,"I_l--_- l._. 0 200 400 600 800 1000

1033
-- IdPO0-31B0.533B M ZZ (GEV)

._ STA/DARDL'_"__ : . Fig. 1-2 400 GeV Higgs Signal on ZZ Continuum Back.
= 1032 -" ground for Various Resolutions & Technologies.

;_ EMPACT resolution for muons is equivalent to EM

HIGGS Mu= 400 _eV 1 calorimetry in (b).
1°3_0_'-10 20' 30 _0 50 The premium of good resolution and, again, the aO-

Vg (TEV) vantage of having equivalent resolution for elec-MPg0-L180.532A
trons and muons are app_ent..Fig. 1-1 Luminosity Required to Produce _n1 Year 20

Standard-Model Higgs Bosons that Decay to
4 Charged Leptons(e, _)as a Function of CM As the Higgs mass increases and the cross

Energy (Mess of t Ouar_ = 85 GeV) section decreases, there emerges a need for searches
producing 20 events with electrons and muons in in more complex decay channels. These include
the final state. Realistic detector and running cfff- decays to Z(_ °, where one Z° is detected through the
ciencies suggest that discovery in this channel for leptonic decay, and the other is detected byits decay
Higgs masses above 600 GeV will require the to either jets or neutrino,. The decays to WW are
_e_l,trot.v.1._nt t'_£ _"_t_tl"t _l_a.Ot'tPt'_r't _n/"] mllt%n F{_a,o_l,o _lor_ _,*,41,_I_1,= k,,t tt_,= Aru_k'l= l_r_t_n;,-.., rl._,_.,,, ;,- ,,n_

1.'_,=.
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reconstructible, and the single, leptonic decay, with 10as , ,, , , , ]
the other W decaying to two jets, is subject to large I_STANDARD L \ ULTIMATEL _1I

background from the decay of heavy top and from I __-_'_'__ 1[QCD interactions producing a W and two jets. lt is 2S 1034ur,dear if this signal can be seen, but g'xxt jet

measurements will certainly be required. _ L _l-_2_NN_ .--_67__"_

1033 [

ma.se..'.owthez°Zot.res.o,.,.,oEand above about 800 GeV, different approaches are -
needed. Below Z_ ° threshold, ZZ*(v[rtual Z) pro- !_ 1°a2 mz, =2
duction can be studied through similar channels as - .E - \ "'-4 _'_,,.._ ,,_ ]
real Z°Z°. Associated production of Higgs and W loa1[ ....., N'N . _ -", -""""-_[
can be studied through the bb decay, requiting a 0 10 20 30 40 soI

4g (TEV) ]
good b tag and vertex detector. For some regions, H MP_0.31_0._A 1
--_ -irt,is the only viable channel. This will likely Fig. 1-3 Luminosity Required to ProduceIn1 Year
require a dedicated detector because the methods lO0Z' Bosons, withStandard-Model
known to achieveA_E < 1/2%at 100GeV arelikely Couplings, as a FunctionofCMEnergy

to affect the hadronic resolution to the point that the stood, because it is a background to Higgs studies as
missing ETresolution is jeopardized. This is incon- well as apossible source of symmetry breaking if its
sistent with the broad goals ofEMPACT. For a very mass arises through dynamical means. In addition,
heavy Higgs, elucidation of symmetry breaking will it is still possible, for example, to contemplate the
come through studies of Wt Wt. final states. Extrac- existence of a fourth generation whose leptons
tion of the signal may require a measurement of (charged and neutral) are sufficiently heavy to not

= event multiplicities [7] that is particularly suited to affect the width measurements of the Z°.
the capabilities of a nonmagnetic detector.

With the energies available at the SSC, it will be
The electroweak gauge group may be larger than possible to extend the Rutherford scattering expIo-

= in the standard model. In the search for new ex- ration for substructure to the quarks themselves.

tended gauge groups, a key signal would be the Through studies of very high PTjets, it will be
detection of a heavy Z" boson. Figure 1-3 shows possible to detect compositeness at the scale of tens
contours in energy and luminosity for producing of TeV or, equivalently, objects 10.5 of the size of
100 Z" events for various Z' masses. While resolu- the proton.
tion is not likely to affect the discovery of such an
object "',trc,_.,._,,......... of the expected absence of back- Finally, we note that the discovery limits of the
ground, an understanding of the character of the new SSC are determined by the energy and the luminos-
object will come through measurements ofits decay ity of the machine. These are illustrated vividly by
asymmetry. This requires a detector with good Fig. 1-1 and 1-3, which give discovery contours for
resolution and acceptance for muons in the forward Higgs and new Z's. Designing a detector that can

_- region, accommodate luminosities significantly above the
design luminosity of I0 33cm2s 1 will greatly extend

In addition to the exploration of the symmetry the usefulness and power of the detector for discov-
breaking sector, the SSC will provide the opportu- ery of higher mass phenomena.
nity to search for evidence of new fm-niliesof quarks

--_ and leptons. The SSC will be an ideal instrument for 1.2 DETECTOR PHILOSOPHY
= studying the top quark, whether or not it is discov- The common thread that links these physics

ered at the Tevatron. The top must be weil under- objectives is the clear impo:'tance of studying the
qlln,

_]_ 1-3
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intermediate bosons - the W_, Z° and the photon - Good resolution is a requisite in m-',y cases for
thr,:._ughtheir decay products, namely the electrons, optimizing signal to background. The exact speci-
muons, jets, and neutrinos, which also constitute fication is important to quantify, since good resolu-
the fundamental probes of high energy collisions. A tion is expensive. For electrons and jets, the reso-
detector that is capable of providing an optimized lution limits are naturally set by the systematic
and balanced emphasis on all these accessible probes effects in a calorimeter. For muons, resolution
will provide the broadest possible attack on these comparable to that of electrons is desh'able. To
critical issues. Perhaps even more significantly if quantify this, muons and electrons from Z° decays
these goals are accomplished, one will have adetec- of a heavy Higgs (Mn = 800 GeV) will both be
tor that can discover new and unexrected phenom- measured with sufficient resolution to reconstruct
cna that historically have revealed themselves the parent Z° at its intrinsic width. While the reso-
through the leptons as pointlike probes of the inter- lution for leptons is not critical for four lepton
actions. The EMPACT philosophy is to test the decays that are fully constrained, it may be a signifi-
design of the dztector against the challenges of cant aid in signal to background in those channels
predicted phenomena, believing that this also opti- where only one Z° can be identified. This is espe-
mizes the capacity for observing the unexpected, cially true at high luminosity where the ability to

reject backgrounds may deteriorate due to loss of
In order to cope with the challenges of the SSC, information from tracking or calorimetry [8]. For

the EMPACT design seeks to optimize the detector a heavy new Z', good momentum resolution is not
by using uniform technology over the full solid important for discovery but is required to study the
angle, with excellentresolution forelectrons,muons, decay asymmetry that characterizes the new par-El

jets, and neutrinos, while maintaining the capability ticle. For the hadron calorimetry, we require reso-
to run at very high luminosity. Uniform technology lution and segmentation that will not limit the re-
is beneficial, because each detector boundary or consmaction of hadronic W and Z decays.
change in technology necessitates some loss of sig-
nal and the possibility of background simulating Finally, a detector capable of utilizing as much
rare processes. This is particularly true for key of the ultimate luminosity of the SSC as possible
processes such as the Higgs decays to four lepton will provide maximum discoverj potential. To run
final states, where even small inefficiencies can at high luminosity, it will be rl,ecessary to modify
combine to give poor acceptance. Combining sig- the triggers and plan new strategies for handling
nals from differing technologies or from systems pileup in the detector. It is our goal in the design of
with different detector response is difficult at best, this detector to study the widest possible range of
as experience has repeatedly shown. Uniform tech- new phenomena accessible at the SSC. We will
nology also provides the key advantage to trigger on begin our studies at the standard energy and lumi-
ali the fundamental probes-electrons and photons, nosity and, as the SSC luminosity improves and

i muons, jets, and neutrinos - in a uniform way over lower mass and transverse momentum phenomena
the full solid angle as discussed in Section 5. are studied, we will provide a detector capable of

il utilizing luminosities of an order of magnitude

Large acceptance in solid angle, especially in higher. The SSC will have decades of useful life,
rapidity, is required for most predicted physics at and this detector will evolve and adapt with the ma-

[] the standard luminosity. Formasses of new objects chine to new physics for improved performance.
below 1 TeV, the decay products are distributed

i over_+2.5unitsofrapidity, and exploration of asso- 1.3 DETECTOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGNciated backgrounds suggests detector sensitivity to We have begun the conceptual design of EM-
+3 units. This is especially true for measurements PACT based on the general principles stated above.
of forward-backward asymmetries for the study of The crucial element in this detector is the calorime-
high mass objects, ter that provides precision measurements of elec-

I 1-4



trons, photons, jets, and missing transverse mom- are proposing to build a spectrometer based on a
enta. The calorimeter, augmented by a tracking large system of superconducting toroidal magnets
system, also provides particle identification. The that surround the calorimetry.
absence of a central magnetic field allows for better The feasibility of the EMPACT concept has
hermeticity and simplified tracking functions at all been established by the development of a baseline
luminosities, and optimization of the calorimetry is detector. An elevation view of the detector is shown
best accomplished in the absence of a field. A in Fig. 1-4, and a quadrant of the detector showing

detector designed without the constraints of a cen- key dimensions and weights is shown in Fig. 1-5.
tral field offers advantages in acceptance, uniform- The design incorporates a tracking system based on
ity, and rate capability at the design luminosity and azimuthal straw tubes operated as atransition radia-
beyond for the high mass phenomena for which the tion detector as discussed in Section 2. Pixel detec-
SSC is being built. At higher luminosities, where tors for tagging b decays are being explored. The
low P'r tracks from multiple interactions create tracking system occupies a volume 1 m in radius
problems by looping in a magnetic field, EMPACT, and 5 m in length. Surrounding the tracker is a
with its reliance on calorimetry overmagnetic track- volume for calorimetry, 3.5 m in radius and 17 m in
ing, will suffer minimal degradation of perform- length as discussed in Section 3. We are currently
ance. In order to achieve resolution for muons evaluating two technologies: (1) liquid argon (LAr)
equivalent to electrons over the full solid angle, we with uranium plates as in Fig. 1-4 and (2) scintillat-
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Fig. 1-5 Quadrant of the EMPACT Detector Showing Key Dimensions (cre) and Weights

ing fibers embedded in lead (SPACAL) as inFig. 1- 5. The performance specifications for the baseline
5. The SPACAL would be augmented with either detector are given in Table 1-1. In Section 6,
a silicon based electromagnetic section or silicon simulation studies to evaluate the physics potential
pre-converter. Beyond the calorimetry are measur- of EMPACT are discussed.
ing stations for muon trajectories, sufficient to give
an entrance point in the central region and an initial At this stage of the project, the baseline has
direction in the forward region. The toroidal mag- evolved from various concepts and arrangements of
netic system is divided into central and end regions, its detector subsystems and from consideration of a
and provides adequate bending with minimal mul- feasible approach to detector support and assembly.
tiple scattering - typically much less than five ra- The relatively light weight of the detector permits a
diation lengths in each m_gnet. Outside the mag- novel support scheme that suspends the entire
nets are two further measuring stations that provide detector from overhead frames, as shown in the
the exiting direction for the muons. The muon illustrations on the front and back covers. This
system is described in Section 4, while the trigger- novel scheme intrudes minimally in the positioning
ing, data acquisition, and computing are in Section of detector elements and services, allowing almost
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Table 1-l EMPACTBaselineSpecification The baseline detector is being used for evaluat-
ing and iterating the detector design. For each

TRD/TRACK!NG detector element, we use the baseline to develop

Covera ge* ..... rl< 3 engineering models using state-of-the-art CAD/CAE
Rejection ....... 3 x 10-3 for Pvt< 50GeV/c design tools available to us through our industrial
Efficiency ...... 90% for Pe > 1GeV/c partners [9]. These models provide a stringent test of

P_t> 100GeV/c the viability of the geometry, of the various proposed
Pvt > 150GeV/c technologies, and of their integration into the fullChannels ....... 384 000

system. The models also provide a firm basis for the
CALORIMETRY (LAr Option) COStand schedule estimates, discussed in Section 8,

that will provide data needed for a full cost/benefit
Coverage ....... rl < 3 EMand HAD

3 < rl < 5.5 HADonly optimization of the detector and for the identifica=
D e p t h ........... 11_, Active 12_, Total rl = 0 tion of critical path R&D. We can test the physics

14?_Active 15kTotal rl = 3 performance of the detector by ray tracing through
12XActive 3 <_ < 5.5 the models, The engineering models have good

Segmentation.. 0.02EM 0.04 HAD _<30
(Ati = Aqb) 0.2 HAD 3 < _ < 5.5 fidelity and include ali the necessary intrusions ct

Channels ...... 156 000 Barrel reality- services, supports, access, etc.- to begin the
117 200Ends process of systems integration into a complete and

2 000 Forward buildable detector. In parallel with the engineering
Energy

Resolution... 0.15/(_E(GeV)) + 0.01 EM
(AE/E) 0.5/(,,/E(GeV)) + 0.02 HAD " "

MUON SYSTEM

B max ........... 1.5T Central 4.5T Ends

Field Integral.. 3.6Tru rl =0

: 18.6Tm rI = 2.5 _.._.
Stored Energy. 1GJ pertoroid_

Coverage ....... TI< 2.5
Spatial

Resolution .. 200 lain
Max Drift ..... 1 cm
P Ianes .......... 32Bend 16Non Bend
Channels ....... 500000 -_
Resolution ..... 3% 100GEV;5% 500 GeV rl = 0 ___"_

(APrf') 1% 100GeV;2% 500GeV rl = 2.5
P90-3180-536

* rI is written for absolute r I everywhere in this proposalMr,9c_3180-0_6 Fig. 1-6 Cutaway View of The EMPACT Detector in Its
- Underground Hall with View of Surface Facill-

of the baseline detector, we are developing more

complete muon coverage, discussed further in quantitative specifications for ali the elements of the
Sections 4 and 7. The assembly studies have gener- detector. By studying several key physics proc-
ated a baseline facility plan that suggests that major esses, we will extract the requirements on speed,

_ fabrication and subassembly work be completed at segmentation, depth, and other critical parameters
surface facilities. Lowering essentially completed of the detector. This design already indicates reali-
subassemblies into the interaction hall will mini- zation of the goal of equal resolution for electrons

_ mize time, effort, and space underground. This is and muons, as shown in Fig. 1-7, for a simulation of
shown schematically in Fig. 1-6, and discussed fur- EMPACT performance reconstructing Z° decays to
ther in Section 7. electrons or muons from a Higgs of 800 GeV.
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of the baseline design from the physics and engi-
I v I

2.o , , , , _--_-, , , , .... ' ' t neering aspects, and then to do complete iterations

o = 1.48GeV t of all the parameters simultaneously. For example,
7 we may expect to modify the volumes for tracking,

1.5 calorimetry, and muon tracking while optimizing

.-. the field strengths of the magnets.>

._ 10 - The remainder ofthis document provides speci-
-- fication and performance evaluations for the EM-

z PACT baseline, details of integration and assemblyw

> considerations, cost, schedules, and information onw 0,5

management. The critical design choices and R&D

,l_ are identified with estimates for funds required tocompiete these tasks in a timely fashion.
0.0 _ t _ , . J l , , l
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2 - TRACKING
!

2.1 INTRODUCTION sion of a vertex detector consisting of either silicon
The straight line trajectories of charged par- pixel detectors or silicon drift detectors. These

ticles in the field free central region of EMPACT detectors would provide superior three dimensional
will allow a simple, robust solution to the challenge tracking performance and would allow the recon.-
of tracking in this high rate environment. Charged struction of secondary vertices. The various com-
particle tracking in the central region of EMPACT ponents of the inner tracking are discussed in more
has several purposes: detail below.
• Observation of the event topology and multi-

plicity 2.2 THE TRD/TRACKER
• Assignment of tracks to vertices for events with One of EMPACT's principal goals is the effi-

several interactions cient detection of electrons. The calorimemc iden-

° Electron and photon identification tification of electrons does not by itself supply
• Identification of tracks with high Lx_rentz fac- sufficient background rejection. High P'rphotons

tors (y) by the detection of transition radiation and photons from _0 decays outnumber prompt
• Observation of secondary vertices displaced electrons by several orders of magnitude. Acciden-

from the beamline in the vertex detector op- tal overlaps of low momentum charged particles
tions, with electromagnetic calorimeter hits provide a

copious source of false electron candidates. Per-
To meet these goals, the inner tracking system formancerequirements depend on the physics proc-

in EMPACT is conceived as an assembly of detec- ess; reducing overlaps by 102- 10 3 is desirable for
tors with complementary functions. A layered improvement of the signal to background ratio for
structure of straw proportional detectors with inter- rare processes [1]. In EMPACT, a TRD provides
leaved polyethylene foam slabs provides r- z track- powerful overlap rejection and electron identifica-
ing and serves as a transition radiation detector tioncapability. MeasurementofTRiscomplemen-
(TRD). Preceding and following this system are tary and supplemental to calorimetric measure-
detectors for measuring the azimuthal positions of ments. The practical theory of TR is well under-
tracks. Gas pad chambers, which would provide stood; reliable calculations can be made for the
good resolution in r - _ and adequate resolution in r performance of a system design. Experimentally,
- z, are a possible technology for this purpose. An performance of a TRD is simply related to the
attractive option under consideration is the inclu- thickness (in e.g. cm) of the detector package [1].
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In the present approach, the two functions of • The straws are shorter, and hence the occu-
charged particle tracking and TR detection are pancy is low
combined in an integrated system. Proportional • Straws at a fixed distance from the beamline
straw chambers filled with a xenon enriched gas subtend a fixed interval of rapidity and so ha,,e
detect TR x rays and the ionization of passing an occupancy independent of their z position
charged particles. The radiator materials inter- along the beamline
leaved with the straws provide mechanical support ,, The azimuthal straw array gives excellent point-
and rigidi,y for the straws. Particles with high ing to the beamline for trat:k association wi,h
Lorentz factors are tagged by counting the number the correct primary vertex
of high energy hits in the many independent gas ° Reductionin layer-to-layer occupancy correla-
samples along their trajectory. This approach has tions - if two particles from different interac-
the advantages of very high rate capability, modu- tions (separated by more than a few millimeters
lar conatrt, ction, and robust performance, at the beamline) hit the same straw in one layer,

then due to the divergence of their trajectories
2.2.1 Baseline Design they will hit different straws in subsequent lay-

There are several options in the development of ers
the radiatorsandthedetectors. The baselinedesign • In the octagon design, the average response
used to evaluate both technical issues and perform- from straws in different parts of the detector
ance is shown in Fig. 2-1. Work so far has pointed varies only at the 10% level, due to the < 22.5 °
out several areas where this design can be im- variation of azimuthal angle within an octant;
proved, but for the present the design parameters there is no polar angle dependence and no tran-
have been held fixed so that system performance sition from central axial elements to transverse
can be evaluated in a stable context, end elements.

The full detector is constructed from a number Typical parameters of such a system can be
of independent modules. The octagonal structure is determined based on the design shown in Fig. 2-1.
mechanically simple and has a small variation in the The detector is composed of octagonal modules;
angles at which tracks traverse the straws. An each octant contains roughly 10 000 straws and
attractive alternative is the pinwheel design shown weighs less than 50 kg. Electronics and gas routing
in Fig. 2-2. Positive features of this design are that are accommodated in the azimuthal gaps between
the radial intermodule gaps are eliminated and ali octants. The gaps are projective, 2 cm wide at 35 cm
straws are accessible from the outer circumference, radius, including the effects ofend connections, the
where electronics and cooling could be located, acceptance in azimuth is approximately 90%.
Disadvantages of this design include increased oc-
cupancy for the inner straws and large variation in The proportional straws are 4 mm in diameter.
track obliquity to the straws. Extensive modeling They are made with a double wrap of aluminized
and engineering studies will be required to evaluate mylar and polycarbonate, with a total thickness of
the relative merits of these alternatives. 25 microns [2]. The anode wire is 50 microns in

diameter. In a gas mixture of 50% xenon and 50%

In both these concepts, the straws are oriented CO2 the maximum drift time would be approxi-
azimuthally, perpendicular to the beam and to the mately 40 ns. Addition of CF4would further reduce
radial direction. This configuration has major ad- the drift time [3]. In the central region there are 24
vantages over axial straws: double layers of straws, distributed from 35 -77 cna
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Detailed calculations and Monte Carlo simula-

tion of the performanceof the TRD have been made

I [6]. The x ray spectrum from such a structure peaks

t • _" " ,, at about 6 keV, with a steep fall off at lower energies
due to absorption in the radiator. The median x ray
energy is about 10keV, and there is a small tail past

i _ 30 keV. The typical minimum ionizing energy
_ _ deposition in the gas of on6 straw is approximately

' f'- 1 keV, with a width to the distribution of order 1
_ j keV and a tail of 3- 5% beyond 5 keV. These para-

meters are quite well matched to x ray detection in

xenon and to straightforward discrimination be-

tween the majority of the TR x ray interactions and
charged particle traversals. With 1 cm thick foam
radiators the x ray yield by electrons ranges from

_31_2 0.6 - 1 per radiator depending on the angle of

[Zig. 2-2 PinWheelConcept for TRD/Traeker incidence. X rays are detected 60% of the time in
the s,raws immediately following the radiator, and

from the beamline. The radiators formplanes par- 20% of the time in subsequent straw layers. With
allel to the beamline and lie between pairs of straw this yield in 24 radiators, calculation shows that
planes. Below 30°, the straw structure is similar, but electrons with energy more than 1 GeV have 8 or
the radiatorplanesarerotatedtobeperpendicularto more straws with pulse heights above the x ray
the beam line. A total of 384 000 straws cover the threshold at least 90% of the time.

range rl < 2.7 in the SPACAL design and rl < 3 in
the liquid argon design (see Fig. 2-1). The thickness through a sector center is 6 - 8%

of aradiation length, including the radiators, straw s,
The radiators are 1 cm thick slabs of 6% density gas, and wires. This material is uniformly distrib-

polyethylene foam. This material is available in uted and highly instrumented. Multiple scattering
very uniform cell sizes and wall thicknesses. The is of no practical concern; photon conversions can
radiators will likely be laminated with aluminized be recognized with high efficiency, as discussed in
mylar to control xenon diffusion into the foam [4]. Subsection 2.2.4:
The transition radiation yield from polyethylene
foams has been measured [3] to be approximately Assuming 1.4 interactions per crossing and 8
80% of the yield from uniform polyethylene foils, charged particles per unit of rapidity, the mean
The bulk material is cross linked by (typically) 4 number of charged particles from beam-bean| inter-
Mrad exposure to gamma radiation. Itis claimed by actions per straw per crossing is 0.016 for the straws
amanufacturer thatthe foam is dimensionally stable at a radius of 35 cm and 0.007 for straws at 77 cm
and experiences no changes in its material proper- radius. The shaped pulses have a duration of 10-
ties under further irradiation [5]. Tests of the effects 20 ns; with the maximum drift time of 30- 40 ns,
of both gamma and neutron irradiation are in prog- this implies a single tube occupancy of up to 4 beam
ress, in collaboration with the manufacturer, crossings for a single traversal. The occupancy due
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to event associatexl particles is 0.06 for the inner device inside the calorimeter.
straws and 0.03 for the straws at the outer radius.

The straw signal is digitized at three or four
There are = 70 ion pairs on average for each thresholds chosen to optimize both the u'acking and

particle traversal of a straw. With gas gain of 1 × the TRD performance. The first threshold level is
104, the dc currents are 0.05 - 0.I gA. These set close to the noise level to give high efficiency for
currents give integrated charge doses on the wires tracking charged particles. The second threshold
of <0.04 Coulomb/cm per 107 seconds of running level is located above the typical signal from a
atdesign luminosity. This dose is fairly low com- single particle and below the typical signal from
pared to the typical leve!sof0.1- 1.0C/cm at which two particles. This would have ._50% efficiency for
wire chambers begin to suffer. Prospects for a long minimum ionizing particles and = 90% efficiency
lifetime for these chambers are encouraging; de- for conversions. The third threshold level, at about
tailed tests are being prepared. Standing currents 4.5 keV, has high efficiency for TR x ray. A fourth
lead to power deposition in the gas at the milliwatt threshold at approximately 30 keV could be applied
level. This heat must be managed to prevent exces- to veto hits with larger energy. Only a small fraction
sive gain variation. Preliminary calculations show of 'Ilt x ray have energies above 30 keV, and they
thermal conduction through the straws and radia- are not as useful due to the high fluorescence yield
tors is adequate at design luminosity [7]. Operation from the K shell of xenon. Rejection of high energy
at higher luminosity is addressed in Subsection 2.4. hits might reduce backgrounds from neutron inter-

actions, ionization from slow charged particles, or
2.2.2 Electronics energetic delta rays.

Due to the large number of channels and the
high channel density, VLSI circuits will be devel- 2.2.3 Trigger Participation
oped to meet the electronics requirements of the The pipelines feed data to trigger processors
TRD/Tracker, In one concept, the signal process- that extract a fast response trigger several gs after
ing for each channel proceeds through a preamp and the crossing ofinterest. The trigger processor could
shaper to digitization in two bits; this feeds a digital use fast memory modules or massively parallel
pipeline which feeds trigger processors and readout simple processors to implement rudimentary pat-
modules. The preampand shaper most likely will tern recognition on the threshold data as described
be located at the straw end. The digitizing circuit, above. It is anticipated that trigger primitives
pipeline, and processors may be located there or would be candidate high Lorentz factor tracks asso-
may be either at the periphery of the TRD/Tracker, ciated with projective roads from the interaction
just inside the calorimeter, or outside the calorime- region. Association with calorimeter response is
ter. The choice of options will involve many issues, done at Level 2, and could be done in a coarse way
including the capability to develop circuits that will at Level 1 if needed. Detailed architectural studies
survive the radiation environment inside the calo- and simulation are required.
rimeter and the manageability of such a large cable
plant in the case of external processors. For the 2.2.4 Pattern Recognition Capabilities
present modeling purposes, the preamp and shaper Monte Carlo studies have been conducted for
have been taken to be at the straw end, and trigger the baseline straw design shown in Fig. 2-1. Events
and readout modules at the radial periphery of the were thrown using ISAJET; particles were then
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propagated through a model of the detector, and pattern recognition capability of the detector is
energy depositions in the straws were accumulated, evident: photon conversions are easily recognized
Photon conversions in the detector were included; and the multiplicity associated with each vertex can
transition radiation and dE/dx variations were be determined.
modeled carefully. Random noise and event pile up
were also included. Figure 2-3 shows an event The straws provide r- z tracking for charged
display for the central modules; included are 15 particles. Tracks fit to hits in the straw array ex-
minimum bias events overlaid on a "golden"' event trapolate out to the calorimeter or back to the beam
- a 500 GeV Higgs particle decaying to Z°Z° with line with a precision of less than a millimeter. This
each Z° subsequently decaying to e.e -. Two octants resolution alon_-,_hcbeam line is sufficient to asso-
of the central detector are viewed from the side, so ciate tracks witl" _ecorrect vertex in crossings with
that the straws are viewed end on. There are three multiple events, except for the rare vertices that are
symbols for hits to the straws, with larger symbols closer together than a few millimeters. The resolu-
corresponding to higher energy thresholds. On the tion in r - z at the calorimeter face is well matched
left side of the figure, straws above each of the three to the millimeter-scale !ocalization of electromag-
thresholds are displayed; on the fight side, only netic showers in the calorimeter.
straws above the third threshold are displayed. The
same event is shown in the color illustration at the Photons provide the most frequent electromag-
beginning of Section 2, where blue, green, and red netic trigger for the calorimeter due to the large
symbols denote successively higher thresholds° The number of rcedecays and the predominance of high
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Pa" photons over prompt electrons. Photons are plus overlaps, while high electron efficiency is
recognized in the following ways in the TRD/ maintained [3].
Tracker:

• Unconverted photons have calorimetric energy The peffomlance of the TRD/Tracker in identi-
with no associated track fying electrons can be expressed using the rejection

• Conversions before the TRD have twice ',he power Rp, defined as the ratio of the hadron effi-
usual number of x ray per radiator along the ciency for satisfying electron selection cut_ divided
track and twice minimum ionization in the by the electron efficiency for satisfying those same
remainder of the elements cuts; the cuts are set such that the electron efficiency

• Conversions in the TRD have noise levels in the has some constant high value of- 90%.
straws before the conversion and double ioniza-

tion and x ray levels after the conversion. The rejection power Reis plotted in Fig. 2-4 for
isolated tracks in the straw detector. The study was

These signatures can be combined to give a very done by throwing additional tracks at random on top
powerful rejection for photons. The pad chamber or of Higgs events such as that shown in Fig. 2-3. The
vertex detector gives additional points on a charged TRD/Tracker was then queried to see if the track
particle track to provide further rejection ofphotort/ satisfied the selection criteria that gave 90% effi-
charged particle overlap background.

ENERGY (GEV)
0 50 1O0 150 200

2.2.5 Hadron RejectionandElectronEfficiency lo0 ____ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ i _ , _ _ 1 _ , , _j

Hadrons can fake an electron signal in the TRD/ I ""'"""

Tracker if: .."" _
° They are low velocity and hence heavily •" -

ionizing • -
• They have high momentum and generate sig- -1 "

nificant amounts of transition radiation 10 - • -:
O

• The fluctuations in dE/dx, possibly combined , :
with energy depositions from overlaps with _- _ ° _
other charged .particles, give a number of high - • _
threshold hits that satisfy the electron identi- °
fication criteria. 1°2 - .." -

-- •

..." __
oo

A simple set of criteria can be established that ."
lead to high electron efficiency and good hadron ,,.,.,"
rejection for Lorentz factors below 1000 or so. The
scheme is to exploit the large number of independ- lo-3_La __1_J J _1_ z_J I ___._I j i i i I i I i 1_0 250 soo 7so _000 12s0 1500
ent samples of the energy deposition by the charged LORENTZFACTOR, "y
particle in the straws. Electrons will have energy MP_03_8o._5_

depositions characteristic of the minimum ionizing Fig. 2-4 Rejection Power vsLorentzFactor
distribution except in the20 to 30%of the strawsin
which TR x ray interacted. Simple cuts on the ciency for electrons [6]. The rejection power is
number of straws along the particle trajectory that plotted against the Lorentz factor of the added track;
exceed threshold 3, and on the number of straws that the scale in terms of the corresponding pion energy
exceed the lowest but not the second threshold, are is given at the top of the figure. Most false electron s
very effective in rejecting heavily ionizing low arising from overlaps of charged particles and elec-
energy hadrons and minimum ionizing hadrons tromagnetic showers involve hadrons with mora-

l
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enta in the 1 GeV region• Figure 2-4'shows that the
TRD/Tracker rejects these tracks at the level of afew o.8-
times 10-3. This is the design goal for background - __x _-
rejection and efficient selection of rare events with o.7 -
high transverse momentum electrons.

>- 0,6 __...r-.,

Some ofthe physics to be studied at the SSC may z° 0.5
require electron identification in or near jets The -
electron identification power of the TRD/Tracker in .rr 0.4_"
jet events was studied by using ISAJET to throwjets '" -o.3--

with 500 GeV PT into the central TRD/Tracker. --
Electron tracks were then superimposed on the event. 0.2 -
Figure 2-5a plots the identification efficiency for

0.1-
these electrons versus the opening angle o_between _
the electron and the axis of the jet. The electron 0 J _ J I _ _ _ ],,, 1,, I l,,, I, ,,
efficiency remains high even close to the core of the o 4 8 _2 _6 20 24a (DEG)

jet. It is also important to know how many fake (A)
electrons will arise in jet events. The charged had-
rons of the ISAJET event were interrogated to see if 0.04-
they met electron selection criteria. In Fig. 2-5b, the
number of fake electrons, i.e., hadrons satisfying the _ o.oas L

z

electron identification criteria, is plotted vs o_. The
plot thus uses ISAJET to provide an estinaate of the _ o.oa
particle density and momentum spectrum near the _ 0.02s
jet. lt is seen from this figure that the TRD/Tracker _=
has high efficiency for electrons and good rejection N 0.0aLU

of hadrons even close to the jet axis. It is also _ 0,015
apparent that there may be a role for the TRD/
Tracker in helping to define more precisely the 0.ol

location of the core of high energy jets. 0.oo5

2.2.6 Tagging of Particles _ ,ith Large Lorentz o
Factors 0 4 8 12 18 20 24ot(DEG)

With the aid of the TRD it is possible to identify MPQo.al_ (B)

not only electrons but also other charged particles Fig. 2-5 (A) Electron Efficiencyvs Angle from500GeV
with y > 103. This is possible even inside jets, since Jet Axis (B) Number of Fake E_ectrons/Event

the typical pion momentum is a few GeV. Of vs Angle From 500 GeVJetAxis
particular interest is muon tagging by the TRD,
which would facilitate linkage to tracks from the shows that muons above 100 GeV or pions above
muon spectrometer and aid in triggering on events 150 GeV can be tagged. The TRD/Tracker does not
with heavy objects (e.g., Z" or Higgs) with high distinguish such particles from electron candid.ates;
momentum muons in the final state. Figure 2-4 that is the job of the calorimeter. "Ibis figure high-
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lights the capability of the TRD/Tracker to select ward systems, pad chambers would be mounted on
high Lorentz factor particles out of the sea of low the faces of the modules. The total thickness of the
momentum particles, pad chamber is < 0.01 radiation length. There are =

50 000 pad channels per layer at 33 cm radius.
2,3 AZIMUTHAL TRACKING Occupancy per channel (including multiple events

The goals of azimuthal tracking are to provide and track obliquity) would be at the percent level.
additional tracking information for patternrecogni- This approach to azimuthal tracking provides a
tion and for track/calorimetermatchup. Two dimen- minimal capability; the resolution is not adequate
sional readout would provide redundancy to the for secondary vertex reconstruction, and perform-
TRD/Tracker measurements in r - z. Good resolu- ance within jets needs further study.
tion would be useful for determining the multiplic-
ity of charged particles associated with a primary 2.3,2 Silicon Pixel Detectors
vertex, which is expected to be a significant aid in A silicon pixe! vertex detector would provide
selecting W decays to jets from the QCD back- robust tracking capable of very high precision in a
grounds [8]. High resolution would be useful for very high multiplicity environment. These devices
finding secondary vertices. The ability to tag heavy are being developed under the SSC subsystem pro-
quark decays in proton- :oton collisions at the SSC gram, and study of optimal parameters of thevertex
may well be a crucial feature in the search for the detector is in progress [12]. The following model
Higgs and, if found, understanding its properties. A presents an idea of how the concept would be carried
study in DO has shown that within a radius R of 0.4 out [13]. The detector would have three cylindrical
inO- 1"1space ofajet axis, most ofthe tracks are high tracking layers at 5, 10, and 15 cm radius about the
momentum and a high resolution detector could be beam. The inner layer would be about 30 cm long.
quite effective in tagging secondary vertices [9]. Chips would be overlapped to insure 100% tracking
Several tec,qnologies that are candidates for meas- efficiency. With a pixel size of 50 _tm on a side,
urement of the r - _ position of tracks are discussed charge sharing gives an average position resolution
below, of 5 l.tm both transverse and along the beam axis.

Three layers of detectors provide redundant track-
2.3.1 Gas Pixel Detectors ing. The third layer also provides additional infor-

Onepossibilityistheuseofinterpolatingreadout mation for the identification of electron pairs by
gas "pad" chambers [10]. Resistive interpolation dE/dx.
between amplifier taps spaced along an azimuthal
cathode strip will give r- _ resolution of 150 mi- In a pixel chip, the average signal is 24 000
crons. These chambers have already demonstrated electrons per minimum ionization, while the typical
superior performance in heavy ion collisions with noise is 200 electrons. Hence it is easy to distinguish
particle densities similar to what is expected at the closely spaced tracks produced by Dalitz decays or
SSC [11]. Using the known beam position, a single external photon conversion. For example, should a
layer of chambers at a radius of 33 cm for the central photon convert in the first layer of the vertex detec-
region and with pad sizes of (A _- 2.8 °) x (A 1"1= tor, the second and third layers will record the
0.015) could provide better than millimeter preci- double charge. Having two layers to observe this
sion for the azimuthal track position extrapolated to charge reduces false pair identifications due to delta
the calorimeter. Several layers of pads might be rays. Should a photon convert irt the second layer,
desirable to assist pattern recognition. For the for- then the first layer would register no track and the



third a doubling of charge. A conversion in the third other at a small separation and causing electrons
layer would leave no hits in the first and second to drift in opposite directions
layers. • A pipeline for storing the signals is inherent in

the structure of the SDD.

When reconstructing secondary vertices it is
important to exclude low momentum particles. A vertex detector ofSDD's would provide sec-
These particles may have a large impact parameter ondary vertex reconstruction as discussed above. A
at the beam line due to scattering in the beam pipe geometry consisting of rings of detectors coveting
or in the detectors. This can generate false secon- rl < 3 has been designed for an SSC subsystem pro-
dary ve_ices or worsen the resolution of true secon- posal [16] and could be adapted to the EMPACT
dary vertices. The pixel detecto r will be of suffi- geometry. These detectors have been produced and
cient accuracy that it offers an innovative approach tested several times; the most ambitious application

to this problem. If the middle layer of devices is is currently being deployed in the NA45 experiment
thick enough, particles of low momentum will at CERN. Recently a JFET preamplifier has been
scatter sufficiently in the middle layer of the detec- realized on the same high resistivity silicon as the
tor so that the trajectory hits in the three layers will detector; this allows a good matching to the very
not form a straight line consistent with the resolu- small capacitance of the anodes of the SDD. A
tion of the devices. For example, if the middle layer rigorous R&D program is in progress and it will be
is 0.03 radiation lengths and the hit in the third layer important to keep some attention on these devices.
is required to lie within 45 _m of the extrapolation
of the hits in the first two layers, then 90% of the 2.4 OPERATION AT HIGH LUMINOSITY
particles with momentum above 10 GeV are kept Running at high luminosity (= 1034cm-Zs-a) will
and less than 7% of particles below 1GeV are kept. focus on the high Pv physics of high mass systems
Detailed studies of this technique will be required to with the goal of extending the physics reach to the
detemaine the performance in and near jets. Since mass range above ene TeV and to cross sections
fake electrons are frequently due to low momentum lower than accessible at design luminosity. This
particles overlapping an energetic photon, this tech- will naturally follow an extended period of opera-
nique may augment the TRD in reducing the back- tion at lower luminosities, during which time the
ground. The impact of this material on the perform- physics of lower and medium masses will be stud-
ance of the TRD/Tracker and calorimeter systems ied in detail. The performance requirements for
will also require careful assessment, h.igh luminosity operation should then reflect the

changes in the physics goals. High luminosity
2.3.3 Silicon Drift Detectors operations will require excellent calorimetry and

Another very attractive technology for a vertex efficient lepton identification, lt is likely that
detector for EMPACT is the silicon drift detector multiplicities, vertex association and secondary
(SDD) [14,15]. SDD's may be ideal detector ele- vertex reconstruction willplay little role in the high
ments for charged particle tracking close to the luminosity physics.
interaction region for the following reasons:
° Unambiguous position resolution of = 4 _tmin There are serious efforts in progress to develop

two perpendicular directions radiation hard silicon detectors [12,13]. A practical
• Assignment of hits from different bunch cross- response to the difficulty of operating silicon de-

ings with a timing accuracy of < 1 ns, accom- vices in such a high rate and high radiation environ-
plished by placing two SDD's parallel to each ment could well be to remove them during high
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luminosity operations. For high luminosity run- many more issues must be addressed by calcula-
ning, it is anticipated that the TRD/Trackercould be tions and by detailed simulations in order to arrive
operated at a reduced gas gain, effectively blinding at an optimized design.
the detector to the flood of minimum ionizing par-
ticles while maintaining good efficiency for the 2.5.2 Electronics Development
detection of electrons and of high momentum muons Both vertex detector technologies are the sub-
and hadrons. Reduction of the gain would keep jects of active research under the SSC subsystem
chamber currents and heat dissipation in the ga s at program. Prototypes and small scale experimental
acceptable levels and offers prospects for good tests are in progress and much will be learned in the
detector lifetime at very high event rates. Valida- nem' term about the possibilities of using these de-
tion of this technique will require careful studies of vices at the SSC. The radiation tolerance of these
drift velocities and signal shapes at reduced fields, devices will be of crucial importance in the assess-
Monte Carlo studies will also be required to deter- ment of their suitability for EMPACT, particularly
mine the impact on pattern recognition and tracking considering the emphasis on operating at high lumi-
performance, nosity.

2.5 PRINCIPAL DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS For theTRD/Tracker, the readout electronics,
The technical developments needed to realize its interface to trigger processors, and the trigger

the TRD/Tracker and the vertex detector technolo- and readout processors represent key developments
gies are challenging. Principal areas where R&D that will determine the performance of the detector
will be needed are described below, system. State-of-the-art performance will be neces-

sary in the following areas:
2.5.1 Simulations & Design Studies • Front end sensitivity, speed, and noise

The work so far has pointed out several possible • Data storage (analog or digital) during trigger
improvements in the present design of the TRD/ decision
Tracker. Single layers of straws, rather than double ° Channel density
layers, will be easier to assemble. The present 48 ° Power dissipation
layers could be reduced to 32, and the amount of • An architecture allowing high speed data proc-
radiator increased. These changes could reduce the essing and communication with the trigger proc-

. channel count and also improve system perform- essor for particle identification purposes (elec-

ance, especially for operation with reduced gain trons or high PTparticles, background rejec-
during high luminosity running. Performance in tion).
the forward modules needs to be examined in greater
detail. The effects of gain variations must be incor- The performance of the TRD/Tracker concept
porated in the studies. So far, there has been no can only be correctly evaluated if systems tests are
simulation of the performance of the combined ver- carried out with realistic electronics. The develop-
tex detector and TRD/Tracker. Extensive design, ment of this capability is a high priority.
engineering studies, physics simulation, and espe-
cially, pattern recognition requirements, are needed 2.5.3 Mechanical Developments
for development of the vertex detector parameters Su'uctural supports and stability studies for the
and for understanding of the combined systems. It vertex detector must be an engineering priority.
will also be vital to determine the maximum lumi- The high resolution of these devices places extraor-
nosity at which these detectors can run. These and dinary demands on the mechanical system: both the
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3 - CALORIMETRY

3.1 PHYSICS REQUIREMENTS determination of the Pa.spectrum of jets in order
Calorimetry plays a central role in EMPACT to test compositeness. Hadronic energy resolu-

physics by providing energy measurements of elec- tion also contributes to the reconstructed width
trons, photons, jets, and non-interacting particles of Z°--->jets.
such as neutrinos and photinos by missing P'r" • Time Resolution- Time resolution must be
Calorimetry is also relied upon as aparticle filter, to good enough to (1) correlate energy in a given
aid in particle identification, and to measure muon cell with a minimum ionizing particle in a given
energy loss. crossing, and (2) assocJ,ate jets with ET> 20

GeV with the correct crossing.
The requirements are discussed briefly below. ° Segmentation - EM transverse segmentation

Given its importance to overall detector perform- is, as discussed below in the section on lepton
ance, lepton identification is considered as a sepa- identification, set by the need to cleanly identify
rate topic. In later sections, candidate calorimeter electrons. Hadron calorimeter transverse seg-
technologies are presented that, with adequate R&D mentation must be such as to not degrade the
and engineering design, could meet these require- resolution for z°--->jets. Depth segmentation is
ments, not necessarily required to measure the energy
• Survivability-Thedetectorsystem, including lost by muons, since for isolated muons the

the forward calorimeter, must operate reliably entire energy deposited is used to correct the
and with little degradation of performance for momentum measurement for precision muon

periods of years at luminosities up to 1034 physics such as Z°--->t.tla. However, such a
cm-2s-1. This requires surviving radiation lev- correction requires fine sampling = 2X0 (radia-
els to hundreds of Mrads in the region near rl = tion lengths).
5.5. • Total Depth-Total depth must be sufficient to

• Dynamic Range - At the low end, dynamic reduce the fu'st level trigger rate for muons to a
range is detelTnined by the need to measure reasonable level, andtominimizepunchthrough
muons (i.e., a minimum ionizing particle) trav- contributions to missing P'r as a background to
ersing a calorimeter cell. At the high end, it is SUSY searches.
set by the decay products of a very heavy Z" and ° Noise - Noise in each calorimeter cell must be

very high Pa'jets in the forward direction. It is low enough to allow identification of a mini-
anticipated that a dynamic range of at least 105 mum ionizing particle, and low enough in a jet
is required, tower to permit the imposition of an electron

° Energy Resolution - The EM energy resolu- isolation cut.
tion at high energies is limited by the constant ° Hermeticity - The calorimeter must be her-
term. This will not limit the discovery potential metic enough to do missing E,r physics as
of the detector system for a new heavy Z'. The compared to the irreducible neutrino background
energy resolution is important in determining limit.
the position of EM showers, as showers spread ° Rapidity Range - The physics requirements
over more than one cell. Therefore, better EM for coverage beyond rl = 3 are given below.

energy resolution allows a better measurement These requirements can be satisfied by calori-
of the energy in the tail of the shower and hence metry alone, without resort to forward tracking,
better position resolution. Hadronic energy muon measurement (the contribution of back-
resolution must be suffici, mt to allow good ground muons to apparent missing pTcannot be
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greater than that due to background neutrinos), eration by EMPACT, that will provide the optimum
or electron measurement: e/n separation.
- By extending the measurement ofE Ttori = Reduced Hadron Photon Overlap - This

5.5, the apparent missing PTdUe to energy overlap can be detected by very good position
escaping at small angles can be reduced to resolution. This is required in EMPACT since there
the level of the missing PTfrom background is no magnetic field to eliminate low momentum
neutrinos for missing pv > 100GEV[1-3]. A particles from consideration. The tracker straws
reasonable threshold for using missing PTaS will give good position in the 0 direction, but n-lust
a signature for interesting physics is 100 be supglemented by azimuthal m"asurements. Such
GeV, as the data rate due to the neutrino measurements could come from gas pad or pixel
background is reduced to = 1 Hz. The detectors as discussed in Section2. The calorimeter
background rate increases very rapidly as needs to have similar resolution in 0 and q_(= 1 mm)
the acceptance is reduced from rlm_x= 5.5 and can achieve it with either a preconverter or fine

- In Higgs production via W-Z fusion, the segmentation. This position precision becomes
Higgs is produced with limited PT[4], and more difficult as the luminosity increases, since the
hence the recoil quark jets tend to be for- pileup is more likely to affect the shower energy
ward. Identification of these jets with 3 < 1"1 deposited in towers neighboring the shower.
< 5 could be a very helpful additional sig-
nature for Higgs production, especially for Good Dalitz Pair & 3,Conversion Rejection
the more difficult Higgs decay modes (e.gl, Efficiency. T'mse can be rejected by the TR pat-
H ---r_l Yvv;).For the samereason, forward terns and tv minimum ionization in the tracker
jets may be an important additional signa- and silicon d, vices.
ture for identifying W-Z scattering in the
strong-coupling case. Minhnum Dead Material before the EM

Calorimeter or Preconverter- A 2.5 X0 Pb pre-
3.111 l,epton Identification converter, for example, is only 3% of an interaction

Although the interaction between a number of length. Adding 5% X0of plastic before the precon-
different detector subsystems determines the ulti- verter nearly doubles the thickness in interaction
mateleptonidentificationperformanceofEMPACr, lengths, resulting in a factor of two degradation in
the calorimeter clearly plays a central role. The e/n: rejection. This implies that care must be taken
process of designing the EMPACT detector system in the design and routing ofreadou_ cables from the
will involve tradeoffs between the TRD/Tracker tracking system.
system, the EM calorimetry or preconverter, and
the hadronic calorimetry in order to obtain the Minimum Cracks in tt.e EM Calorimeter-
optimum e/Tzand e/T separation at high luminosity Care must also be taken during design to minimize
andin the environment nearjetcores. It is appropri- or eliminate cracks, as they not only degrade cfff-
ate, then, to discuss here general requirements for ciency for detection of multi-electron events, but
lepton identification, with particular emphasis on can, for example, cause a Z° to mimic aW or a W to
their implications for calorimetry, mimic a Z° decay to neutrinos if an electron is lost.

In this manner, WZ ° events are promoted to WW or

Good Electron vs Pion (e/n) Shower Dis. Z°Z° events, and the ability to study WLW L scatter-

crimination -Clearly, fine transverse segmenta- ing is impaired. The design methodology described
tion is important for good e/n separation. Sufficient in Subsection 3.3 allows careful, quantitative focus
depth segmentation may, in fact, be provided by a on the elimination of cracks in the detector system.d

preconverter alone. Studies are underway to deter-
mine the combination of transverse and longitudi- 3.2 ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
nal segmentation foreach technology underconsid- Three options for calorimetry in EMPACT are
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being actively considered: (1) liquid argon, (2) such as lead, tungsten, and uranium has implied-
Scintillating fiber/lead (SPACAL) with a silicon tions for response (e.g., compensation), as well as
preconverter, and (3) SPACAL with a full silicon engineering feasibility and overall cost. The fabri-
EM section. In addition, technologies such as cation and beam test of a 1 m2 lead/LAr stack to

• liquid scintillator and high pressure gas are under study e/r_ at 50, 100 and 150 ns shaping time is
consideration for use in the forward (1"1> 3) region, proceeding [6].
The choice will be made on the basis of perform-
ance relative to the physics requirements of Hermeticity & Signal Handling- Modules
EMPACT, engineering feasibility, and cost (see and vessels must be developed that result in a
Section 8). The general considerations that make minimum of cracks and dead material, and at the
each technology attractive, as well as the issues that same time allow low inductance connections to be
must be resolved to meet EMPACT physics re- made between electrode and preamp.
quirements, are discussed below.

Preamp Cooling & Radiation Resistance The
3.2.1 Liquid Argon preamps must be placed close to the electrodes to

The LAr approach to calorimetry has a long minimize inductance and to improve signal to noise.
history, starting with the pioneering work of Willis A means must be found to remove the heat that they
and Radeka [5]. A number of LAr detectors have generate, and their radiation resistance must be
been built and successfully operated (Mark II, carefully studied, particularly for operation at
ISR806, E706, and HELIOS) and some very large luminosities in excess of 1033cm-2s-1.
collider based systems are presently under con-
struction (SLD, DO, and Hl). These systems con- Table 3-1 Liquid ArgonCalorimeterMeasurementErrors

lt stitute an invaluable experience base directly rele- LUMINOSITY 1033 10_

vant to the task ef developing a LAr system for An, rx, 0,04 .... 0,32 0.04 0.32

EMPACT. % A.e_ t o A A._t nA t_A(GEV) (GeV.ns)(GEV) (GeV ns) (GEV) (GEV)

li LAr is attractive for use in EMPACT for a
EM 0,075 5 O,9 46 0,15 1,3

variety of reasons: (1)radiation resistance,(2) the
ease of transverse and longitudinal segmentation HADRONIC 0,13 14 1.6 139 0,27 3,2L

ii into arbitTary shapes and sizes, (3)linearity over full % IS THE ERROR ON THE ENERGY MEAsuREMENT "

dynamic range, (4) good e/_ responseand energy A, c_t IS THE PRODUCT OF THE ENERGY & ERRORON THE
' resolution, and (5) large electron yield per GeV TIMEMEASUREMENT

deposited and unit gain, leading to stable response
MP90-3180-003

and accurate triggering. Although many perceive
liquid argon as slow, the peak of the current occurs Noise & Speed Performance- The noise per-

l at the crossing time and falls linearly. Since the
formance of the calorimeter must be quantified. For

number of electrons/GeV is large, the pulse can be example, Table 3-1 lists noise values calculated for
shaped to reduce pileup and noise, a LAr calorimeter with EM cells of 0.04 x 0.04 and

towers of 0.32 x 0.32 [7] A drift time of 400"jet"

A successful EMPACT LAr design requires ns and a peaking time of 96 ns are assumed. Using
that a numberofissues be addressed. Some ofthese these values, a 20 GeV jet has a time error of 7 ns at

items (listed below) are being studied under the a luminosity of 1033cm-Zs -1. The drift time could,
SSC subsystem R&D program [6], but most can ifrequired, be improved by the addition ofmethane,
only be fully resolved in the context of a specific and the shaping time improved via electronics,
detector system like EMPACT. Note that, since the table lists the total of themaal

and pileup noise, the total noi,_cvalues scale by less
Absorber Material - The choice of absorbers than the expected q-L.
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3.2.2 Scintillating Fiber/Lead (SPACAL) with A successful EMPACT SPACAL design re-
Si Preconverter quires that a number of issues be addressed. Some

EMPACTis also considering acalorimeter based of these items (listed below) are being studied under
on scintillating optical fibers embedded in lead the SSC subsystem R&D program [9], but must be
absorber [8], The fibers are directed radially out- explored with the EMPACT constraints,
wards from the interaction point, grouped and at-
tached to photodetectors mounted at the outside of Module Survivability & Fiber Radiation Re-
the calorimeter in an almost magnetic field-free sistance - The most radiation resistant fiber avail-
region. The SPACAL technique has a number of able today is Kyowa's SCSN81 with additional
attractive characteristics: 3HF wavelength shifter. Owing to its recovery
• Fast response, with 3 ns risetime and charge from radiation damage, it is able to withstand 10

integration time of less than 80 ns Mrad. This significant improvement over the 0.1
• Good compensation, leading to a linear re- Mrad limit of scintillating material just two years

sponse and Gaussian lineshape (for electro- ago is due to intensive R&D, and there is reasonable
magnetic showers and jets), and to excellent expectation of further improvements in the future.
energy resolution with lmm fibers for electro- One could also, in principle, design and construct
magnetic showers (measured to be 13% / _E + the calorimeter section beyond rl = 3 in such a way
1.5%) and hadronic showers, as well as jets that it can _ regularly replaced.
(expected to be 30% / _E)

• Very good hermeticity, if the use of a calcium- Electron/Pion Separation -A thin and finely

ii lead alloy will allow for self supporting towers segmented just inside the calorimeterpreconverter
without extensive support structure must be carefully designed, developed, and tested.

• Uniformity of response as function of impact Beam tests have shown that use of a preconverter
point and incident direction, even tbr very fine with SPACAL yields apion rejection factor of 6000
transverse segmentation with 98% efficiency for electrons at 80GeV. Monte

• Low noise and high photostatistics leading to a Carlo studies have shown that with 1 cm square
clear separation of a muon signal from the segmentation, the accidental overlap between a
pedestal single charged pion mid a photon is reduced to a

• Good electron/hadron discrimination by trans-, negligible level. To maintain hermeticity, the en-

verse shower development cuts. In order to ergy deposited in the preconverter should be de-further improve electron/hadron separation, a tected by means of a finely segmented layer of
thin lead/steel preconverter with a silicon readout silicon.
can be employed inside the SPACAL calori-
meter. Calibration - Schemes must be developed to

accurately and easily calibrate the system. Radio-
Much R&D and development work on this active sources inserted in fiber passages in the lead

novel technology has been accomplished over the are one possibility under consideration.
last three years by the SPACAL collaboration [8].
Prototype modules of a variety of sizes and shapes 3.2.3 Scintillating Fiber/Lead (SPACAL) with
have been constructed and tested, including a 35 crn Si EM
diameter by 2 m (10 _,) deep stack of 20 towers, Another attractive option for EMPACT is a
large enough to contain about 85% of hadronic hybrid system with a Si EM section and a SPACAL
shower energy. A full scale prototype tower (5,5 _, hadron calorimeter. Calorimeters involving square
diameter and I0 k deep) is presently under con- meters of silicon are presently in use in a number of
struction, with beam tests scheduled for June 1990. experiments (UA2, NA35, DELPHI and SLD), and



a systemwith 50 m2(ZEUS) is under construction, system involving Si and SPACAL must be meas-
There areanumberofadvantagesofusing silicon as ured in beam tests.
the sampling medium for the EMPACT EM calo-
rimeter. These include the compact nature of such Survivability & Radiation Resistance- Sus-
a calorimeter, room temperature operation, non- ceptibility to radiation damage is particularly prob-
saturating readout, absolute gain of the sampling lematic for hadronic calorimetry, although it cer-
medium; and the ease of gain adjustment and tainly i,_not absentin the electromagnetic calorime-
monitoring. Two particular advantages are worth ter. _ilicon damage coefficients for eiectromag:

' additional comments, netic energy deposition (from electrons or photons)

are orders of magnitude lower than for neutrons.

Ease of Transverse & Longitudinal Segmen- The neutron fluence in the EM section can be
tation into Arbitrary Sizes & Shapes- This helps reduced significantly by adding thin (2 mm) _heets :
allow identification of electrons near jets. A of polyethylene in each sampling gap and 2 cm
standard technique for tagging heavy quark jets is between the EM and HAD sections [11].
the identification of leptons with substantial trans-
verse momentum to the jet axis. Such leptons are 3.2.4 Forward Calorimetry Technologies
often marginally isolated from the surrounding jet The choice of forward calorimeter technology
activity, lt can be argued that electromagnetic will be driven by the rate and the harsh radiation
calorimeter segmentations as fine as 0,02 × 0.02 in environment at 3 < 1'1< 5.5, For exampie, at rl = 5.5
rl and(_areneededtodoagoodjobofsuchtagging and z= 15 m, the e-_pected dose at EM shower
of electrons, maximum is 200 Mrad in one SSC year [12]. The

desire for uniform technology over all pseudorapid-
Fast Charge Collection - The Overlap of ity drives one to consider both liquid argon and

multiple interactions would be held to a minimum SI_ACAL in this region, requiring a careful im-
with an EM calorimeter which employs silicon, plementation of readout electronics in the former
Proper design of the front end electronics must case, and a very radiation resistant fiber in the latter.
accommodate the large capacitance of the silicon Other alternatives under consideration include a
detector itself. SPACAL-like design [13] in which scintillating

fibers are replaced by tubes containing liquid scin.-
As with the other candidate technologies, a tillator that could be flowed or flushed at regular

successful EMPACT Si and SPACAL hybrid de- intervals. Theattractivepossibilityofhighpressure
sign requires that a number of issues be addressed, gas calorimetry is also being considered [14].
Some of these items (listed below)are being studied
under the SSC subsystem R&D program [10], but 3.3 PROGR,?SS ON CALORIMETRY DE.
again most can only be fully resolved in the context SIGNS
of the specific detector system.

3.3.1 Methodology
Cost -The perception and experience of silicon To arrive at the optimum calorimeter configura-

as an expensive sampling medium is based on small tion for EMPACT, "baseline" calorimeter designs
and more sophisticated applications than is re- have been started that allow tradeoff studies to be
quired for good calorimetry. Based on the evolu- conducted that consider (1) overall physics per-
tion ofcosts, itis likely thatthecostofsilicondiodes formance, (2) engineering feasibility, and (3) cost.
will be in the range of $2 per square centimeter for These studies are being perfomaed by an interdisci-
an SSC experiment, plinary team that has at its disposal state-of-the-art

integrated design, modeling, analysis, and simula-
Compensation - The e/_ response of a hybrid
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tion tools [15,16]. The tools allow the team to penetrate the toroid magnets, and the endcap/barrel
,-onstruct detailed 3D models that can be analyzed configuration should not inhibit reasonable access
and optimized using structural, thermal, and mag- to the central tracker. Adequate passage must also
netic codes. The physics simulation tools are then be provided for tracker signal cables and utilities. A
employed on the optimized 3D model geometries, quarter section of the calorimeters for the liquid
allowing realistic calculation of performance para- argon option is shown in Fig. 3-1. The constraints
meters such as calorimeter depth, amount of inac- of the toroids and muon chambers can be seen.
tive material, and energy resolution. Rather de-
tailed baseline designs [17-19J have already been 3.3.3 Liquid Argon Calorimeter
developed. Engineering tradeoff studies will con- Recent generic R&D studies [15,16] indicate
tinue in conj unction with ongoi: S technology R&D, that a liquid argon calorimeter system with excel-
prototype beam studies, and simulation to will per- lent hermeticity for SSC physics can be engineered.
mit timely and realistic convergence on the opti- The baseline design is shown in Fig. 3-2 and the
mum calorimeter for EMPACT. Baseline designs upper half of the front illustration. Barrel and
and some major engineering issues presently under endcap vessel lengths and shapes have been opti-
consideration are highlighted below, mized to maximize calorimeter depth for rl < 3,

while allowing ample space for cold-to-warm sig-
3.3.2 Overall Constraints nal cable feedthroughs, utilities, and a realistic

The EMPACT baseline detector design con- barrel support mechanism. Individual calorimeter
strains the calorimeter to a volume with an inner modules are self-supporting, with aluminum strong-
radius of 1 m, an outer radius of 3.50 m, and a total backs as primary structural members. The modules
length of 14 m. No supports for the calorimeter may rest on tracks built into the argon vessels. Modules

CENTRAL TOROID

, FEED-THROUGHS _"[_

l .i

__- ........

-= 363 -- 332

700
"---'-- 265 '----'_"

,,,,- 813 -I

1492 -__"-----_

-.. 2000 __ ---

:_90-31 &.q-58,3

Fig. 3-1 Quarter Section of Baseline Volume for Calorimetry Showing Liqui_ Argon Option.
Dimensions in cre.

!
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(A)

(c) (B)

PgO-3180-566
......

Fig. 3-2 (A) Overall 3D Model of the EMPACT Baseline Liquid Argon Calorimeter, (B) Detail of Barrel/Endcap
Intersection, Including View o| the Barrel Support Mechanism, (C) End View of Endcap and Barrel
Calorimet_}rs, Showing Signal Cable Feedthroughs and Calorimeter Support Mechanisms
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are generally less than 10 metric tons each, and they CC_ARGON

do not contribute to the structural integrity of the LOADCASE:5
vessels. The endcapcalorimeter modules for rl > FRAMEOFREF:GLOBALSTRESS- VON VISES MIN: 1.44E+02 ,MAX: 1.04E+04

1.5 are, as seen in Fig. 3-2, assembled as disc-like CALCULATION GROUPS: 1,2,3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

monoliths in order to avoid azimuthal cracks. _::::_..... ..
Uranium plates of 3 mm and argon gaps of 2 mm are
assumed throughout.

The barrel (1710 metric tons) and endcap (560
metric tons each) calorimeters are supported by an
aluminum tube that transfers loads to the toroid

support structure. This tube also houses, and per-

mits easy access to, the first layer of muon cham-

bers. The barrel itself is supported by use of a
simple strap-like support mechanism that attaches
to the aluminum support tube; the endcaps rest on

the tube via D0-1ike cold-to-warm supports. __/

The baseline design assumes three longitudinal
1.60E+03 4.52E+03 7.44E+03

EM segments and four longitudinal hadronic seg- F......._25L-----r_l Eli
I ments in the readout, with the latter fully inter- 5.98E+03 8.90E+1.44E+02 3.06E+03

leaved for redundancy. Total channel count is then (A)
= 156 000 in the barrel, and 58 600 in each endcap,

_ as::uming transverse segmentation of 0.025 x 0.025 0oa
for EM, and 0.05 x 0.05 for hadronic calorimetry. 100GeVET /e_

The 0.025 segmentation leads to pads smaller than 0.06
2 cm forrl > 2.35, so it is coarsened to 0.05 beyond
that point. This channel count assumes 0.025 seg- g004

_u_ _ HADRONS_ mentation for all three longitudinal segments in the _ --- ELECTRONS I_

EM. If, as in the DOcalorimeter, study shows that 0.02 ,_..................... • _.,
fine segmentation is only needed at shower maxi-
mum (the middle layer) the channel count could be 0oo_ .....- o.o o._ i.o 11s 21o -£s 3,c
reduced by 76 000 channels, n

(B)

3o3.3.1 Physics Performance- The baseline liquid Pm3_Bo._7_
argon calorimeter design has an active depth of 11
Xfrom rl = 0 through 2, and grows smoothly to 14
X at _1= 3. 13aealuminum vesselsbefore the EM Fig. 3-3 (A) Stress Analysis andDeflection(GreatlyExaggerated) Results for the Barrel Argon

calorimetry total, on average,lessthanoneX 0,with VesselUnderCombinedPressure, Thermal,

amaximum of 3 Xoat the barrel cornerregion. The andGravity Loa,r Conditions, and (B)
vessel wall thicknesses of this design, optimized via FractionalEnergy Resolutionof the Liquid

Argon Calorimeter for 100 GeV "rransverse

stresscalculations such as shown in Fig. 3-3a, are Energy Hadrons and Electrons
such that cable placement within the calorimeter,
and not the vessel walls at the barrel/endcap inter- One quantitative measure of the hermeticity,
sectian region, is the dominant factor in determin- the fractional enerKy resolution calculated usin_ the
ing the hermeticity, method described in Ref. 15, is given in Fig. 3-3b.
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A measure of hermeticity that can be directly calorimeter whose energy resolution was deter-
compared to the ability of the calorimeter to mess- mined from the 3D engineering model of the baseline
ure missing ETto the limit set by the real neutrino design for rl < 3 (tor 3 < q < 5.5, no dead material
background is given in Fig. 3-4. The missing ET was assumed), using the method described in
spectrum shown in Fig. 3-4a was calculated using Ref. 15. Shown for comparison in Fig. 3-4a is the
ISAJET to generate two jet events with a special spectrum if neutrinos could be measured. Fig. 3-

modification to enhance events with large missing 4b shows the ratio of the missing Er spectrum
energy. Each track was then traced through a described above to that which would beobtained for

a calorimeter with no dead material anywhere. This
calculation, though it does not yet include the ef-
fects of shower fluctuations, is an encouraging

103 -. indication that one can design a calorimeter to meet
_" - the requirements.

10"4 _ ._

_ * + 3.3.3.2 Issues Under Consideration- Summa-
A 10 .5 ,--
>= - _, . rized below is the status of a number of important+

: ++ engineering design issues. More detail can be¢._

g 1°6 - found in Ref. 17.
F..-

u_ - ± ++ • The vessel walls in the region around rl = 3 are
- t _ _rf non-projective and have been designed to be aslO7_ ,

:  tttlO-8=___ ! t thin as possible. Furtheroptimization will occur

II as the forward calorimetry design evolves.- _ t _ _ t _ _ t L • The design of calorimeter modules is presently
10"90 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 focusedondevelopingconceptsthatoffercrack-

MISSINGET (GEV) less EM and hadronic geometries. Paths for
(A) internal signal cable routing from modules to

the cold-to-warm feedthroughs that offer the
10_ smallest impact on the hermeticity are also

7
- being investigated.

"' • Preliminary tests have been made at Martin£3

"' Marietta of preamp cooling in liquid argon in
" I | order to develop and calibrate thermal modelsUJ
rf)

"< "_]]t ] that will be used in detailed vessel and cryo-
<_'_ 1 _, ++ • genic design. This modeling and test capability
rr"
,,, will also be of use in cold- to-warm feedthroughI--

design.
<c_ • Preliminary designs for utilities and cryogenic
UJ

c_ services have been made, and the resultant

o , , I, requirements are incorporated in the EMPACT10 1 l I i
0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 ResourceRequirements Document [20]. Such

MISSINGET (GEV) designs will mature as the calorimeter design

p_o-3_oo._l (B) evolves and the tradeoff studies between detec-
tor subsystems are performed.

Fig. 3-4 (A) Missing E. r Distribution for LAr. Solid Data • Rather detailed assembly scenarios for the bar-
Resolution Plus Neutrinos; Dashed Data

Resolutiononly. rel and endcap calorimeters can be found in
(B)RatioofMissingEvCrossSectionsfor Ideal Ref. 17, along with concepts for the necessary
DetectortoI.ACDesignvsMissingET. support and handling equipment. Studies ex-
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amining the tradeoffs between complexity ring. Also represented in Fig. 3-5 is a 2.5 cm thick
and cost of handling equipment as a function silicon-lead-steel preconverter array mounted on
of assembly above ground or in the hall are thin steel support tubes and discs inside the barrel
underway, and endcaps. This assembly is also shown at the

3.3.4 Scintillating Fiber/Lead (SPACAL) Calo- front of this section.
rimeter with Si Preconverter The super-rings are attached to and supported

A baseline scintillating fiber/lead calorimeter by an alu_.ainum tube that, as in the liquid argon
design has been developed for EMPACT. lt con- case, carries calorimeter loads to the toroid support
sists of structurally independent 100 to 150 metric structure and contains the inner layer of muon
ton "super-rings" [19] of glued fiber/lead modules chambers. Super-rings are assembled fromindivid-
assembled into a barrel (1200 metric tons) and ual modules built of 2 mm fibers and lead sheets
endcap (650 metric tons) configuration. Figure 3- with attached light pipes, phototubes, and alumi-
5 shows the overall assembled system inside an num end fittings as shown in Fig. 3-5. These
aluminum support tube, and an individual super- individual modules, each with a mass of approx 65

X

PgO,31B0-5.65

Fig. 3-5 Baseline SPACAL Design Showing Assembly (Top) and Elements Building Up Super-Ring
from Right to Left (Bottom)
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SUPRINGFG kg, are glued into approx 7 layers of 250 modules
LOADCASE:1 each to form a basic super-ring. Initial calculations
FRAME OFREF: GLOBAL (Fig. 3-6a) of the structural integrity of the
STRESS-VONMISESMIN:1.72E+00MAX:3.54E4-02 EMPACT super-rings indicate that they have neg-

ligible deflection, and can be made self-supporting.

At the barrel/endcap interface, light from the/

,/ truncated modules in the barrel is brought to photo-
tubes located in the obvious notch in the outer barrel

radius via clear fiber optics. Signal cables from the
preconverter are brought out through a 5 cm gap
between the barrel and endcaps.x

/ The baseline design assumes 0.025 x 0.025
I

transverse segmentation and one longitudinal seg-
', merit for a total phototube (channel) count in the

fiber/lead calorimeter of approximately 60 000.
The silicon preconverter baseline has a cell size of
about 1 cm2, giving a total of 416 000 diodes. The
plan is to reduce the data from each diode to a
single bit.

5.20E+01 3.03E+02 3.3.4.1 Physics Performance - The total active
f'----T---_: _,_-.-_.__, I II

LEVELS'6 DELTA:5.035+01 depth of calorimetry is 11 _. at q = 0 through 2,
(A) growing then to 14 Xat 1"1= 3. There is essentially

no dead material before the start of the SPACAL.

o.0a The hermeticity of the baseline SPACAL calorime-
100 GeV ET _ HADRONS

.... ELECTRONS ter is excellent, as represented by the energy resolu-

0.06---h..a._ _ tion plot shown in Fig. 3-6b.

t_l_0.04-_ft_ 3.3.4.2 Issues Under Consideration - Summa-rized below is the status of a number of important
002 -- -'--- --- --- ,L" engineering design issues. More detail can be

o.00l ....... , ........... . _ found in Ref. 18.
00 0.5 10 1.5 20 215 3.0 • Martin Marietta manufacturing engineers have

n developed a preliminary baseline for mass
(B) manufacture of scintillating fiber/lead modules.

p_3_Bo.s67 Further developments will include investiga-
Fig. 3-6 (A) Stress Analysis and Deflection (Greatly tion of automated manufacturing techniques

Exaggerated) CalculationResultsforan and the important process of developing aIndividual Lead/Fiber "Super-Ring" (Stress
Levels In the Lead/Fiber Material are Never method for accelerated testing of the lead glue

Greaterthan350 psi.) and (B) Fractional fiber composite. The 2 mm fibers of this design
Energy Resolutionof theSPACALfor allow a substantial cost savings, but the use of
100 GeV Transverse Energy Hadrons and thicker fibers requires studies on energy resolu-Electrons

tion and the effect of muon channeling.
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• Initial analyses indicate that the lead/fiber super
rings are structurally stable. Further studies,
and ultimately tests, must be made to under-
stand the effect of creep in lead over the course
of 5 to 10 years.

• Scintillator radiation resistance is perhaps the
most critical issue for SPACAL calorimetry.
Study of the overall survivability, both in terms
of radiation and chemical effects, of modules
built with scintillating fibers will be under-
taken.

• A preconverter is important to the performance
of a SPACAL calorimeter, so the process of

: designing tiffs system has begun.
• Theinitial design assumesphotomultiplierbases (A)

dissipating on the order of 0.5 W each. Even at
this level, studies must be undertaken to opti-
mize methods of cooling the system.

• Rather detailed assembly scenarios for the indi-
' vidual modules, the super-rings and the overall

system have been developed [18], along with
concepts for the necessary support and handling
equipment. As in the liquid argon case, a
variety of tradeoff studies involving assembly
and handling are underway.

• The effect on the physics analysis of non-pro- (B)
jective towers must be studied. Beam tests
expected in June 1990 should show the extent of ._3_ao._
late developing showers and the consequence Fig. 3-7 (A) 3D Model oi the EMPACT Baseline

for triggering can be evaluated. Silicon/Tungsten EMCalorimeterMountedwithin the SPACAL Hadron Calorimeter.
(B) Detail View of the Silicon EM Modules

3,3.5 Silicon EM & SPACAL Hadron Calori- and Steel Support Structure
meter

A combination of hadron scintillating fiber/

lead calorimetry with a 25 X0 silicon calorimeter modules that are 2 mm thick. The whole assembly
that uses tungsten absorber is an option for EV- is connected to a 12 mm thick aluminum shell that
PACT. The baselinedesign [19] for the siliconEM, is supportexl by aluminum straps that extend to the
shown in Fig. 3-7a along with the scintillating fiber/ main central toroid structure. This structure is quite
lead hadron calorimeter, is a modular barrel (65 adequate to support the silicon/tungsten modules,
metric tons) and endcap (14 metric tons each) as shown by the stress analysis shown in Fig. 3'8.
configuration supported by very thin steel shells lt should be noted that a slight reduction in length of
with non-projective inter-module steel stmcturol the baseline tracking system shown in Fig. 2-1
members. Individual silicon/tungsten modules rest would be required with this calorimeter option.
inside a steel ring (or disk, in the endcap case)
assembly as shown in Fig. 3-7b. The barrel calo- The baseline design assumes sampling every
rimeter, for example, has an inner steel shell 4 mm radiation length; one cell is 5.5 mm thick with 2 mm
thick, and non-projective steel structures between reserved for readout. The system will require
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3.3.5.2 Issues Under Consideration - Below is

EMSTRUCT2 the status of a number of important engineering
LOADCASE: 1
FRAMEOFREF:GLOBAL design issues specific tothe development of silicon
STRESS- VON MISES MIN: 9,48E+01 MAX: 2,56E+04 EM calorimetry that arepresently under investiga-
CALCULATIONGROUPS:9, 10 tion. More detail can befound in Ref. 19.

• The details of [nodule construction, including
plate orientation,assembly,andmanufacturing
are under examination. The development of
cracklessassemblyof modules or low Z (e.g.,
carboncomposite)supportstructureisalsounder
consideration.

• The issuesof cooling andpower dissipation in
the silicon EM due to preamps and leakage
current are currently being investigated.

• A thorough program to demonstrate the sur-
vivability of silicon calorimeter modules in the
radiation environment is planned. Thequestion

o00E+O0 1.50E+04 of diode preamp integration is also being pur-
-_'_' sued.

LEVELS: 6 DELTA: 3,00E+03

p_also._a 3.3.6 Forward Calorimetry-

Fig. 3-8 Stress Analysis and Deflection (Greatly The EMPACT baseline design, Fig. 3-1 in-
E,_aggerated) Results for the Steel and eludes a forward calorimeter of uranium liquid
AluminumSupport Structure under Gravity argon or SPACAL technology with a total active
Load Conditions depth of 12 X and a coverageof 3 < 11< 5.5. The

forward calorimeter is located between 15 < z < 17

approximately 1150 m 2 of silicon, with 830 m 2 in m, reflecting constraints due to the collider quad-
the barrel and 160 ma in each endcap. With 4 cm/ rupoles and the forward muon toroids. The inner
diodes, the system contains almost 3 million 4 cm2 and outer radii of the forward calorimeter are set by
diodes, whose signals are summed into a total of the need to extend beyond its fiducial limits by 1
360 000 channels. Preamps will generate a total of at rl = 3 and 0.5 2_at 1"1= 5.5. Thus a forward
30 kW (10 mW per preamp). Leakage current calorimeter is approximately 2.5 m in length, 7 cm
power is small compared to that due to the preamps, in inner radius, 1.6m in outer radius and has a mass
The distribution of power and cooling requirements of 300 metric tons.
for this power needs study.

The baseline forward calorimeter has a tower-

3.3.5.1 Physics Performance - The total active like readout structure, with transverse segmenta-
depth of calorimelry is = 11 X from 11= 0 to 2, tion of A11x A_ = 0.2 x 0.2 and one longitudinal
growing then to 14 Xat 11= 3, similar to the "pure" segment, with = 500 chann,cls. Some technologies,
SPACAL case described earlier. There is never such as liquid argon, would benefit from longitudi-

more than 0.75 X0of material before the EM calo- nal segmentation to preserve timing precision, so
rimeter. The hermeticity of the baseline SPACAL the number of channels might be several times the
calorimeter is quite good. The silicon EM signal number quoted above. The transverse size of a
cables that pass between the barrel m_dendcaps are tower is 2.5 cm at rl = 5.5, but studies [21 ] indicate
the dominant effect on the resolution in the region that this can be increased by a factor of two inside
around rl = 1.5. of I"1= 4.5 without 'affecting Er resolution.
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to the electrodes in order to allow fast charge trans-
Issues under consideration are: fer. A ferrite transformer in the circuit allows for

: Theimpactoftheendcapandforwardcalorime- proper capacitive matching to the electrode, re-
ter designs, including cryostats and support duces required power by afactoroftwo and protects
structure, on the ability to accurately measure the preamp against discharges.
ET, is presently being examined, recognizing Preamps capable of reliable operation in liquid
that at small angles the dominant error is angu- argon can be manufactured, as evidenced by the fact
lar that only one of 576 prearnps in the HELIOS (NA34)

• A thorough examination of the survivability of liquid argon calorimeter has failed during three
candidate calorimeter technologies in the radia- years of operation and five cooldown cycles. Tests
tion environment found in the forward region is of such preamps in radiation environments similar
also planned, to that anticipated at SSC have shown no deteriora-

tion ill performance [23]. Work is ongoing in
3.4 ELECTRONICS CHAIN collaboration with Interfet Inc. to develop a mono-

lithic JFET preamp specifically for an SSC liquid
3.4.1 Front End Electronics argon calorimeter.

As an example of issues relevant to the develop-
ment of front end calorimeter electronics, a baseline 3.4.2 Technology Independent Electronics
electronics chain for liquid argon calorimetry is Beyond the front end, the electronics are very
discussed. The front end of this chain, shown in Fig. similar for ali techniques, as shown in Fig. 3-9b.
3-9a, employs JFETpreamps that, as pointed out by This block shows the analog memory and trigger
Radeka and Rescia [22], must be located very close sums electronics. These circuits hold ali the calo-

NOTES
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rimeter signals for the Level 1 trigger for lgs. The volume. This will affect electronics as well as any
dynamic range required for the EM sections is 105 material - tracker straws, cables, etc., within these
(18 bits) to be able to record minimum ionizing volumes. The R&D during the next year must
particles (25 MeV) and electrons from a Z' (2.5 resolve these issues.
TEV). At present, the minimum i_ower solution
seems to suggest the use of CMOS _!_:aalogmemory 3.6 PRINCIPAL DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
(as opposed to digitizing the signals before the During 1991 and 1992,EMPACTmustaccom-
Level 1 trigger). Such analog memory requires plish two things:
detailed development, but it is likely that such • Perform the R&D and prototype tests necessary
devices will not be able to accommodate the entire to arrive at the optimum detector configuration
dynamic range. Fig. 3-9b shows a solution with two to satisfy EMPACT physics goals
parallel devices (each with 11 bit range), one with • Complete enough of the engineering design of
a xl and the other a x64 bipolar shaping amplifier, the overall detector configuration to realb, ti-
Ali technologies will benefit by the use of such cally establish the engineering feasibility and
bipolar shaping to reduce the pileup noise - al- cost of the system.
though the choice of shaping time may be technol-
ogy dependent. The Level 1 trigger itself will be In this section, critical R&D and engineering
made from the output of other fast shaping amplifi- design issues are identified. These mustbe resolved
ers shown with a gain of five. 'Iqaisgain was chosen in order to make the choices between calorimeter
since the trigger would never need to be sensitive to technologies that must be made if the optimum
signals near minimum ionizing and can be allowed system is to be specified in a timely fashion. The
to saturate at the high end. Then signals would be costs of and pla:m for these activities are presented
summed in towers - for example 0.1x 0.1 for EM in Section 8.
sums and 0.2 x 0.2 for hadronic sums. Appropriate
triggers will be formed for electrons (EM with little EMPACT-specific prototypes for each technol-
hadronic energy behind), jets and missing P'r' The ogy under serious consideration must be developed
Level 1 electron trigger is expected to provide a if a realistic and honest estimation of physics per-
pointer to the TRD/Tracker for a Level 2 trigger, formance, engineering feasibility, and cost is de-
This would allow the data from the TRD in the sired. Given the cost of a detector system such as
region of a large EM energy deposit to be processed EMPACT, and the fact that the choices made in
in =10 gs. A box on the right of Fig. 3-9b hints at 1991-1992 will have consequences 10 to 15 years
the buffering of event data that must occur after the later, it is imperative that adequate investment in
Level 1 trigger and the eventual readout, system-specific prototypes be made before tech-

nology decisions are taken. Detailed simulation of
3.5 OPERATION AT HIGH LUMINOSITY each of the technologies is also needed to evaluate

The purpose of running at high luminosity is to the physics potential of the design.

focus on very high mass or pTand in this case the • Liquid Argon:
thresholds of the calorimeter triggers can be raised. - Physics Performance R&D
The pileup noise only increases as _ and when o Absorber material selection
combined in quadrature with the electronic noise, o Construction and test of a full-contain-
as shown for the liquid argon case, would not limit ment EM and hadronic prototype
the physics performance. The chief concern for - Engineering R&D
high luminosity is the radiation resistance of ali the o Module survivability
components. The material in the calorimeter ab- o Preamplifier cooling
sorber to a large extent determines the radiation ° Scintillating Fiber/Lead:
levels both inside the calorimeter and in the tracking - Physics Performance R&D
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o Construction and test of a projective 8, D. Acosta et al., "Results of Prototype Studies on a
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- Engineering R&D Methods (1990).
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• Silicon EM & Scintillating Fiber Combination: 13. R,C. Webb,"Proposal to Investigate a Liquid Scintillat-

- Physics Perfomlance R&D ing Alternative to ScintillatingFiber Calorimetry at the
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4- MUON SYSTEM

4.1 MUON SYSTEM DESIGN SPECIFICA- muon tracks in the presence of real and fake muon
TION backgrounds, exacerbated by the burden of accom-

: Muon systems for collider experiments deter- panying showers.
I mine to a large extent the scale - in size, weight, and

often cost-oftheentireexperiment. Therefore, the A muon spectrometer based on a system of
specifications for such a system must be rigorously superconducting air core toroids provides a unique
justified. The rationale for the measurement of opportunity for accomplishing these goals at the
muons rests with the increased statistics for explor- SSC. The toroidal field is efficient because it is
ing decays of heavy particles into both muons and always perpendicular to the particle trajectories,

electrons (e.g., a factor of four for Higgs to Z°Z° and the closed field obviates the need for massive
compared to electron measurement alone); the dif- quantities of iron for flux return. In addition, the
ference in systematics and backgrounds for elec- particular realization of the toroidal field presented
Irons and muons that can provide confirmation of here allows the possibiliy of tuning the resolution
marginal signals; the requirement to measure muons attainable with the system by separate adjustments
in the forward direction, permitting determination of the currents and hence the field in the central and
of decay asymmetries for new heavy objects; and end regions, as well as independent adjustment of
the ability to identify and measure muons closely the field lengths.
accompanied by other particles.

Althoughlarge superconducting aircore toroidal

ThefunctionoftheEMPACTmuonsysternisto magnets have not previously been used in high
trigger on and then precisely measure the momenta energy physics experiments, they have been suc-
of muons in single and multiple muon events. The cessfully developed and applied in the plasma
goal for the muon system is to measure muons over confinement fusion research program. The approach
thefullacceptancewithresolutionsimilartothatfor here is to adapt this proven technology for the
measuring electrons with calorimetry. In order to EMl'ACT experiment. The feasibility of using
make this quantitative, thegoal is to reconstruct large superconducting air core toroids for this ex-

Z°'s decaying from heavy objects, to the level of the periment has been verified in an earlier study
commissioned by the SSCL [1]. The conclusion of: intrinsic Z° width. The muon system should also
that report was although the sizes of theEMPACT

have sufficient acceptance and resolution to meas- magnets are larger than any previously built, the
ure the asymmetry of a new Z'. The trigger system technology required to construct such a system is
must rec°gnizemu°nsaboveaminimumPT, reject- well within state-of-the-art, and therefore the
ing calorimeter punchthrough particles and muons EMPACT toroids can be constructed with a conser-

from the decay of light quarks, and be flexible vative design.
enough to increase the threshold as the luminosity

ii

increases. The limitations on the measurement Initiallytwodifferentmagnetconfiguationswere
system, for EMPACT as for all SSC muon systems, investigated. The first type provided access to the
is determined by the capability of the first chambers interior magnetic field volume so that muon detec-
after the calorimeter to withstand the rates and find tors could be positioned within the magnetic field to



measure the trajectory's sagitta with minimal mul- thickness (radiation lengths) dating the refractive
tiplescattering. However, this design was rejected process. Although considerable mechanical analy-
after considering the consequences of requiring sis effort is required to establish enginet ring feasi-
penetrations through the cold support structure and bility and to optimize parameters, initial results
designing detectors to operate with high precision indicate that this technique is both promising and
in a magnetic field. The second configuration effective [2].
considered has no access to the interior and all

muon trajectory measurements are made outside The configuration chosen for study is shown in
the toroid in a nonmagnetic environment. This Fig. 4-1. Rectangular cross section toroids with
approach has led to the simplified toroid and detec- peak surface magnetic fields of 1.5T and 4.5 T have
tor design which is being proposed. Preliminary been considered for the central and end toroids, re-
design studies indicate that toroids of sufficient spectively. The preferred superconductor is NbTi
bending power can be built with relatively little in a stabilized, forced-cooling system with ataalu-
material to scatter muons, rrfinum alloy conduit. Most of the stabilizer is alu-

minum.

The present system has three point measure-
ments (point-line) in the central region, and four The magnetic field strength within the coil
point measurements (line-lin, _ or angle-angle) in " es inversely with radius and is well confined, lt
the end region where the momenta are higher. Each is purely azimuthal and homogeneous since the
"point" consists of multiple measurements, typi- superconducting coils are closely spaced and uni-
cally 8 or 16 on each bend plane and approximately formly wound. A bending length (J'Bdl) of approxi-
half as many for each non-bend coordinate. For the mately 3.6 T m can be obtained at 0 = 90°. This will
purposes of resolution studies, a single point preci- increase with rl, due at first to increased path length
sion of 0.2 mm, which is available in many current in the central toroid, and then to increased magnetic
technologies, has been assumed. For the concep- field in the end toroid, reaching a value of 18.6 T m
tual design, the focus has been on detectors built at 0 = 9.6 °. The stored energy in each of the three
from limited streamer tubes, although other tech- magnets (one central and two end toroids) will be
nologies including plastic tubes with strip readout, approximately 1 GJ.
and high pressure, high resolution drift tubes are
also being considered. The structural goal is to achieve a design that

does not exceed more than a few radiation lengths
4.2 SUPERCONDUCTING AIR CORE in the combined dewar, support structure, andsuper-
TOROIDAL MAGNETS conductor thicknesses for both the central and end

toroids. This would imply thicknesses in the range
4.2.1 Toroid Specification of 20 to 30 cm of aluminum equivalent and would

A specific system of toroidal magnets has been result in a muon momentum resolution of better
considered as the basis both for a proof-of-principle than 3% at low momentum over almost the full
and for an investigation of detail design alterna- rapidity range. A region of potentially poorer reso-
tires. In this system, the magnetic field volume will lution corresponds to the overlap region between
serve as a refractive medium alone, as there are no the magnets where a muon must traverse the mate-

position measurements in the field region. In order rial thicknesses of both the central and end magnets.
to optimize momentum resolution, the design maxi- This region also corresponds to areduced bending
mizes bending power while minimizing material length. The outcr radius of the end toroid has been
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Fig. 4-1 Layout of EMPACT Muon System Showing Key Dimensions (CT) of Toroids and Muon Detectors

set larger than that of the central toroid in order to
-- partially offset this effect. The precise optimization

_ of the geometry of this interface awaits detailed MULTIFILAMENTARY

study of the physics processesand of the detector ALUMINUMALLOY NbmiINCOPPER
SHEATH MATRIX

construction, assembly, and servicing. ./
,F

4.2.2 Superconductor Specification f ....... _ STRAND
A promising design for a cable-in-conduit

conductor (CICC) [3] for the air core supercon-
ducting toroids was carried out with the aim of
reducing the radiation length compared to earlier

SQUARE \
designs. The cross section is shown in Fig. 4-2. | PURE ALUMINUM

Aluminum alloy was substituted for the usual stain- | CLADDING

;ess sheath to enclose the conductor, and pure 2 VOLUMEFRACTIONSaluminum was used for the major portion of the J AIALLOY0.405
_-- stabilizer copper that is found on conventional FOP 0.009Cu 0.075

CICC conductors. The sheathwould be continu- PROTECTIVEFOIL NbTi 0.058

ous]y formed about the wrapped cable, obviating AI 0.277- He O.176

-_ the need for a full length seam weld. The individual MP_03180_8
NbTi/Cu multifilamentary strands would be clad
with stabilizing aluminum before cabling, sheath- 'Fig. 4-2 CrossSectionof Cable-In-ConduitConductor

1 4_3
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ing, and compaction to approximately 30% void. It should be emphasiz,_d that further research "
Although the conductor concept appears reason- and developmen on such a superconducting cable is
able, it is an extension of the CICC art that remains crucial to the definition of the toroidal magnet de-
to be demonstrated. Among other things consid- sign envisioned for the EMPACT proposal. At
ered were low temperature resistance of the stabi- present two companies capable of producing such
lizer, stability margin, maximum quench pressure, conductors have expressed an interest in participat-
sheath strength and loads, stoied energy, dump ing in this development.
voltage, conductor current density, helium path
length, and conductor mass. Ali were found to be 4.2.3 Conceptual Design Analysis of Toroids
acceptable. If conductor development by produc- A conceptual design of air core toroidal mag- :
ing and testing samples is successfully completed, nets that are radiation thin and permit high resolu-
the conductor and torus into which it is wound tion measurement of muon momenta has been car-

should be economical and perform satisfactorily, ried out [2]. A primary design issue has been the
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structural stability under both operating and fault 6 _"1""1'"'1"'" I'" '1""1'"'1""1'"_conditions rather than stress analysis alone. The

k J' structure must support the magnetic pressure 5

BZ/2godirected everywhere outward from the mag- -
] netic field volume. Since the field-radius product _ 4 _-
I_ × _

| B x r is constant for a toroid, there exists a net _ -
_-, centering pressure on the cylindrical portions of the $ 3 -

® _ _coi!_ i.e., a force directed radially inward. The _ _
- o_ _ -

annular end faces of each coil are subjected to equal _ 2 --
and opposite axial forces + F. The axial force is _ - -
independent of the coil shape between the inner and 1 --
outer radii. The centering force is shape-dependent. 7.
Forces scale as B 2. Stresses are constant for con- 0 JJl II II IIJlJl JlJJ 11IIf-

stant aspect ratio. By detailed mechanical analysis, 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0
8(DEG)

it was found that keeping the structural spans at 5° MP_O-3aso-_
azimuthally reduced the average amount of mate- Fig. 4-4 Ratioof RMSMultiple Scattering Angle

rial and therefore the radiation lengths and multiple to Magnetic Bend Angle for Toroids
versus Polar Angle

scattering effects compared to larger spans. The
structural material is aluminum alloy 2219-T87, a

well documented material for use at low tempera- electronics or the utilities required for the magnet
tures, with a radiation length of 7.95 cm. itself that will reduce transparency over localized

areas. The region of poorer resolution, 30° < 0 <
The approach that is suggested is to use bi- 45°, corresponds to the overlap between magnets

axially tensioned membranes (i.e., plates) placed in where a ray must traverse the material of both coils.
azimuthal planes that tie together the inner and

outer cylinders and also connect the end faces to Muon trajectories through the vanes will suffer
each other. The result is a tensioned vane that increased multiple scattering (about a factor of 4 or
directly reacts the axial forces and supports, in part, 5) compared to neighboring trajectories and hence
the inner cylinder of the coil by using the radially will have worse momentum resolution. Careful

outward pressure on the outer cylinder of the coil. design of assembly joints may limit the degraded
This arrangement also improves the stability of the fraction of azimuth to less than approximately 5%.
structure by controlling cylinder distortions and

raising the buckling mode number. The chosen Additional effort to achieve a more optimal
subdivision of 72 sectors, each with a 5° included configuration is planned. A more complete descrip-
angle, is selected to permit thin annular disks with tion of the design of toroids is available in Ref. 2.
reasonable deflections. Figure 4-3 shows the de-

tails of the 5° magnet segment. 4.2.4 System Considerations
A considerable effort has been expended on

This geometry has been evaluated over the assembly and systems considerations in order to
angular range from the minimum detection angle of confront and evaluate the problems inherent in

-_ 9.02 ° (1"1= 2.54) to 90 °. The ratio of rms multiple realizing a toroidal magnet based detector as the

scattering angle to magnetic bend angle, a figure of design evolves. An ongoing engineering group hasmerit for the design, is shown in Fig. 4-4. This does been set up to consider the size, weight, and trans-
not inciude the scatteringeffectsofsupports,cabies, portability of the major toroid elements, as well as
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the integration of muon detectors, calorimeter, The central toroid dewar is designed to provide
supports, and systems, support for the calorimetry system and for support

and alignment of the inner muon chambers (Fig. 4-
A key feature in the implementation of the 6). lt is designed to permit access and replacement

design is the high multiplicity of identical coil of the muon chambers located between the dewar
elements. The basic subdivision of 5 ° sectors is and calorimeter walls without removing the calo-
shown in cross section and perspective in Fig. 4-3 rimeter. The toroid dewar inner wall is a double
and 4-5. These coils willbe fabricated in industry, wall cylinder assembly; the outer wall is the vac-
and the requirement of 72 identical central coils and uum boundary for the toroid, and the inner wall is
144 end coils provides savings, reliability, and the support tube for the calorimeter modules. The
spares, and a high degree ofoptimization in fabrica- walls are joined together by eight longitudinal ribs
tion techniques. The coils will be fabricated and that also support the muon chambers. A prelimi-
completely tested before shipment to the site where nary finite element analysis of the dew ar/calorime-
the certtral coils will be assembled into 45° units for ter support structure has been done (Fig. 4-7). This
underground assembly. The end toroids can be analysis prefers 12 ribs instead of 8, permitting
completely assembled above ground and installed thinner walls, but increasing the muon channel
as a unit. count. The end dewar walls are not only vacuum en-

STIFFENING PANEL
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The central components are independently
supported on fixed overhead frames giving mini-
mal interference with the coverage of the muon (A)8 R_BS
chambers, and the central toroid structure/conduc-
tor assembly is supported by room temperature tie
rods (Fig. 4-8). The outer central muon detectors
are supported from intermediate fixed frames. The
end toroid structure,dewar, and muon chambers are

similarly supported, except the support frames are
mounted on rollers that permit lateral movement of
the total assembly for installation, maintainance,
and repair of otherwise inaccessible systems (Fig.
4-9). This support system is illustrated in the
surface model shown on the front cover and in more
detail at the front of this section.

a 4.3 MUON DETECTORS
I
][ 4.3.1 Detector Specifications
l_ In the current design, muon momenta will be

measured with detectors before and after the bend-
|

ing field of the toroidal magnets. The requirements
for thesedetectors are: (B)12RIBS

• Spatial measurement better than 200 _m, with p_8o._. _,., .... ,.1._..__.t.._ _n,._ ._... Fla. 4-7 Stress Plots for Central Torold Dewer for¢,¢. o •

an el l_t;UV_ x C:_ulutxuu ul t._tt_ umn Ju _xu_ uuv (A) 8 Ribs and (B) 12 Ribs
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I

" • Compactness, a special constraint that applies
; to the layer between the central calorimeter at a

%........................_,?#............. ,,
l_...................... 55TEN............__ FIXED radius of 3.5 m and central toroid at a radius of ,
i.i]......".......[-.........1-"......].......>>< ti!] FRAME 4.0 m

' "- ............................. 11 • Minimal dead regions, though some will be

CENTRALDEwAR..!i[[_ !)!i: ..//" \ ' "'" "T_EaOD I'-CeNTRAL unavoidable due to electronics cabling and
,, . .'-,,, ;_ TOROID

_ T_EROD detector end effects. This implies a maximum

i_!i)il!Ii_i_J_;i'!!_)_)['i_] _itl'_ii_' compaction for the resident electronics.
_J/]_/' - ] [_}_!11 4.3.2 Conceptual Detector Design

____ii/ There are a number of technologies available to

:!!i;/:.t_......,....,,,,.,,:,...;..;,.,,,.,,:,x,,,:::si;_!_!!i meet the specifications. One option is to use multi-
channel aluminum extrusion tubes operating in the
streamer mode. Another option is to use plastic

P_3_.53_ extrusion tubes with a strip readout system that
Fig. 4-8 Section Through Central Toroid Showing offers the advantage of easier alignment than a wire

OverheadSupport FrameandMuon readout system, but more complex electronics.
Detector Packages

"J == ....._ _] The final selection of a muon detector must

t_......... _ .......... _t_I await R&D. The present baseline is the mult!,chan-
- ,t_.. 55 TON

I ...... !;i!t no,a,umi.umtube.wi,e,oadout 4-
"' '-'- ........................ " -.. ;;'" "- FRAME 10). The merits of this option are:

'" .....'}_4?:]B:]I_:Sg]KJN[__!//

PgO-31BO--540

Fig. 4-9 View of End Torold Showing Movable 7_[.,! ---//

Overhead Support Frame ;_.l_{][_]l_i-Jl7
to the use of multiple wire measurements. This ]i-:--_I]__IF.;S;.JI-.F/
precision with the proposed field strength sets _o._
the momentum resolution

• Prompt output (< 150 ns) for use in the Level 1 Fig. 4-10 Corner of Muon Detector Package ShowingOffset Double Layers of Tubes
trigger

• Timing identification to assign muons to their • Aluminum extrusions _c easily mass produced
proper bunch crossing and relatively cheap. Some finish machining

° Absolute or monitored positioning of the detec- may be needed to obtain the desired placement
tor elements to 25 gm accuracy both within the tube and in stacking

: Low cost • The s_eamerch__mL_,'p,,l_,=_ _r,_r,,i,_t,typically
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60 mV in 10 ns, thus minimizing amplification to tests for ultimate resolution with a UV laser and
electronics to gas studies to optimize performance. The effects

• The tubes themselves act as cables giving speed- of delta rays and electron pairs on resolution will
of-light pulse transmission. Measurements show also be investigated.
little time degradation in rise time

• Staggering _djacent layers by half a tube width 4.3.3 Mechanical Support & Alignment
provides a method of assigning the absolute The proposed arrangementofmuon detectors is
time of traversal and therefore assignment to shown in Fig. 4-11 in cross section and Fig. 4-12 in
the proper bunch crossing perspective from the 3D model Since the overall

• Punchthrough rates, even at a luminosity of 1034 weight of the detector is Sufficiently low to permit

cm -2 s-1, will not damage the tubes, tension members to support the detector from above,
there is minimal interference of support structure

Single element resolution of 100 - 150 I.tmhas with coverage. The inner central chambers are sup
been obtained, in one case [4] by multiple scattering ported in a single package between the double wall
and diffusion and in another case [5] by mechanical toroid dewar/calorimeter support. _In the forward

alignment. Workhas begunon a program of build- regions, twolayersofinnerchambersprovide a 1 na
ing and testing prototype chambers.* This will lead lever arm and are supported as a single package

from the end toroids. The outer two layers are also

CENTRAL BARREL MIDDLE CENTRAL BARREL OUTER

P90-3180.586

Fi_. 4-11 Layout of Muon Detectors
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. alignment technique calls for the construction of an

alignment fixture that would be located above ground/,.. near the construction site. A full set of detector

I ''_/L'_-'_' " ! modules (three or four) would be placed into the

' _¢>" ____. " fixture, and initial positions set and recorded for

r , .,<:r-...,,._ reestablishment in the final positions underground.

_,. To minimize the number of lines-of-sightthrough the toroid; the outer modules are first aligned
-"'_@_.:2/,?;f_/_,, ,...._ ¥ to each other, and then the inner modules are aligned

x<.._ .. zI x tothe twoouterones, Combinationsoflight sources,
p_o.31_o-saa reflectors, and detectors will provide an overdeter-

Fig. 4-12 aOModelof MuonDetectors mined set of measurements which will provide
constructed as packages with rigid trusses separat- accurate (< 25 btm)determinations of the deviations
ing them. The packages will be subdivided only for of the chambers in all six degrees of freedom 1611.
convenience and ease of handling. The axial central
chambers are divided into barrel and end regions to The development program calls for a two year
permit passage of services, but are staggered to engineering effort to test and verify these concepts
provide complete coverage, by building a prototype system capable of aligning

one inner detector module and two outer detector

The accuracy of the muon momentum measure- modules, The degree of temperature stabilization
ment is dependent on knowing the relative positions required to achieve this precision over a large sys-
of the muon detector elements. Ali the detector tem must be etablished.

modules will be supported from frame structures
that are external to the central and end toroids, 4.4 MUON PERFORMANCE
except for the stations between the central calo- In this subsection the performance of a spec-
rimeter and central toroid, that will be positioned in trometer based on superconducting air core toroids
the calorimeter support cylinder, with detectors before and after the field volume is

examined. This performance analysis is prelimi-
Each detector module will have several refer- nary, but indicates the feasibility of triggering on,

ence surfaces that will relate the location of external identifying, and measuring with high precision,
reference marks to the internal detector planes. The muons from processes of interest at the SSC. While
goal is to determine the location of each reference the approach of measuring muons with air core
surface to within 25 I.tm. For this conceptual design, toroids is novel, the problem of selecting and meas-
the following assumptions are made: uring muons has many features in common with
• The two outermost modules are accessible more traditional approaches. In particul,'lr, the
• Detector modules located between the calo- toroidsprovideasimilarfilteringcapabilitytometers

rimeter and toroid are obscured by the toroid of magnetized iron, so that triggering on muons
and are not accessible after the magnet is reasonably clean. In all systems

• A minimum number of lines-of-sight through contemplated for the SSC, the limiting elements
the toroid canbe made available, will be the chambers located directly behind the

calorimetry and before the magnets. The rates in
The concept being developed is an electro- these chambers due to punchthrough, as weli as

optical system that would provide continuous prompt and decay muons, provide a severe ct_al-
monitoring of detector module position,_. Thi._ 1.... r':".... _.,.......... ;0-;,.,,,., I2;'_A'DAP'T'I-_........

l_.,¢ltl_,_ l_._l l..Jt.ll, ll. lk_..¢/,ll I _.,¢Ib,'_t..Pl_llll. JL_..311 . •-_IYII • l'tW._ • II_I.L"} L._t,.J V -
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eral advantages over other designs because its simulation. Figure 4-14 compares CCFR [7] data
compact tracking volume limits r_and K decays, and the GEANT simulation for the punchthrough
and the space allowed for calorimetry provides 12
to 15 absorption lengths of material before the first INTERACTION LENGTHS

muon chamber. This is illustrated in Fig, 4-13, 10_ 12_14_16_ 18_
i1 i i i i i i , i i i i i I
(,_ ,A_,A ,__4_.,,, 'LABEPionDATA '

10 0 _ " "ty__̂ NIMA2.45,27 (1986)'_--_

18 _+._ = _ 10-1 '= ;_----, _ =LU i Z 0
Z 16 ...... _ rr
0 . t '_'- j 400_ =
w _ I = =

12 "I

- 10-3,,,, 1,,,, I ,l_,_ I
10 llllIlllllllllIlllllllllJllll 300 0 100 200 300

0,0 0.5 1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0 STEELEQUIVALENT(om)
1] MP90-3180-550

MP90-3180.587

Fig. 4-14 Comparison of Data and Monte Carlo
Fig. 4-13 Total Absorber Material in Front of (Histogram) for Punchthrough Rate vs

First Muon Chamber as a Functiorl Depth In Steel

of n probability as a function of the thickness of an iron

which shows this material as a function of rl using calorimeter of average density 4.2 g/cm3. In the
the ray tracing capability of the 3D engineering range ofmomenta and absorber thickness, the agree-
modeling system of Martin Marietta. (See Subsec- ment between data and simulation is good. Figure

tion 3.3.) 4-15 shows the momentum spectrum 1/NincdN/dZ

4.4.1 Punchthrough Simulation _ _ i i _ i _ f i i i _'_ i w_ i l_
The background from hadron punchthrough is _ E379 18,5Z,

of particular importance for the EMPACT detector I--T _ 225GeVn ]
where the thickness of the calorimeter and the 1o"IL-_ [] 150GeVn

hadron filter sets the scale for the toroid system both I _- __ GEANT200GoV=_in size and cost. Issues that must be understood

zz 1before embarking on the construction of a muon _ 102
spectrometer include the minimum hadron absorber
thickness demanded by SSC physics needs and the

impact of the hadron punchthrough on the perform- '10-3I _

ancerequirementsfor thedesign of the muonspec-
trometer, including the toroid system,muonmeas-
uring system, and trigger system. Work is inprog- I t t t t I t tx___

' ress to study these issues through simulation of the 0 o.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

hadron punchthrough, z = p_,/plneMPgO-3180-551

Punchthrough from incident pions is studied Fig. 4-15 Momentum Spectra of Exiting Particles

using a GEANT3 plus GHEISHA Monte Carlo for Different Incident n MomentaCo,,-_paredto Mor|ie Cario
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where Z = Pout/Pineand Poutis the exiting particle [ I i I i I i I r--l---]

momentum measured by the E379 experiment [8] g 10-1_-._ INCIDENT n+ "-_
corrected for the energy losses a muon would have _ _____--]_....... _0 Gev_in a calorimeter of thickness 18.5 X.The curve is the

result from a GEANT simulation and is in good "'
agreement with the data. The spectrum is sharply o 10"2 ' GeV

peaked at low punchthrough momentum, ! _---] _'--1 "---"---1

Punchthrough shower profiles were compiled o 103_ t__.] t__._.q__...k_._._evl

using a GEANT simulation with _+ of incident _ _ [______aev
! momenta from 20 GeV/c to 3 TeV/c on an iron 10-41 I I J I I I [ I I |

i block. Secondary particles were followed for 1 2 4 6 a 10
i momenta down to 1 MeV/c for electrons and 10 MP9o.318o.553 NUMBEROFPARTICLES
I

i MeV/c for hadrons, and the position, momentum, Fig. 4-17 Charged Multiplicity of Punchthrough
and type of charged particles surviving after 10 X, After 14X, for Various Energy n+l

' 12 X, 14 X, and 30 X were recorded. The spectrum be taken into account when determining the back-
, of the leading charged particle that exits the ab- grounds to prompt muons and in determining the

sorber after 14 Xis shown in Fig. 4-16. As expected, cell size requirements for the muon system,
this spectrum is peaked at low momentum. The
non- leading particles are even more sharply peaked The punchthrough particle positions and direc-
at low momentum. Figure 4-17 shows the multi- tions are also recorded, lt was found that the distri-
plicity distribution of charged particles exiting the bution of the punchthrough particles did not strongly
14 L absorber from incident pions, lt was found depend on the incident pion momentum or absorber
fr°natheGEANTsinmlati°nthatthechargedpunch- thickness. The direction of each outgoing punch-
through particle multiplicity increases with the through particle was used to project back to the
incident pion naomentum. This multiplicity must front plane of the calorimeter. The distance be-

tween this projected position and the incident pion

_ l lll I Ill I II II li ii ill ill j _q is shown in Fig.4-18. For example, al0GeV/c

- ._ muon would project back on average to within 2 cm
10-1

' 60

'7 50

10-2 - jq.0 "_ 40
LLI '

o 3o
z- lo-a =3000 GeV E l"- " 20,--.-. Z

10-
104 800 GeV _

2 _ 0 I I I I I I I . 1.... I .0 40 80 120 160 200
,, , i I11 I I, I I I I I id_l._Ll 11 l

o. 20 40 60 80 100 Projected Distance (crn)

p (GeV/c) MP90-3180-554
P90-3180-552

Fig. 4-16 Momentum of Leading Charged Punchthrough Fig. 4-18 Distance between Projection of Exiting
from. _+[,nnld_n.t o,n 14;_,of Ah_orhar Dir_ction and Incident _,+ Position
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of the original muon track, making it possible to 104 i-

further suppress the punchthrough background by _., _ rc ANDKDECAYS

linking the track in the muon tracking region to the II .... PROMPTMUONS
track in the inner tracking volume, lo3 -- PUNCHTHROUGH

The punchthrough probability, multiplicity, and _o2
position (relative to the parent) were parameterized

and then used in an ISAJET analysis routine to _- 101 .1

determine preliminary background rates for the _ i"_'"EMPACT detector with a calorimeter thickness as _ 1 ' ""',
I- ., , ,-_ -__

-- h}l II I

sented in the following subsections. Work will @ lo-1= ..,:
continue oil the GEANT simulation to refine these _-= i i i I .... , ,',

- L.._I i I......_ ' ,'

parameterizations and model a realistic calorime- lo-2 - I --_[ I-1"" _.. ,
ter, instead of the block of iron used ill the present - -l__] ,_ %"[ -

study, lO-3-
- J _ 1 I

4.4.2FirstLevelMuonTrigger 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

The rate for the first level muon trigger must be PT(GOV/c)

kept below 10 4 Hz. The magnetic properties of air p_v3_,o55_

core toroids result in a simple triggering scheme, Fig. 4-19 au/aPT for"Muona"
since the magnetic bend is almost independent of

probabilities of an event producing a muon from n
polar angle for constant P'r' Since hadrons are or K decay, hadron punchthrough, and a prompt
filtered by the calorimeter and low P'r muons are muon that penetrates the calorimeter are 3.6%,
swept away by the toroid, the trigger will simply 0.10%, and 0.12%, respectively. If only muons
require tracks after the toroid to point back to the

with P'r above 8 GeV/c are considered, prompt
interaction region. The accuracy of the pointing can muons from b and c decay dominate the rate. A cut
be used to vary the threshold of the trigger. As the
luminosity increases, the threshold can be raised, at a P'r of 4 GeV/c, as measured in the toroidal

spectrometer system, will produce a total rate less

To simulate the first level trigger, events were than 104Hz for a luminosity of 1033cm2sec l. A cut
generated using ISAJET. Muon sources included at a PT of 12 GeV/c reduces the rate by a further
prompt muons from heavy quark decay that pene- factor of 10.
trate the calorimeter, n's and K's that decay before
reaching the calorimeter, and punchthrough using The trigger design considered for EMPACT
the parameterization discussed in Subsection 4.4.1. makes use of measurements after the toroid. Two
Particles that spray off the calorimeter edges or types of elements are involved in the first level
quadrupoles were not included. This contribution trigger: a fast element, able to tag the muon to a
could be substantial in the forward direction and single crossing, and a spatially accurate element, to
needs further study, permit clean momentum cuts. For the muon baseline

design shown in Fig. 4-1, the detectors are assumed
The differential cross sections for particles that to be aluminum drift cells, operated in streamer

penetrate the EMPACT calorimeter to the first layer mode, with a maximum drift of 2 cm. The outer two
of the muon chambers is shown in Fig. 4-19. The layers Of chambers are separated by 3.5 m in the
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central regions and also 3.5 m in the ends, These from the edges of the calorimeter and quadrupoles.
chambers then provide both spatial information for One possibility being considered is the useofacrylic
the trigger and the time tag. The trigger for Cerenkov counters for the region covering 1,5 <rl
EMPACT is a logical OR of individual drift cells < 2.5. This will provide fast timing to assign
that form a hodoscope. Hodoscope elements sub- triggers to the correct crossing and reject low en-
tend a constant angle in the bend plane of 7,5 mr in ergy particles pa_.;singthrough the muon detectors.
the central region and 5 mr in the end region, corre- For EMPACT, this would require 3200 counters
sponding to elements about 7 cm wide. A hit in the with two photomultiplier tubes for each counter.
second layer of hodoscopes gives a valid trigger if Acrylic Cerenkov counters will be tested in the
it is within tw() elements of the projection from the BNL test beam this year.
center of the interaction region to a hit in the first ho-
doscope layer. 4.4.3 Muon Identification

The identification of muons will require ali
The results of applying this trigger scheme to a parts of the detector, but it will be based largely on

simulation of muons that includes multiple scatter- the information in the muon subsystem. The muon
ing in the calorimeter is shown in Fig. 4-20. This momentum will be measured by deflection in the air

trigger accepts only 5 x 10-5 of the background core toroid. The calorimeter will provide the energy
spectrum while accepting 79% of muons from W loss for isolated muons and may help flag muons
decay and over 99% of muons coming from decay that are in jets. The central tracking system will
of a 1 TeV/c 2 W'. This trigger is completely identify the event vertex and tag high momentum

muons (y > 1000) in the TRD.adequate to get a trigger rate less than 104 Hz.
Restricting the projected track to pass within one

The background to the muon measurement in
element of the hit cell would give the rejection rate the muon detectors will come from other particles
necessary to run at higher luminosity, penetrating the calorimeter. ISAJET studies were

made of all muons from top quark jets at greater
In the forward region of the muon detector there

than 10 GeV/c (Fig. 4-21) and 1 TeV/c (Fig. 4-22).
will be higher rates due both to muons and spray

The PT spectrum of prompt muons, muons from _:

t _r_! ___llk, and K dec;y, a,_d hadronic punchthrough is shown_,LLL,..-

100 - # ,UU u - ,,Uluu.duu
. i I

9o _". l_UlF lo-2
80 ' ----- PROMPT MUONS

,_ , L-71 .... _ AND K DECAYS

_" "6" 10-3
70 " -- PUNCHTHROUGH

60 :',
50 : ni .... IDI<2

u-u_40 - t" _j - ....
u -- IDIs3 lo-4

uJ / b-

EL
30 .r'

2o i lo5,Oo:, i "i ,ir Jl,H0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 10-6 I i J
0 40 80 120 160 200

PT(Gev/c) Pr(GeV/c)MP90-3180-556

Fig. 4-20 Efficiency vs PT (GeV/c) for Central Toroid. P9O.318o.557
D is the Allowed Distance In Elements from

the Projected Position in the Second Fig' 4-21 Differential Cross Section for Products
Hodoscope. from Top Jets with PT > 10 GeV/c
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10.6 PROMPTMUONS .-. I 80elf"GeVg+l I -
& K DECAYS ,'_ - 14_, _ -

PUNCHTHROUGH Y"6" 10-7 MT = 120 GeV _" 10"2 8_'_ Gev_+
LO "o

10"8 , z

, 0 0,15 , ,0
10"9 p/(p+ ECAL)M_9O_alao._2r_

, I J J i' ' Fig.4-23 p/(p+ ECAL) for Isolated800GeV_ +
0 80 160 240 320 400 and It+

PT(GeV/c) the muon. Depth segmentation in the calorimeter
PgO-alSO.558

may offer a means to discriminate between these
Fig, 4-22 Differential Cross Section for Products

two energy depositions.
from Top Jets with PT > 1 TeV/c

The TRD can provide additional information

in those figures, and it is clear that assigning PTcUtS for the muon measurement. It will tag by transition
asafunctionofthejetenergywillselecttheprompt radiation (see Fig. 2-4) muons with momentum
muons from the background. In addition, a very greater than 100 GeV/c. The TRD angular resolu-
effective cut against punchthrough is to require a tion is about 1 mr and the first muon drift station also
vector from the vertex to the measured ninon posi- has an angular resolution of about 1 mr. The
tion after the calorimeter to line up with the meas- contribution from multiple scattering in the calo-
ured muon direction within multiple scattering er- rimeter for a muon with energy E is (0.3 mr) (TEV/
rors, as described in Subsection 4.4.1. E). Clearly EMPACT will be able to match high-

momentum tracks in the muon system with tracks
For isolated tracks, the muon momentum meas- that radiate in the TRD.

urement will be as described in Subsection 4.4.4.

Hits from hadron punchthrough into the first meas- The central tracking should also be able to tag
uring station of the muon system will degrade the the production vertex of the muon. There will be
muon measurement if they cannot be isolated from some softer muons that were not part of the trigger,

the correct hits. It is anticipated that by using drift but that are still of interest in the event. These
cells of 2 cm or less, the hits will be separated into muons must be distinguished from muons not be-
different cells and the momentum measurement longing to the interaction of interest. The TRD
will remain as specified. This is an important study tracking system can achieve a resolution along z of
to be pursued, better than a millimeter, reducing the background

by almost two orders of magnitude. The addition of
High energy muons lose much less energy in the the pixel vertex detector would clearly improve this

calorimeter than high energy hadrons (see Fig. 4- and would also tag muons from heavy quark de-
23). However, for very high energy muons the cays.
energy loss from radiation is greater than the energy
loss from ionization. Failure to correct for the 4.4.4 Momentum Resolution & Track Recon-

radiative loss will seriously impair muon momen- struction Quality

tum measurement. The energy from stray hadrons The EMPACT muon track reconstruction qual-
should be distinguished from radiated energy from ity has been studied for the conceptual magnet
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model that is discussed in Subsection 4.2.3. The
0.08 = _ 100 (GEV)study wasbasedon the assumptionof groupings of =__-o-300(GEV)

i

multilayer devices, such as drift or streamer tubes. - _ 5130(GEV) j
The groupings are represented as providing two 0.06_=--4...7o0(GEV) J
"superlayers" of detectors to determine the trajec- _----_ 900(GEV) /_

tory before and after the magnet. The number of _ 0.04

layers in these superlayers was varied to find the _--
optimal distribution to minimize the momentum o.o2
resolution. A crude representation of the material at
smaller radii than the muon system was made by - =

assuming the presence of a spherical "calorimeter" °o '1'12o , I, I, I,140 60,I. 8o1'-
, with a thickness equal to 450 radiation lengths. This P_3a_sT, 0(Deg)

material has very little influence on the momentum Fig. 4-24 Momentum Resoh_tior.., _a Function of 0
resolution but strongly affects the precision of the fortheBaselineDesign

other track parameters.

A program was developed that incorporated the ,,,_,1oo(GEV) -_,,7oo(GEV)
mechanical details of the proposed superconducting -0-.3oo(GEv) --=-_o (GEv)

-- -e_500 (GEV) -43-MH=800(GeV) --magnet and took into account multiple Coulomb 0.0o6=. _--
scattering and measurement errors. The program is =
flexible with regard to input parameters and is well
suited to optimization studies. The output of the -ffo.oo4

Pr°gram is the c°rrelated err°r matrix f°r the Xz _ __

estimates of the five parameters that describe, a 0.002

particl_ track (P, 0, 0, Xo ,Yc) giving momentum,
directions and intercepts. For simplicity, particles 0 = I 1 t _ = _ I z -
were assumed to lose no energy by ionization or 0 20 40 60 8o
radiative processes, and multiple scattering was ,_>3_s75 o (Dog)
t_en to be Gaussian. The full details of this Fig. 4-25 ResolutiononVertexPositionfor
program are found in Ref. 9. BaselineDesign

The results from this program were found to be 0.020

in excellent agreementwith the output of a well - / ..J,-100(GEV) ...e-700(GEV) -
-o- 300 (GEV) --q.-900 (GEV) -

tested fitting and tracking program that had been 80C(GeV)
developed earlier for the SLD detector [10]. Fig- o.o15 -_
ures 4-24, 4-25, and 4-26 show the resolution of

track parameters as a function of muon momentum _ o.o_0

and polar angle for toroidal magnets with B0 = 4.5 _

T and B_ = 1.5 T. Bo (Bl) is the maximum field at _ 0.005 _ "'-_

the minimum radius of the end (central) toroid. __ _
A _wrq¢_ nf _tndip_ wPr_ rnncl_ nf tbP. po.rfnrm- 0.000.......................................... o ao 40 so so

-| ance characteristics of magnet/detector systems to MP,_o-3_578 o (Deg)
give an indication of the range of magnet perform- Fig. 4-26 * ResolutionforBaselineDesign
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ance. The momentum resolution for a change in B,
to 2.25 T is shown in Fig. 4-27 (compare to Fig. 4- _ -B-B0=3.0T _B0=4.5 T_

The changes in the complicated structure that 0.023 _N_0=3.0 T(WITHVERTEX) ,,,_B0=6.0. T_24).

appears in ff,e region 31° -45 °, as one varies BI,
NN

i arise from the interplay of the change in bending _ o.o19 '_ -'_-_,,,,_, = "power due to variation of the magnetic field and the %

i associated change in the multiple scattering in thesuperconductor in the Coils and support structure. 0.015-
Anothe_ important factor in this region is the gap - "_

, between the end and central toroid support struc- 0.011 i J ._ L l
[ tures that is required for access and mechanical 1.c 3.0 5.0 7.0B1(T)

support of other parts of the detector system such as [ ups03180s78
the calorimeter and tracking system. All these Fig. 4-28 Z°MassResolutionH-_Z°+ Z°_l.t+g-ta,_-

M _gg, = 800 GeV
' aspects are under study and will be optimizsd in the

final detector proposal, mass resolution for variations of both the end and
central toroid field strengths is shown. The effect of
a vertex constraint is displayed for comparison.

0.08 _1 Such studies will be used in conjunction with the
,, -_ _ 100 (GEV) _ 700 (GEV) _ detailed designs for the magnets to obtain paramet-

_ -o- 300 (GEV) -.B--900 (GEV)
- ..,5-500 (GEV) -[3-M_=800(GeV) ric information on cost and schedulefor various

0.06- performance characteristics. These studies of

physics and fabrication data, in conjunction with
"_-0.04-- efforts on detector integration (Section 7), will give

i an excellent opportunity to design for cost and

0.02 perfornaance.

i : In summary, it seems possible to design a detec-

0_ _ I _ I - tion system, based on a superconducting toroidal20 40 60 80

0(Deg) magnet, that has excellent acceptance over a large
MP_0.,_,80.s77 range of rapidity and with resolution properties for

Fig. 4-27 Momentum Resolution for Muons with" Central Toro!d Field at 2.25 T muons equivalent to the calorimetric resolution
available for electrons.

To study the effects of these changes, a sample

of 800 GeV Higgs decays into two Z°'s decaying 4.5 OPERATION AT HIGH LUMINOSITY

into muons was produced using ISAJET. The track The muon system residing after 12- 15 absorp-
parameters were modified by the previously de- tion lengths of calorimeter is likely to be the system
scribed program, then analyzed. The Higgs par- least sensitive to major increases in luminosity. In

ticles were given the expected width, but the Z°'s order to maintain reasonable trigger levels, the
weregeneratedwithzeronaturalwidthtoisolatethe minimum P'r threshold will be raised above 12
effect of the track fitting on the reconstruction GeV/c to provide a I,evel 1 rate less than 104 Hz at
process. The samples were selected to include only a luminosity of 1034 cm-2 sq. The absolute rate of
events for which ali four muons fell within the punchthrough particles peaks strongly at high rl.

acceptance of the model detector. This resulted in The issues here are both the lifetimes for the inner
an efficiency of 77%. In Fig. 4-28, the effect on the chambers, and the ability to find tracks in these
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chambers, and the ability to find tracks in these and readout of bend and non-bend coordinate

chambers given a trigger and track segment in the detectors

outer chambers. The chambers beyond the magnet, ° Simulation of performance for muon resolution

protected by 18 Tm of field integral providing 6 to optimize chamber distribution

GeV/c of transverse kick, will not limit system • Development and comparisons of alternate

performance. The simplest strategy will be to limit technologies with regard to precision, toler-

the vi coverage to avoid the areas of highest punch- ances, cost, and schedule for fabrication.

through, which are also subject to spray from the Trigger Development

edges of the calorimetry. Since high luminosity • Electronics and algorithms for generation of

running will be directed at higher mass objects, trigger using position detectors

whose decay products are more central, this reduc- • Development of fast trigger elements.

tion of coverage will not limit most search capabil-

ity. All of these issues merit careful analysis as the REFERENCES
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5- TRIGGER, DATA ACQUISTION,

& COMPUTING

|
i The design of the EMPACT detector places The basic architecture of the trigger system will

balanced emphasis on the measurement of elec- be standard, consisting of three levels arranged in
: trons, muons, jets, and neutrinos (missing energy), order of increasing sophistication and decision time:

To ensure that a broad range of physics can be • Level 1 will operate in real time to reduce the
' successfully addressed, the trigger system must be input 108Hz raw data rate by a factor of 103 or

: correspondingly general. Moreover, it must be 104. Effectively deadtimeless operation will be
flexible enough to respond to evolving physics achieved by holding the detector signals in
interests and to accomodate changes in running pipelined delay elements while the Level 1
conditions, most notably increases in luminosity, trigger is being formed. Level 1 triggers will be

limited to readily formed signals corresponding
. Although the design of the trigger and data to single high PTleptons, jets, missing energy,

acquisition system for any SSC detector is a daunt- or combinations thereof.
ing technical challenge, the conceptual simplicity ° Level 2 will use special purpose processors to
of the EMPACT detector will help to :;;:eamline the make more sophisticated tests and will correlate
trigger design. Irl particular, the plan is to capitalize disparate trigger elements to reduce the rate by
on the unique features of the design: field-free cen- an additional two to three orders of magnitude.
tral tracking and an air core toroidal magnet system • Level 3 will employ a general purpose proces-
for the detection of muons. The latter feature will sor farm operating on fully assembled events to

: permit accurate measurement of muon trajectories furtherreduce the eventsin both size and nunlber.
for luminosities well above the nominal L = 1033 This approach is represented schematically in
cm-2s-1 and will provide the ability to optionally Fig. 5-1 and described in additional detail
increase the muon Pl' trigger threshold to values below.
high enough to screen out semi-leptonic decays of
c, b, and possibly even t quarks. Furthermore, the 5.1 LEVEL 1
comparatively open geometry of the detector will The Level 1 trigger will be based mainly on
afford some freedom in situating the electronics, analog sums from the calorimeter and struck wire
easing somewhat the constraints of limited space, data from the muon system, although use of TRI)
power dissipation, the need for access, and radia- signals at Level 1 is also under study. In each case
tion hardness, the triggering information will be picked off before

the signaIs enter analog or digital delay pipelines,
The uniformity of technology for measurement where they will be stored until a valid Level 1

over the full solid angle of interest for triggering trigger causes transfer to Level 2.
(typically 1"1< 3), provides the capability for simple
trigger technology dependent only on critical vail- 5.1.1 The Pipeline Delay
ables (i.e., Pa" or ET), and not on polar angle or The tbrmation of Level 1 triggers based on
azimuthal regions. This is true for electrons, pho- coincidences between different detector subsys-
tons and jets whose trigger comes primarily from terns requires that trigger signals from remote parts
the calorimeter; and for muons where theangular of the detector be routed to a central location and

- dcflcctiuxl is everywhere proportional oniy to PT, a that tiaeLevel i trigger signai be redistributed to ali
unique characteristic of the toroidal configuration. Level 1 storage pipelines, which will be mounted on
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Fig. 5-1 Data Acquisition Schematic

I or in close proximity to the detector. The large sponding to a number of different transverse

spatial extent of the detector results in a substantial momentum or energy thresholds will be generated.
roundtrip time and sets afloor of 600 nson the delay In principle, calculations of arbitrary complexity
time between the occurrence of an interaction and could be performed in generating these primitives.

i the return of the trigger strobe: Adding in the time In practice, however, the calculations will have to

for trigger formation and the propagation delaysof be kept simple, so that the length of the delay
the numerous circuits in the fan-in/fan-out tree will pipeline does not get too unwieldy. This means that
result in a Level 1 pipeline delay time of 1 - 2 gs. only simple functions such as analog sums will be
The tradeoffs involved in setting this delay time for implemented and that complicated looping and cor-
EMPACT await systematic study. For purposes of relations among detector elements will be avoided.

j discussion, a value of 1 gs is assumed.
5.1.3 Level 1 Trigger Formation

5.1.2 Level 1 Primitives As previously mentioned, Level 1 triggers will
Level 1 triggers will be constructed from any be formed at a central location on or near the

number of separate triggers, here called primitives, detector. Since the number of signals that can be
combined in logical expressions. There will be four routed to this location is clearly a small fraction of111

types of primitives: muon, electron, jet, and miss- the totai number of detector eiements, a great deal
ing ET. For each type of primitive, signals corre- of logical OR-ing will be done locally on the detec-
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tor, and only highly summed signals will be passed Table 5-1 shows how a representative set of
on to the Level 1trigger box. Eor example, the muon primitives might be combined to provide sensitivity
subsystem might report that there were two high PT tOvarious physics processes. The first signal col-
muons in the third octant of the forward muon umn means "at least one lepton with at least 100

I system, or the central calorimeter might report GeV/c of transverse momentum," etc. Leptons can
[ single high PWelectrons in the second and seventh be either electrons or muons. Note that physics
i octants, channels are generally addressed by more than one

combination of primitives. The last two entries areA trigger will be any combination of trigger calibration triggers. In some cases, additional re-
' primitives that can be constructed by counting, or jection will be obtained by requiring the logical
I with standard Boolean algebra operators such as AND of combinations. Also, the number of thresh-
' AND, OR, NOT, etc. Physics processes of interest olds has been sharply reduced to simplifythe table.
" will be addressed by setting up those combinations
i of primitives that provide the best reduction in 5.2 LEVEL 2
L background with least penalty to the signal. Since The rate of events passing Level 1 will be in the

it will be difficult to anticipate all aspects of the range 104- 105per second. Level 2 will reduce this
trigger performance in detail and since physics rate by an additional factor of 100 to 1000 by:
goals will evolve over thelife of the experiment, the • Refining the lepton and jet criteria imposed in
Level 1 trigger will be fully programmable. None- Level 1. In the case of muons, this will mean
theless, extensive study will be needed to ensure including more muon chamber layers in the
that a sufficiently flexible set of primitives is made calculations to eliminate spurious tracks and to
available, correct for event vertex effects. In the case of

_

Table 5-1 Physics Processes And Level 1 Trigger Primitives

SIGNALS ( units in,GEV)

PHYSICS #(ptT>100);_l #( >20)>2 MP t >100)_1 #(p t >20)_2 ET >100
......

H --_I+I-I+ I- X X

H ---_1* i-v'v X X

H ---_l+l-q'q X X

COMPOSITENESS X X
,,,

Z" --._ 1"_1- X X

W'_l± v X X

_ o_ X X Xr T
.......

_-_tt X X
...........

HEAVYQUARKS X X X

W_ _1 _v X
,,

Z° _l*i- X X

q Irl i- _- d i T._J-u i _r_
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electrons and jets, this will mean using finer 1.0 T....... _

segmentation and/or cleaning up the cases where _ _N
a shower extends over more than one trigger 0.8 \_\ \_--_..---_0bu" _
tower. Corrections of this nature will sharpen z \©

the PW resolution in the measured quantities, 7-. 'N , _ _'_ Nbufl=3

thereby allowing higher thresholds to be ap- "q: "bu__/',_'_plied without loss of efficiency. _ 0,4 - N -
• Requiring appropriate correlations (or anti- ,,,>

correlations) between detector subsystems. This _ 0.2 -

will allow us to distinguish, for example, be-

tween jet associated and isolated leptons. 0,0 1- J -_........
• Calculating quantities such'as jet-jet or lepton- 0 1 2 3 4

lepton invariant mass combinations, rtrig RtrigMPg0-3180.589A

In contrast to the fixed decision times of Level Fig. 5-2 Live time Fraction vs the Product of the
Average Trigger Rate Times the Time to

,_-- 1, Level 2 decision times will vary from event to Process a Trigger for DifferentNumberof
i

event, spanning the range from a few to a few tens DataBuffers
ofmicroseconds, The asynchronous natureofLevcl trigger (in practice Wtrigis variable). The different
2 will allow for avariety of technologies, ranging in curves in Fig. 5-2 correspond to different numbers
complexity from Level 1 type cuts that require just of buffers. Two trends are evident: (1) adding a
slightly longer than the allotted 1 gs, to sophisti- second buffer produces a substantial improvement
cated calorimeter pattern recognition or straw tube for most values of R. T ., but the returns diminishm/4 trig

track finding analyses carried out by special pur- after that point, and (2) no amount of buffering will
pose processors. Although Level 2 trigger elements compensate for a trigger decision time that exceeds
may combine information frem different detector 1/Rra_. Indeed, to evade the latter limit the Level 2
subsystems, this will be done only in an ad hoc way, calculation would itself need to be pipelined. Al-
e.g., TRD information might be combined with thoughthis option has not been ruled out, it would
calorimeter info_rnation for purposes of electron appear to piace an overly stringent constraint on the
identification. Full scale event building will be left design of all Level 2 triggers.

- to Level 3.
5.2.2 Level 2 Technologies

5.2.1 Storage Consideration The development of Level 2 hardware and algo-
The data from events satisfying the Level 1 rithms represents an interesting technical challenge

trigger must be saved as they leave the 1 gs delay that may be amenable to a number of intriguing
pipeline. For detector elements with pulse widths solutions. Since these calculations must be per-
(or drift times)greater than the 16ns corresponding formed on a very short time scale, any system will
to a single bucket, each store operation will mean need to operate with a high degree of parallelism.
saving the information from more than one bucket. A specific Level 2 trigger solution has not been
Also, to minimize the deadtime it will be necessary determined at this point. However, it is clear that
to store events that arrive before Level 2 has dis- suchatriggerwillbeofthecustomprocessingclass.
pensed with the last Level 1 trigger. The depth of There are several candidates in this class and a
storage required is presently an open question, but significant R&D effort will be required to sort out
a rough idea can be garnered from Fig. 5-2, which the appropriate solutions. Two candidates are dis-
shows the livetime fraction as a function of the cussed below:

dimensionless quantity ix . z . , mc avclugc mggcz • image r _ta:e_au__- _ncsc _y_tc,n_aat,t,u_t,,,,,,-
mg m.g .

rate multiplied by the time zt taxes to process a built arrays of special purpose microprocessors
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that execute non-standard instructions on mul- 5.3.1 Event Building
tiple streams of data. Typical functions of these The assembly of complete events for Level 3
processors include the identification of features filtering is a potentially complex task due to the size
(e.g., reconstructing jets from calorimeter data) of events, the mix of da'/a from different detectors,
or recognition of incomplete patterns (e.g., and the rate at which the task must be performed.
electron tracks in a TRD). Quite simply, image Architectures have been proposed that appear ca-

processors attempt to emulate the human eye's pable of coping with the data flow rates well beyond
ability to pick out "interesting events" in the th.,:,_eanticipated in EMPACT (e.g., the barrel
presence of background. Significant work on switch of BCD) [2, 3]. An event builder utilizing
the application of image processors has already dual port memory, similar to ones developed for
been done [1]. We plan to expand on this work BNL E791 or the DOLevel 2 trigger [4], configured
through informal collaborative efforts, adapt- so that input data from Level 2 enters at one port and
ing it to the EMPACT trigger/DAQ architec- is sent from the other port on busses to Level 3,

! ture. appears to be the most straightforward approach for

Solid StateNeural Nets - The field of neural a high p,rdetector, where significant trigger rejec-
" nets has undergone rapid expansion in the last tion (atleast 105)should be achieved in Levels 1 and

few years, and new hardware and software tools 2. This is an aspect of data acquisition design that
are now available. Neural nets are normally will require extensive simulation and study before

• touted for their ability to be trained to recognize a particular approach is adopted. Detailed study of
specific patterns and minor variations on such the event builder is one of the areas of focus of data
patterns. Of particular interest is the high de- acquisition subsystem R&D [15].
gree of parallelism they allow, which will po-
tentially enable the construction of fast Level 2 5.3.2 Processor Farm
triggers. There are currently efforts to use Any estimate of the computational power re-
neural nets in existing detectors. These ap- quiredforLevel3 filtering isveryuncertain. Rough
proaches will be followed closely to identify the scaling from present day collider experience sug-
potential areas of interest and gain. gests that a 100 MIPS machine should be able to

handle about one event per second. That implies a
5.3 LEVEL 3 need of about 105 MIPS in the processor farm.

The rate for events passing Level 2 will be in the Fortunately, modern RISC processors are evolving
range of 100 to 1000 per second. The event size in so rapidly that single processors with speeds well
EMPACT could be as large as several Mbytes. beyond 100 MIPS appear likely within a few years.
Therefore, it will be necessary to ensure that data A processor farm of 1000 nodes, or more if needed,
can be transferred from the Level 2 buffers at does not seem prohibitive. Therefore, while the
average rates approaching 10Gbytes/s. Suchtrans- Level 3 processor farm for an SSC experiment
fer rates can be achieved through massive parallel- could not be assembled today, well established
ism of the bus structure (fiber optic links will be trendsmakeitlikelythatsufficientcomputingpower
investigated for this purpose) connecting Level 2 will be available when needed.
buffers to the event builder - the location where

data are collected into complete events. Once 5.4 TRIGGER RATE
events have been assembled, high level filtering Detailed rate estimates with a realistic simula-
will be performed by programmable microproces- tion of the EMPACT detector remain to be made.
sors, where an additional rejection of about a factor One can, however, get a rough idea of how realistic
of 100 will be achieved prior to sending events to the design goal rate reduction of 104 for Level 1 is
mass storage for subsequent offline analysis, by considering the dominant sources of leptons,
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both real and apparent. The Level 1 muon trigger plausible at Level 1. The role of Level 2 will be to
has been discussed in Subsection 4.4.2 so that this further reduce these rates by using the TRD infer-
Subsection will concentrate on the somewhat dif- mation (unless that is done at Level 1) and by the
ferent question of Level 1 electron identification, application of isolation cuts.

Figure 5-3 shows the expected trigger rates for The power of multiple-lepton triggers is illus-
single leptons as a function of p. threshold, assum- trated in Fig. 5-4, where the rate as a function of the|'_

ing a luminosity of 1033 cm-2s -1. The solid line second largest P'r electron candidate is plotted. The
results from a sample of two-jet events (5 < p,/ET < solid curve shows the rate for ali EM energy dope-
2500 GeV/c) where only information from the EM sitions, while the dashed curve shows the rate for
calorimeter is used (trigger towers A_ x ,ST1= 0.1 x EM depositions that are not accompanied by more
0.1). Adding the requirement that there be no more than 5 GeV of transverse energy in the correspond-
than 5 GeV of transverse energy in the hadronic ing hadronic tower.

! tower behind the EM tower, a condition that could

be employed at Level 1, results in the rate curve 108 _,,, _ .... _,,.., , _,, ,, _ ....
denoted by long dashes. The dotted line, shown for LI_
reference, gives the rate for prompt electrons from 1°5

. c, b, t (M t = 140 GeV/c 2) and W decays. As 104

' discussed in Subsection 4.4.2, the muon rates are _ _
quite low and are dominated by b and c decays at ali _ 10a_ - _. ,--t.a._,-

t., '-'t_ -"

but the lowest P'r values, where _:andK decays and 0: " ' ;, -,_' hadronic punchthrough are important. 1°_ _
J.

101 J. _ -, _.
I

106 ' L_' I ' ' ' "l ' ' ' ' I ..... _,, , , ,- 100 , , , , J .... I , , 1 , I .... I .....0 20 40 60 80 100

105 _ MPg0-3180-5,29B PT (GeV/c)
_" 104 Fig. 5-4 Integrated Rates for Two Electrons Plotted asa Function of the PT of the Lower PT Electron.

""';_., ' "'- _.%_________ The solid curve shows the rate when ali
103 ;., ,, ..-t_t_- l depositions in the EM calorimeters are used, and<

rr ;'_ °" ' %_ the dashed curve shows the rate when only102` _'!.._
,-:._.. , ,. ,..,_ depositions with less than 5 GeV ET in the

101 "':-:.._.....,. - corresponding hadronic tower are used.
'_

100 , , , , 1 , i ,,, I , , _ , 1 .... 1 , )"%""',,
0 20 40 60 80 O0 5.5 COMPUTING

Mr'90-:3180._sB PT(GeV/c) Computing is one of the most rapidly advancing
Fig. 5-3 Integrated Single ElectronRatesasa Function technologies in the world today. The intent is to

of P'r Threshold. The curves show the rate from take full advantage of likely future developments
two-jet events at L = 10 33cm2 S-1 for: (i) ali
EM-calorimeter energy depositions (solid fine), leading to increased processing power, red==ced

q (tOEM-calorlmeterenergydepositlonsnot cost, and enhanced functionality over the next
accompanied by more than 5 GeV of E in the decade.
corresponding tower of the hadronic calorimeter
(long dashes), and (iii) the rates from b, c, t, and
W decays. TRD information has not been used An EMPACT computing advisory committee
for (i) and (ii). has been established to coordinate and interact with

the SSCL and to help to refine a strategy for
The curves in Fig. 5-3 demonstrate that single EMPACT. Items that are being addressed by this

lepton Pa"thresholds in the 20 to 40 GeV/c range are group are listed below.
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5.5.1 Organization & Standards structural parts will, where possible, exploit com-
To take full advantage of new hardware tech- mercially available technology in both hardware

nology and to expedite the development and main- and software, and will be the responsibility of a
tainability of EMPACT software will require the single centralized group. While the development of
establishment and enforcement of a set of well- on-line application code is expected to be distrib-
thought-out software standards, The sooner the uted more widely across the collaboration, the inte-
existing software can be brought into this frame- gration of that code into a working system, includ-
work, the better, though it is important to under- ing the verification that coding and performance
stand the direction that will be established by the standards have been met, is probably best accom-
SSCL computing Organization on certain issues, plished by a central group located at the SSCL. This

I EMPACT is providing input to the Laboratory as it central computer group will require many full time
i decides the form that this organization will take. computerprofessionalsfortheon-linestructureand

From initial discussions it seems that the SSCL will support activity, beginning as eaJly as possible afterI
startwith a CERN Library-based, primarily FOR- approval of the project and continuing through to

L TRAN 77 environment, on both VAX/VMS and data taking.i

UNIX systems; EMPACT will presumably follow
this direction. Early iterations of on-line software will be

exercised in test beam operations and will be used
' The goal is to separate structural aspects of the to perform subsystem verification at the sites where

code (which will probably be the responsibility of a such systems are assembled and tested. This is
central EMPACT computing group) from applica- important both in temls of iterating the specifica-
tions aspects, so that either may evolve without tions of the system and of familiarizing users with
major dislocation to the other. In addition, there the on-line system as it will be at the SSC. The
will be minimal machine dependence, in view of the implication of such an iterative approach is that a
strong likelihood that the technlology will advance complex specification must be prepared that de-
significantly between the time the proposal is ap- scribes not only direct functionality but the staged
proved and the time operation begins at the SSC. availablility of that functionality and a series of
This strategy should aim to minimize the necessity points in the implementation schedule at which
to procure or develop software to translate between certain design options will be selected and existing
various platforms and software packages. In addi- specifications changed within limits.
tion, existing software packages will be used as
much as possible to minimize the amount of code 5.5.3 Detector Monitoring
duplication and take advantage of the software In addition to the on-line system for monitoring
maintenance resources expected to be in piace at detector performance by examining the data, it will
SSCL. be necessary to monitor various static parameters,

such as power supply voltages, gas flows, etc. The
5.5.2 On-Line System need for such monitoring is particularly acute for a

While the detailed specification of the require- detector the size of EMPACT, since the number of
ments of the on-line system will constitute a major sensors will be too large for a manual or partially
effort, a number of goals for the system can be listed automated approach.
now. The system will be modular, multi-user, and
hierarchical in nature so that the lowest level detec- The need for this sort of function is common in

tor subsystems can be operated in isolation; in industrial applications and a number of solutions,
parallel, for purposes of testing, debugging, and such as CAMAC or token ring schemes, exist. We
calibrating; and then combined to form higher level plan to borrow heavily from existing designs so as
subsystems and eventually a single system. Ti_e to devote as much as our manpower as possible to
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problems unique to SSC detectors. Nonetheless, a number being T1 lines, but a careful review of
the scale of the task is large and will probably network needs is required. A first step in this
require the full time efforts of two or three engi- process will be the submission of a proposal to the
ricers. Texas National Research Laboratory Commission

for a system of engineering workstations to be
5.5.4 Off-Line Computing installed at the collaborating universitieS. These

Currently EMPACT computing is basically workstations will facilitate broader university par-
concerned with the simulation of the detector (see ticipation in the engineering aspects of the detector
Section 6), and with its engineering design (see design process. The network enhancements put in
Sections 2 through 4). Computing resources in placeatthisstagewillundoubtablybeusefulthrough
terms of hardware for the short term (next 12 later stages of the project as weil.
months), will require 100 to 200 MIPS to be avail-
able at member institutions for Monte Carlo simu- 5.6 DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

i lation and sufficient 3D modeller/CAD capability. At this point only a fraction of the questions that
[ An attempt is underway to evaluate how the hard- must ultimately be decided have been considered.
' ware requirements (CPU's, disk space, and tape Although the broad features of the trigger/DAQ

storage) and personnel needs will grow after this architecture have been tentatively settled, many
[ period, and the best way of satisfying these needs, aspects of the system must be explored ira much

greater depth. For example:
] A great deal of computing will need to be done • The front-end designs for the TRD, calorimeter,

in support of the detector design effort, and it is and muon chamber readouts must be reviewed
' important that this aspect of the software be well with an eye toward compatibility. The goal will

planned and merged as seamlessly as possible into be to strive for as many common elements as
the off-line computing done as the detector be- possible. Initial prototypes must be fabricated
comes operational. The goal will be to produce at and tested under realistic conditions at an early
a relatively early stage in the design cycle of the date.
detector, a flexible plan for off-line computing • The location of the readout chains, and atten-
software that includes implementation in stages, dant tradeoffs between cabling and mounting
The off-line structure and support efforts are ex- costs, cooling, and ease of access n-mstbe stud-
pected to require a number of computer profession- ied in a systematic way. Although it is clear that
als, beginning as early as practical after project nearly all of the electronics will be mounted on
approval (in addition to the many physicists who or near the detector, an integration oftheelectri-
will contribute to the simulation and design efforts), cal and mechanical designs remains to be done.

The TRDs present a special challenge in this
5.5.5 Networking regard, since there is little room for bringing out

EMPACTis a decentralized collaboration with- individual signals, yet little space for detector-
out a single dominant computing center of gravity, mounted electronics. Alternate strategies, such
and considerable emphasis is being placed on the as fiber optics, willbe considered.
availablility of adequate connectivity among the • The length of the Level 1 delay pipeline must be
various institutions, and between them and the determined. Although it will probably not be
SSCL. This will become even more important if the possible to fix this time with precision until the
considerable computing resources (4000 MIPS) system design is well along, it is important to
expected to become available at the SSCL over the develop an early feeling for the tradeoffs in-
next year to two years are to be used effectively, volved since they may themselves have a pro-
Existing ESnet connections are generally of rea- found influence.
sonably high standard on the pathways concerned, • Level 2 triggers schemes have to be specified
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and evaluated, This will not be easy in view of the successful operation. In keeping with this philoso-
wide range of possible technologiesl phy, we intend to carry out such simulations before

'1 • Although the cmTent thinking is that with the any circuit fabrication takes place. Also, collabo-
exception of the TRDs, the Level 1delay pipelines rators from LeCroy will be joining the system

I should be analog (most likely switched capaci- design effort. Sincemany of the items above are of
', tors), the nature of the Level 2 storage remains to a generic nature, the same solution will probably be

be determined. If analog is best, the appropriate applicable to more than one experiment, lt is

level of multiplexing for analog to digital conver- anticipated that many of the developments needed.. sion must be detemained, for the EMPACT system will be accomplished in
i • Thereadout paths between theLevel 2 buffers and cooperation with other groups [6]. Such coopera-
[ the Level 3 event building must be established and tive efforts will maximize productivity (by avoid-
] analyzed to ensure that logjams do not develop, ing duplication of effort) and minimize costs.
i • Since the design will be driven in large measure by
, the physics goals, realistic simulations of the trig- REFERENCES
., ger signals must be developed. This work will be 1. S.Loneetal.,"Fine-GrainParallelComputerArchitec-

part of a larger and more general simulation effort, turesinFutureTriggers,"CERN-EP89-116andCERN-
which will encompass a simulation of the physics LAA RT/89-05 (1989),

and detector performance as well as detailed 2. M, Bowdenet al.,"A High-Throughput Dam Acquisi-

modeling of the DAQ system's behavior, tionArchitectureBasedon SeritdInterconnects,"Fer-
• R&D on the Level 3 processor farm will address milabPreprint,(unpublished1988).

such issues as systems integration and whether the 3. E. Barsottiet al., "ProposalforGenericR&Dfor the
optimal configuration is parallel processors, hyper- SSC,"(1988).
cube type computers, etc. A common problem for 4. D.Cuttset al.,"Data Acquisition at DO," DONote807;

ali SSC experiments will be the proper choice of D. Cutts et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-34, 710
large storage media. (1987);R.Cousinsetal.,Nucl.Instrum.MethodsA277,

517 (1989).
A number of these issues will be addressed as part 5. M.S.Atiya et al.,"Design of Trigger andDataAcquisi-

of an ongoing SSC Subsystem R&D effort [5] in which ti0n Systems," (unpublished 1989).

a number of EMPACT collaborators are involved. An 6. See, for example, A. Bhattacharya et al., "Front End
important feature of this subsystem R&D effort is the ElectronicsDevelopment for SSCDetectors," (unpub-

recognition that systems with this level of complexity lished1989).

will require careful simule.tion at ali levels to ensure
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6 - SIMULATION STUDIES

6.1 INTRODUCTION EMPACF is conceived to be a hem-_etic detec-

Work is in progress to simulate a number of tor. This property is being investigated through the

SSCphysics processes. The physics topics being Higgs decay H ---+Z°Z° _ l+l- v_7mad in the search

'... studied were selected partly for their physics inter- for gluinos. A detailed GEANT study of the transi-

i est, but primarily because they test important as- tion at 1"1= 3 will be used to improve the present

' pects of the EMPACT detector design. The imme- calorimeter resolution function so that more realis-

diate goal of this activity is tc) quantify the potential tic calculations can be carried out.
of the EMPACT detector discussed in this docu-

ment. It is expected that the continuation of these Calorimetry will play a major role in EMPACT

initial investigations will significantly affect the physics. Issues such a° the optim',d segmentation,

,_.volution of the detector design. Most of the effo_, depth, inner radius, e' am being investigated via

tc) date has involved setting up the various simula- the process H -+ Z°Z° --+ l*l -QQ and in the require-

tion tools required tor these studies, and as a conse- ments for identifying leptons near jets such as in the

quence the results me quite preliminary. In the decay of b's from top. The question of b-tagging is

following subsections some details of this work are "also being studied for the specific process pp -+

pre,sented. The sense of these studies is that, while HWX where H--+bb.
much work remains to be done to arrive at a detailed

detector design, this detector will be capable of A study of 1: lepton signatures for EMPACT is

addressing the important physics processes at the in progress. At present the focus is on the Higgs

SSC and will be able to tap the unexpected discov- decay H-+Z°Z°-+I+I-'t'+v but the work will eventu-

ery potentia.1 of the SSC. ally be expanded to include Z" decays and jet
physics. Since identifying "o's requires the identifi-

A primary gozd in the design of EMPACT is to cation of isolated leptons or low nlultiplicity jets

have a detector with muon resolution comparable to with large missing P'r, it will require good hadron
_he electron resolution over the full r1 acceptance, calorimetry and hermeticity as well as go<xi TRD/

The potential of the present design in this regard has Tracker correlations.

been studied both for the four muon decay of the

standard Higgs and for Z" production. The conclu- In EMPACT, the signs of muons but not of

sions, discussed below, are that the resolution for electrons can be measured. The implications of this

both electrons and muons permit reconstruction of decision am bei,-_gstudied in a variety of ways. The

Z°'s from Higgs decay at close to the natural width cleanest signature for t decays is thought to be lte
and that the muon acceptance and resolution is final states. Given the expected high rate for this

matched to the discovery of a Z" and to the measare- process, it is unlike_.,' that the sign of the electron

merit _f its d:cay a%vrnme,t_,. will be reaulred to extract the signal, and there

1 " -
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shoald be no limitadon on the study of top physics ] __]using this detector. This is "alsotrue for the same o.lo

sign dJlepton signature for high rate processes such ] _..... _900 GeV/c _]
as gluino prodnction. One might be less confident o.0a
of the physics potenti',d for very low rate processes,
such as same sign W production from the strong 0.o6
interactions of vector bosons. Since the sign of only _-
muons can be measured in EMPACT, one might < 0.04
naively expect a reduction in acceptance of a factor

of four compared to detectors that can also measure Ithe electron sign. However, the difference is un-
likely to be so large given the limited rapidity range
over which electron signs can be measured in sole- tMpg°ala°5°TA ( ) I
noid configurations compared with the large accep- Fig. 6-1 MuonMomentumResolution
tance for muons in EMPACT. In addition, for very traversed by particles in the calorimeter. Using a
low rate processes it v,']l,_almost certainly be neces- longitudinal shower parameterization, these ray
sm-yto run at higher _]c,,mthe nominal luminosity, tracings have been converted into appropriate reso-
where it is likely that signs of only muons can be lution functions for different particle species. This

measured with high efficiency. Since EMPACT is study covers the region 1"1< 3 and in the present
being designed to handle high luminosity, it will be analysis is used for the whole calorimeter coverage
an appropriate detector for studying very low rate that is taken to be rl < 5.5. This treatment is thought
processes with a same sign lepton signature, to be adequate for the transition in the T1= 1.5 region

between the central and end calorimeters, but less

6.2 SIMULATION TOOLS appropriate for the rl = 3 region where there is a
At present a number of the simulations are at the transition between the end calorimeter and a for-

event generator level or use a simple calorimeter, ward calorimeter qui_e far behind the end calorime-
However, wherever possible, resolution functions ter. The extension of this resolution function imo
appropriate to the EMPACT detector are used, and the forward region is being studied using a GEANT/
in some cases detailed simulation at the GEANT/ GEISHA simulation.

GEISHA level have been developed. For the muon
studies discussed below, an analytic resolution Detailed simulations are in use or are being
function tor the toroid system has been derived developed for some of the simulation studies. For
(Section 4). A simple anN]cffcform (Fig. 6-1)is in example the TRD/Tracking system (Section 2) has
agreement with the full analysis foma and is ade- been simulated in great detail. This simulation uses
qume for the present studies. A c',dorimeter energy a full geometrical specification of the TRD detector
resolution function [1] has been derived from a and detailed tracking with appropriate dE/dx loss

study (Section 3) of the actual 3D engineering and x ray production and detection. This anNysis,
model of the calorimeter constructed at Mm'tin which is not GEANT based, is being used to study

Marietta. Rays traced at various 1"1are used to the electron identification efficiency and hadron
dete, m-|ine the _mc_1_nt of active and nassive material rejection cal_abilitiesof the system and the potential

I
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for high energy muon identification. As noted tors such as ISAJET or PYTHIA will be supported.

above, a full muon Monte Carlo (again not GEANT This development will make available a sophisti-

based) and track reconstruction analysis has been catext simulation code with the great advantage of

used to study the muon resolution of the proposed working directly upon the detailed 3D model cre:

toroid spectrometer system. Work is in progress to ated in the engineering CAD/CAE system, lt is

study the calorimeter system using a GEANT/ expected that this program will continue to m:_.ture

GEISHA simulation. A fast shower algorithm is "along with the EMPACT detector, but it should be

being used to study the basic parameters (inner a useful and working tool at all stages. For the

radius, average interaction length, segmentation, immediate future, the standard simulation program
, etc.) of the calorimeter. This algorithm [121]uses the will be GEANT based, lt might be possible in the

full GEISHA interaction code until a track from an future to build the GEANT geometry directly from

interaction has energy less than a cutoff energy (at the 3D engineering model. How this transfer can be

. present E = 500 MeV) and then the remaining implemented will be investigated in light of future
. energy is pm'ameterized. This allows one to retain GEANT developments and the SSCL's computing

|i most of the fluctuations in hadron showers while strategy.
running up to 20 tinJes as fast as the standard

GEANT/GEISHA package. An example of simu- 6.3 H--_Z°Z°--M_

lation of a jet event in the EMPACT calorimeter is qqae cleanest signature for the standard heavy
shown in the illustration at the front of this section. Higgs will be its decay via Z% ° to 4 leptons. The

rate of this decay is very low, as can be seen in Table

Work is in progress to develop an overall 6-1. lt shows the number of H---+Z°Z°, Z°--m+e or

EMPACT simulation package by integratiJ,g the _+g- events for various Higgs masses at 1()_3cm 2 s

present muon and TRD simulations into the luminosity if the coverage of the detector is 1"1< 2.5.
ZEBRA based framework of the calorimeter These numbers are quite optimistic since no esti-

GEANT simulation. Once this is operational, mate is yet available for the effects of cracks or

detailed studies of om interrelation of the subsys- other detector related acceptances. A study 13] has

terns can be done to improve the present disjoint shown that to reduce the potenti_d background, a cm

approach. The shnulation tool based on the engi- on the Z ° of 1"1,.< 1.5 will be required. In this case

nee,ring model of the detector will be enhanced and the event rate, where again one requires all 4 leptonsdeveloped to provide input to the experimental to have rl < 2.5, is even lower (Table 6-1). The

proposal. A number of extensions to the present

simple ray tracing algorithm will be implemented. Table6-1 H _ Z° Z° (Z° -->e. e", br*g-)
Transverse shape will be added to the parameter- MASS EVENTS/104°cm -2 EVENTS/104°cm -2

ized showers. In additiorl, an option that some or 'all (GEV) I_ll ]< 2.5 Inzl< 1.5,1ht1<2.5

= ,2" the shower development can _ done by Monte 150 168 116

Carlo tracking of secondaries rather than by par- aoo 476 328
i ameterizations will be included. This will allow for

fluctuations to realistically treat possible non-Gauss- soo 18o lo8

ian tails. Calorimeter re',dout segmentation schemes 800 56 32

will be implemented, and input from event genera- MP_o.a_80-oo_B ...........

il
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acceptance as a function _ is shown in Fig. 6-2 for obtained (Fig. 6-3) show that the EMPACT goal of
various masses. Clearly it will be necessary to attaining muon resolution comparable to electron
confirm this statistically weak signa] by looking for resolution can be achieved. This good resolution is
other decay modes. Perhaps even more l_ecessary is important to ensure good acceptance for Z°'s in the
the construction of a detector such as EMPACT that presence of high mass dimuon backgrounds such as
is conceived as being capable of handling higher those from tl production, especially if high lumi-
luminosity, nosity degrades the information available from

tracking or calorimetry [4,5].
The present simulation is focused on the decay

H--_Z°Z°--->41.t,as this represents an important test In Fig. 6-4, the 4_ invm-iant mass for Higgs
of the design criteria tbr EMl'ACT. For this study, decays in the presence of a Z°Z° continuum back-
samples of events for Higgs masses of 400 and 800 ground is shown. In reconstructing these events, no
(]eV were generated using ISAJET. These events mass constraints have been used, but a rapidity cut
were then reconstructed using the muon resolution q < 2.5 which represents the physical limits of the
function (Fig. 6-1). The dimuon mass spectra toroids has been imposed [6].

M = 150 GeV M = 300 GeV
,,

, -, ,., , i , , , , i , , , j ,i, , H , i ,"r, _.._ ", , ' ' I ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' 'I' ' "V'' I ' ''"''Z1.0 ..... , 1.0 - .

,,, o.a " ,'"' o : ,':'" :
:," LU ,8

I O _, ,, ,i,j , ¢"3

• Z Z _ '

ni'-"< 0.6 ei.,_.;,', _n 0.6 ¢" ,''

w 0.4 m 0.4 _" ' '0 o
0 c)
< 0.2 < 0.2

0.0 0.0
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5

Ymax Ymax

(A) (B)

M = 500 GeV M = 800 GeV

-rr"'' I'''' I' ' ' ' 'I'' '''I "i' '7. -' ''' I''' 'I''' ''I_ '' ''I' ""i"'E

1.0 _., .... 10

uJ 0.8 m 0.8 '"
o o
z 7
< 0,6 < 0.6
t-... I--

Lu 0.4uJ 0.4 .,'
o ,, o(..3
o ,,., < O.2
< 0.2 O"

0.0 F, ,I..... J' ' ' " 0,0 - ,I..... I ....
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5

Yma× Ymax

(C) (D)
MPgO-318O-520B

Fig, 6-2 The Geometrical Acceptance for H --> Z°Z °, Z ° --->ee or iJ# for Various Higgs Masses, The Solid Curves are fer

decays with q z < 1,5, While the Dashed Curve is for ali Decays
i
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Fig.6-3 DileptonMassSpectraforZ° -e_+_.- fromH --eZ°Z°.MH =800GeV(A)Z°.....)e+e-, (B)Z°--elJ+IJ- ,
MH = 400 GoV (C) Z°_ e+ e-, (D)Z°-_ la*I.C. The intogra/of theso curves give_,tho numbor ofZ ° from
acceptedHiggsfor integratedL = 104ocm2.

6.4 II-_Z°Z°-->l+/-x+x- could be very important in confirming an obset'va..

The rate for tt-+Z°Z°-+l.l-'r,+'r(l = e, It) is equal tion of the Higgs through its cleanest decay ,int,l,._

to the rate for e, bzdecays alone. Present indicatiox,s only I.tor e particles. The signature for this proce'._;s

: are that, with EMPACT, it is likely that one can would be a reconstructed Z ° (Z°-+e+e - or bt+l.t') with

reconstruct the t: neutrino. Since such modes rep- large missing P'r and either another isolated lepton

resent more than half of the I:decays, their detection or low ,nultiplicity jet characteristic of_cdec'ay,, For
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" Fig. 6-6 The PT Distribution for the ,cElectron in

fli'l H--->Z°Z° .-.>P..+C-_+_- _--->9_x

0 j j ..J___L_ Z-'--',_,-u--_,-_ I For good lepton efficiency, it will be necessary to0,2 0,4 0.6 0.8 1

a 4# ('TEV) detect leptons with P'ras low as 20 GeV/c with good
MP90-3180-509 (B) efficiency.

Fig. 6-4 Invariant Mass Spectra for H-> Z°Z% 4p, for
(A) 400 GeV (B) 600 GeV Higgs, Plus the Z° Z° If the ,_jets arc identified via their decays to low

Continuum Background multiplicity jets (or leptons), the event can be recon-

structed by accounting for the missing transverse

example, in tl,e case of the semileptonic a: decay the momentum coa;ried away by the a: neutrinos. As a

missing P'r spectrum is shown in Fig. 6-5 and the P'r result of the small 'c to Z° mass ratio, the a:neutrinos
of the lepton from the a: decay is shown in Fig 6-6. lie close to the axis of the observed jets. The

i
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neutrinos can be apportioned to the two compo- Apart from its obvious physics interest, this study
nents of missing transverse momentum, and the also addresses the capabilities of and requirements
energy can be found assuming a 1:parentage for the on the TRD/Tracking system for hadron jets.
two je{s, allowing for a subsequent kinematic test
that the dijet invariant mass is consistent with the Z° 6.5 H--)Z°Z°--+I+I- @
mass. This decay mode for file Higgs boson offers the

potential of increased statistics due to the large
The success of this measurement will depend on (,--20%) Z°--+v9 branching fraction. At the sanle

the ability to select the low multiplicity 1:jets, while time there are significant background contributions
suppressing the copious background due to Z° + jet from physics pr(messes involving real Z°'s [11]. An

i production. ISAJET studies [711have shown that initial study has been perfomled to estimate the
: alx)ut one in a thousand high transverse momentum importance of various background processes and to

i jets will mimic a "c hadron jet, which provides indicate which detector parameters have the largest
roughly a factor of 106 rejection of Z° + jets. For effect on the observed signals for a range of Higgs
EMPACT, the level of background rejection masses (400, 600, and 800 GEV). The results
achieved will depend on the effective multitrack presented here am for the muon chromel, but a study
resolution of the TRD/Tracking system, for electrons should yield similar results [12].

A study in progress [8] is aimed at simulating The inwtriant mass of the Higgs boson can not
lhe response of EMPACT in a measurement of be reconstructed when h_df the final state energy is
H--_Z°Z°-+/+/'c+I:. The simulation has so far fo- in the form of neutrinos. Instead, the missing

cused on l =bLand "_---+r_r__v. Jets, with electro- trm_sverse momentum of the event is used. This
magnetic and hadronic energy deposition,' selected distribution displays a Jacobian peak at atx)ut half
by a modified version of tile UA1 [9] algorithm, am the Higgs m_ss. Tile background comes ft'ore the
fotmd in events with a high transverse momentum production of (transversely polarized) Z° pairs and
Z°-+W bL and large missing transverse momentum, single Z°'s plus QCD generated jets. A mismeas-

Paranleterized energy resolutions are employed to urement of the P.r of the jets in the latter process
determine the resolution of the kinematic recc,_l- produces an unbalanced P'vof the observed Z° which
stmction. The simulation code developed for the contributes to the transverse momentum back-
TRD/Tracking system (and tuned for electron ground.
identification) will be employed to evaluate jet
multiplicity response. Similarly selected back- The missing P'I" sensitivity of the calorimeter is
ground events (Z° + jets) will be used to detemfine likely dorninated by the restx)nse to showers with
the signal to background ratio 1"1> 3.0. A realistic study of this region of th.e

calorimeter will require a det_dled GEANT sinlula-
In addition to increase," capability for heavy tion including shower crossover. This is the case

Higgs boson searches, this ,tudy will 'also serve as where a shower starting in a tower near the r1 = 3
a proving grounds for the c',pability of EMPACT to cone contributes to another tower as much as 180°
study signatures involvin'/, I: leptons such as those away in azimuth. As a first approximation to this
suggested in the context of searche,; for compos- cone problem the magnitude of the Z° plus ,jets
iteness [7] madnew heavy vector gauge bosons [10]. background was estimated by asstmling perfectly
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measured "pencil" jets up to an effective 1]cutoff, lo .... , .... , .... , . , . . , ....past which the jet is assumed not to be measured at
0-3 - , , :

all. Figure 6-7 shows a signal from a 400 GeV/c z 1 _N. [--4oo GeVHiggs ! '

Higgs plus this background for effective rl cuts of 3, 104 ....BOO ! :4, and 5.

\.
1 -_ ' _ -_F %. -0 ,:::- :, , "r r I r _ " Iu b: _4_,,"- I

._ ...... "" BKG : "0 ...... t,n,u -

103 _.,_ .......,/ ,_=3 = 10"7I _'_ ....... ",,-.... "------ ....',,
loo ..... 4_,o'' ' '_o

10" _ ....... -" "\ '1"5-"">'"-..'".":_ _I Measured Z°pr

10"8_-------_ ' '_-_----J- __- Table 6-2 Higgs Production for an Integrated0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Z° TRANSVERSEMOMENTUM(GeV/c) L = 10_ ¢m-_'for H --_Z°Z°_/+/- v_
MP90-3180-581B HIGGS MASS SIGNAL/

Fig. 6-7 The Effect of the Calorimeter Hermeticity for a ., (GEV,!, 'EVENTS BACKGROUND
Higgs with M H= 400 GeV and the Background 4o0 837 0,46from Z°+ QCD Jets

600 149 0.31

80O 71 1.13
The second significant background is the con- MP90-3180-013C .....

tinuum production of Z° pairs where one of the Z°'s
decays into neutrinos. This background is indc- rimetry. The high mass Higgs backgrounds are,
pendent of the detector configuration and is more however, dominated by Z° pair production and are
significant for larger Higgs masses. The combina- insensitive to detector parameters. There is clearly
tions of these two backgrounds with the signal is a windowofopportunity for thisHiggs signature. A
shown in Fig. 6-8. realistic description of the transition region is obvi-

ously needed, and is one of the important optimiza-
The signal to background ratios, assuming a tion parameters required for EMPACT.

conservative coverage for jets ofrl < 4.0, along with
the estimated number of muon e ,ents surviving 6.6 H-->Z°Z°->I+t-QQ
geometrical acceptance and tight cuts on the Z° The rate for this Higgs decay is 24 times that for
transverse momentum is summarized in Table 6-2. the Higgs decay into 4 leptons (e or _). However,
No detailed attempt has been made to optimize the it is still unclear whether or not one will be able to
cuts. extract this signal or indeed any Z° signal from the

Z°decay into jets. Even so, this process is extremely
It is clear from Fig. 6-7 that the signal to back- useful in trying to evaluate the likely performar, ce

ground ratio for a low mass Higgs could be substan- of the calorimeter with regard to the various design
tially improved by carefully planned forward calo- parameters such as inner radius, total depth, seg.-



mentation, etc. In particular for EMPACT, it is reconstructed mass and the PYTHIA Z° mass is

essential to understand the physics implications of shown for a sample of 400 Z° decays to jets from an

starting the calorirneter 1 m from the beam. This is 800 GeV Higgs. In this example, the calorimeter

a non-trivial problenlrequiring afullGEANTsimu- innerradius is 1m, the13 andq) segmentation is0.05 ,

lation, as it clearly involves the competing effects of and the average density of the calorimeter is 13.6
the opening angles of the particles in the shower and gm cn'r-3. A Summary of the .means and widths of

the effects of shower sizes and segmentation, similar distributions for variations of the segmenta-

tion is shown in Fig. 6-10a, while the radius depend-

No attempt has yet been made to simulate full ence is shown in Fig. 6-10b. In generating these

events. The present study [ 131]concentrates on the plots, only Z°'s with 11< 0.5 and decay particles with

decay of a single Z° from Higgs decays (Higgs rl < 1.0 were used. The present indications are that

masses of 400 GeV and 800 Gev are being used)
into the central calorimeter (q < 0.5 for the Z°).

Once this simple process is understood, full signal 15- . -. , _ .......

and event simulation will be carried out. For [] _ <_
[] M(800 GeV)

simplicity, the present analysis does not attempt to [] [] _ '_ _' RMS(8OOGeV)
reconstruct jets, but rather the reconstructed massis lO _ <) [] M(400 GeV)
obtained ft'ore the 4 vectors of cells with non-zero > 0 RMS(4OOGeV)

energy deposits, ln Fig. 6-9, the difference in the _ 5 o o o o 0 o
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ttle 'ability to reconstruct the Z ° mass from jets new study 111811the eff_ts of shower spreading are

changes slowly with changes in the parameters and not included, but rather tile closeness of other par-

that having a calorimeter starting at 1 m is not a ti_ I,'s in the event to the targeted high J'r eleclron is

handicap in the detector design, ewduated. Figure 6-11 is a typical result from d_is

study. The relevant high J,r electron has been se-

6.7 p p-->H W + X lected for each event and the energy of all other

Finding the Higgs at the SSC will be most particles in an 1] - q) cone of' radius R = 0.03
difficult if its mass is in the intermextiate mass range

(80-170 GEV). If its mass. larger, it will be more

easily extracted [141 from th_ background due to its

dominant decay to W+W - _mdZ{_°. However, if the as -

Higgs mass is in the intermediate range, it will 20-

decay mostly to heavy qum'ks, and it will be ex- _ 15-

t emely difficult to extract the signal from the _ 10-

background of QCD jets. To suppress this enormous _i

background, it has been protx)sed to look R)r Higgs 5

, pr(x:luction in ass(xziation with a W + or W [15,16l. 0

Even in this case the production of signal events, .4,

o I _@_@,c_
pp _ I-I° W _ X (I-I<'+ QQ) '%_o %

is still orders of magnitude less than the back- p_o.a,ao.s_4

grounds (qg -+ W±Q, q_l -> W+ g, qq --_ W_Z°) Fig.6-11TheRatioof theTotalEnergyin a cone of
whict,1 feed this channel. RadiusR = 0.03to the ElectronEnergyvs the

ElectronEnargyfor SelectedHigh IT Electrons
, from b Decays

The feasibility of detecting the intermediate

mass Higgs boson through its decay to two b quark calculated. Figure 6-11 shows the ratio of the

jets at the SSC h_ksbeen studied using the Monte energy in this cone to the selected electron energy as

Carlo program PYTHIA 4.8 to generate both signed a function of the electron energy. As expected for

and background event samples [17]. Identifying b b decays the electron energy distribution peaks

decays required identifying electrons with large relatively low (= 40 GEV). However, it is worth

lrm:sverse momentum (J'r) with respect to the jet noting that the energy in the cone is essentially

axis. Close in tracking permitting impact distance ind_pendent of the electron energy and that the

measurements is important, but modest vertex de- selected electrons are quite isolated. The fraction of

tector perfonnmlce is sufficient. EMPACT is evalu- events for which the energy contained within the

ating a vertex detector to provide these measure- cone exceeds 10% of d_e electron energy _s shown
ments (Section 2). With these capabilities, detec- in Fig. 6-12. Only 10% of the electrons exceed this

lion of this process, may be possible, value for an R cut of 0.03. At a radius of 1 m, this
corresponds to a transverse dimension of 3 cre. The

This emiier study has been extended to deter- required lrmlsverse segmentation of tt_e calorimeter

mine the transverse segmentation rexluimments for is, of course, somewhat finer than this. These

the EMPACT electromagnetic calorimeter. In this studies will continue to ensure that the design of the
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expected number of Z'-elt. It-events in a canonical
1.°1..', J, I i, 'l,, i o , , , r I J _ i SSC yearfordifferentrapiditycoverages. There is

_ , ET

z°_ - "Ego .1 clearly a statistical advantage in extending the lep-

0.a ton coverage to 11= 2,5. EMPACT should be able
to observe a Z" if Mz, is less than about 6 TeV.

,,_ 0,6
:t: The Z' rate depends on the couplings of the

particular model. For example, the calculation used0.42-
tOgenerate Fig. 6-13 assumes that the Z" is simply

o a heavy Z°, as in the PYTHIA Monte Carlo. In
1,... ,

0.2 ,, "' >0.1 superstring inspired models based on E(6), the rate
--" also depends on whether the new"exotic fermions"

0.0 , , , I I J I f I I _ t ,, I, _ j j- present inthemodelarekinematicallyaccessiblein
o 0,05 o.1 o.15 0.2 Z" decay, Table 6-3 indicates the range of events,

R

91Pg0.311]O-515A 10 4

Fig. 6-12 The Fraction of Events for which the Energy
in a Cone of Radius R Exceeds 10% of the JLdt= 104°0m'2
Energy of the Selected High JTElection ' "

ALL Y

EMPACT calorimeter retains a good prospect for ,/'/
finding H --_b b should it occur with manageable 10a '

O0

_- mx (lag)= 2,5background. The issues relevant to a vertex detec- z
ILl

tor will also be studied. >
U.I

LE

o

6.8 Z' DETECTION d 10_'7

The detection of a new, heavy, neutral gauge z. Ymax (PP')= 1.5
boson, generically labelled Z', has been discussed
in several previous studies [19-21 ]. The decay Z"

lO1
--+ l+l-, if preaent, is thought to have little or no
background. The discovery of a Z' then depends 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
primarily on the eventrate and lesson the dilepton M(z')TeV

MP90-3180-516A

mass resolution. However, the task of uncovering
the nature of the Z" placesgreaterdemandson the Fig. 6-13 NumberofZ,-;-NaEventsExpected forL=1040cm"2asa FunctionofZ'Mass.
detector design. In this subsectioa the issue of the
Z" discovery potential for EMPACT and the ques- Table 6-3 Expected Number of Z' -_ lt*lt-Events

tion of understandingthe Z" arediscussed[22]. for anIntegratedL = 1040cm-=

1 2 3The Z" is expected to be quite narrow with a __

width that scales with M.....For the various models HEAVY Z 27 x 10a 2,5 x 10a 0,52 x 103

considered, the Z" width is 1 - 3% of the Z" mass. ........
The ability to observe the Z" is thought to rest solely E(6) .......... 9-30X 103 0,9-3x 10a 0,2-0,6x 10a

on evaluating the statisticsofa bump in thediiepton L-RSYMMETRIC 15X 10a 1 x 10a 0,3x 10a "

invariant mass spectrum. Figure 6-13 shows the HP_o.a_8o-oo7
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assuming perfect acceptance, expected in one SSC 0.4 --r--,--r--r--r--r--r-, , , r--,---r---T--F--r_,--r---r---
year for wtrious models, Depending on tile model,
the mass reach for one SSC year could be as high as
4 TeV, c_ o.3

g
The narrowness of the Z" implies that the ob- _ o.a

served shape will, in most cases, be dominated by _'
experimental resolution, Figure 6-14 shows the o.1
expected mass peak from Monte Qtrlo simulations
for M.= 1 TeV, In this calculation the muon o.o -

z 800 900 I000 1I00 1200

resolution fl.lnctioll shown in Fig, 6-1 was used. Tile M(14t) (GEV)
mass peaks for Z" --->e+e-and Z"--> I.t+bl:could be MP0o.a_0.s_7
used to identify the Z" signal, However only nauons Fig. 6-14 Reconstructed it+ht-Effective Massfor
are considered hem, as the lepton charge is required Z'EMPACT'_ I't+ It-MuonwithMz,Resolution= 1 TeV with the

for the asymmetry measurements. Once tile peak

has been observed, tile study of the underlying 0,4 ,

physicsislargelyaquestionofmeasuringasynm_e- _,_,,,N_o itries, or related quantities. As an example tile meas- o,a>. ,,

ttrement of a forward-backward asymmetry, A_._is _
consictered. In pp collisions at high energy, the :_ o.o

I _tsualA_._3is an odd function of rapidity. If y±refer _<
o the rapidity of the final state t.t+muons, then if y+ -0,2
•-_-y> 0

44 _ '

( ) (y ) - _
AFB = AFB+= ............................. -- ............ 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.

. O(y_> y4)+ ''j"(Y- < Y+) uo_o.3mo.51BA M(gla) (TEV)

Fig. 6-15 Forward-Backward Asymmetry as a Function

of the Dllepton Invariant Mass for M z' = 1 TeVFory++ y < 0, A_,_3= - A_._+. Clearly, thedeter-, at y = 2. 0 definesthemodelofE(6) breaking.

momenttm_ is essenti_d. 73o

Following Rosner 123], AF. as a function of | o,2_- __--....__ co° [

dilepton mass in the vicinity of Mz, is shown in Fig. [_ l- _. _154 ° [
6-15, while Am atop the Z peak 'is calculated as a o4
function of the rapidity of the Z" in Fig. 6-16. o0_igures 6-15 and 6-16 indicate that Arn is quite .,
:.ensitive to tile underlying physics. Therefore,

even a rather low statistics measurement of An_can / .o,B_-_--,-,--_-*..... _- ...... _--_ I
be useful for eliminating models. The other impor- ] 0 0.5 _ 1,5 2 2,5 3 [
tant point to note from Fig. 6-16 is the substantial ] RAPIDITY ]

increase" in A_ with -rapidity. This means that in kMpgO.am0.a,g^' addition tothe moderate statisticalgain of extend- Fig. 6-16 Forward-BackwardAsymmbtry as a Functionof the Rapidity of the Z' for Mz'= 1, TeV.

ing the rapidity coverage for muons to 2.5, there is Theparticular manner in which E(6)is brokenis
dot/nec/toy the parameter O.
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also a large gain due to the increase of the asymme- ch,'mged [19], This can be resolved in a tx)larization
try itself, Table 6-4 summariz_'s the results of cal- measurement, for extmaple using Z" -> z + z.
culations for several Z' cases, giving the expected 6.9 TOP

A_ and its error for y,_ = 1.5 and 2.5. For 1.5 < y The search for the top quark is still a critical
< 2,5, where the A_,a_measurement is most critical quest in the Standard Model. If its mass is light (<
(see below), a muon of momentum 5 TeV/c is 180 GEV), it may be discovered at Fermilab. But
measured in EMPACF with a resohttion ranging even if it is discovered there, the SSC will pr{×tuce
from 10-25%. One clem'lysees the advantage of > 103 times as many top events which will allow
having gcx_ muon coverage to a rapidity of 2.5. detailed studies of its properties- for example, a

precision determination of the mass. Since the top

Table 6-4 Calculated AFB and Its Expected Statistical is so much heavier than theother qtlarks, it may
Errorforan Integrated L =104°cm-2, (SAFB varies exhibit quite different physics. This makes it inter-
approximately, as 1A/AI-,where N = NF + N B) esting to investigate rare top decays. No concrete

studies in this area are yet in progress, but these
MODEL AFB 5:8 AFB

............. decays will typically involve combinations of sig-
M z,(TEV)........... 0 Ymax =1.5 Ymax=2'5__ natures that EMPACT will be in a position to

1 38" -0,004-t:0,011 -0,011±0008 exploit. A detailed study of top physics at Fertnihtb
1 128° -0,034:t:0,011 -0,0864._:0.008 [241 indicates no problem identifying top decays

into ge final states, which is the cleanest signatttre.
3 38° -0,01 5:0.06 -0,02 + 0,05

The background rates [we low and the sign of the
3 128" -0,09+0.06 -0,22+0,05 electron is not a necessary constraint, Also it
5 38° -0,01+0,18 -0.03±0.14 appears likely that one can tag the b fronl the t

5 128 ° -0.164_0.18 -0.33+0,13 decay, either through its la or e decay, with reason-
MP90.3180-008 " -- able acceptance, An extension of that study for

EMPACF is currently underway and it is probable
Because of the excellent muon momentum that the same conclusions will be vtflid at the higher

'esolution in EMPACT, it is interestingto consider SSC energies. Of particular interest io the
what is to be gained by measuring A_._]as a function EMPACP design is the ability to identify leptons in

of the dimuon mass, M_t_t' This cml be important the vicinity of jets. Since it is now known that M t >

statistically for some m(xtels where A_,_is an odd Mw125], new strategies need to be developed to
function in MI.t p-alx}ut M, (see Fig. 6-15). In this identify the top 112411,The lepton from the W decay

case MI.t _t> Mz" and M_t_t< MT,"c_mbe considered is quite energetic and isolated, while the lepton
separately. If the asymmetry cmabe measured away from the b decay is often obscured, A Study was
from the Z" peak, the interference between Z' and Z° done at the ISAJET level to see the effect oi"calo-
becomes increasingly important. Here, the depend- rimeter cell segmentation on the identification of
ence of AH_on the couplings will be different than tbis lepton. Figure 6-17 shows the percentage of top
r,rl the peak and new information can be extracted events that have a lepton from the b decay or
1231. The cross section off-resonance is roughly a subsequent c decay as a function of the amount of
factor 10 - I(X}smaller than on-resonance. If an extra energy in a cone of size R. The lepton has P'r

integrated luminosity of 10'u cm z becomes avail- > 2.5 GeV and the isolation cut demands Y,Er < 2,5
able, then such studies will become feasible for GeV in the R cone. The efficiency is better for

even reasonably high M v There is still an ambigu- smaller segmentation, but this study did not include
it3' that results ft-ore such measurements, in which transverse shower spreading, which is important.
d,,,, ,4,,ht_ .nrl l,=.£t-h.and_ctPn_mlino..:enn he. inter- There is a factor of 2 improvement from R = 0.2 to
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6.10 GLUINO SEARCHES
0.3 , • .... , , ,

'V-1 Present searches for SUSY particles have a
_ rather limited mass reach and therefore assume that

Z

" 02 gluinos decay directly into photinos (g_ qq '7")-
" Since the photino has a neutrino-like cross section,&.

it escapes the detector. This produces the character-Z

_-0.1-- istic large missing Pa'signature that one expects in
,: such processes. For the SSC, the mass reach isrr"

" greatly extended and one must take into account

o.o , , , , other modes that become dominant for heavy glui-
0.05 o'.1 o.15 0.20 nos [26]. Here there is the possibility of cascade

MP_o.a_Bo-_oB R decays into the lightest, and undetectable, neutral-
Fig. 6-17 Efficiency for Detecting Electronics ino. This has two consequences for SUSY searches

from T-Decay The electron has O • > 2. 0
GeV and the rE in a cone of sizerR is at the SSC. First, there is the question of whether the
<2.5GeVin"bc[th the electromagnetic missing PT signature is still valid in light of the
and hadroniccalorimeters. The open decay channels available. Second, there is the
squares are the electrons directly from
W _ ev. The open circles are from b-or addition of interesting new ,signatures. For ex-

c-decays. The trianglesareDalitz ample, in the model being considered here [27,28]
backgrounds that can be removed the gluino will decay almost 30% of the time to the
by the TRD. chargino _2=_,which in turn decays ;o a Z°, 40% of

oa n. , , , , ..... ........ the time, giving rise to final states with a Z° and

large missing Pa" In addition, since gluinos are
_- Majorana fermions, one can have same sign dilep-Z

02 ton final states. Ali these signatures put cons:raints
I.,U

- on the detector design, and that is the primary focuso I-1
z _ of the present EMPACT studies. Clearly the viabil-0

r- o.1 "D__ _ ity of the missing Pv signature is net just a function¢0

_ of the cascade decays of the gluinos but also of the
hermeticity of the detector, and the question of

o o , _ , ' , ' ----_-_---J same sign dileptons is important for this detector as2 3 4 5 6

Pr it can only measure the sign of muon tracks.
MPgO. 3180.531 D

Fig. 6-18 Efficiency for Detecting Electrons from I here has already been considerable work in
b or ¢ Decay, from t _ Wb as a Function

• this area 127-29]. ttowever it is important to evalu-of p "r • £ E T < 2. 5 Ge V in a cone R = O.05.
ate it in light of the specific properties of the

R=0.1. Tlfis would suggest that acell segmentation EMPACT detector. The signal and background
of 0.05 x 0.05 is beneficial. Figure 6-18 shows the samples being used in the present study were gen-

efficiency as a function of the p_. cut on the dec- erated using ISAJET. The background considered
tron. Itmay be necessary todemanda higher cut on is from heavy quark jets. Since gluino production
these electrons, and the figure shows how the effi- is a strong process the rates, even up to masses of
ciency falls with an increasing cut. The study will 2.0 'TEV, are more than 1000 events per canonical
be repeated with a full GEANT simulation, year at the SSC. If one requires that there are only
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I lo0............i" -- , _ 750 GeV GLUINOS
104 10-1 , - - HEAVYQUARK JETS WITH

° , LARGEv-ENERGY

>--2 '-,.,(.9 102

I 1
._. lo-' : _

,. ! _ 10"4 .

LI 1 010"2 i
10"60 200 400 600 '800 '1000

MP90-31B0.5,72B ET. miss (GEV)

10-6 10° =*_ ' ' ' I .... I .... I ..... I ...., - _ 750 GeV GLUINOS
/ 1000 2000 3000 4000 10_ , - - HEAVYQUARK JETS WITH

M,',9o31so-r_JB GLUINO MASS(GEV) LARGEv-ENERGY
I_

Fig. 6-19 Gluino Cross Section as a Function of Glulno >_ l°2 " '

Mass. Lower curve for Two and Only Two _ -L.,__-L__.I_

two lepton_ in the final state, that they are same sign _,' lO" _ .

muonswithrl<2.5, andwithPT>20GeV/c, then 1°sf IIFI- " ', -the event rate is still more than 10 events per year in , _ ,, , , ,4m-6[ ..... I , , , , 1 , , I I I I f

, the same mass range (Fig. 6-19). '_' o 200 400 600 800 ooo
MPg0-31B0-S23B P'r.out (GeV/c)

Other issues considered here are whether the Fig. 6-21 PT, out Distribution for 750 GeV Gluinos

missing PTsignature is significant, and whether the
lower rate signatures of Z° plus missing PTand same events to understand the missing PTsignatures for
sign leptons plus missing PTare observable. Only gluinos. This work is continuing to generate ade-
a brief summary of the present status of the analysis quate background. In addition, one has to include
is presented here [30]. the expected EMPACT resolution and hermeticity

to fully understand the potential for this search at

ii The missing E T and Po,,,(Po_,is the momentum SSC energies. The present conclusions are similar

i vector out of the plane of the beam and the highest
tO those of earlier studies in that for ETm_ > 300 GeV

PTjet) signatures for 750 GeV gluino events and the there is likely to be an observable gluino signal.appropriate background events are shown in Figs.

6-20 and 6-21. The background is for heavy quark The same samples discussed above were also

jets. The heavy quarks decays were generated with used to study the potential lepton signals and back-
ISALEP, a special version of ISAJET which is grounds. The high PTleptons from gluino decay

optimized for the generation of heavy quark decays come primarily from W and Z° decays and are
with large lepton (e, It, or v) Pr" Even with this fast isolated. Various effective mass calculations have
generator, one needs considerably more background been proposed to isolate the gluino signal and to
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distribution is sensitive to the gluino inass. Work on

2 the backgrounds to these distributions is still in

1.a. progress.
1.6-

x

: _ 14 - 6.11 STRONG WLW L INTERACTIONS

i _ 1.2 If there is no Higgs boson and no other new

,] -_._ 1 ; physics then the interactions of longitudinally po_

' "-'B O.a i larized W :t and Z° bosons must become strong at a
,:,]z_ 0.6 _ mass scale Mwd, = 1 TeV. In this scenario, the new

-o1_ ] physics of the SSC would be to observe the strong

0.4 [ ] interaction dynamics of these W_, which behave
0.2 10 ,.i" _ like the pions of the SU(2) electroweak the(n3,.

o 1 2 a 4 5 6 7 a 9 lO Chanowitz et al. [311 have estimated the cross

MToT(L1 L2 al J 2 J 3J4 ) (TEV) sections for the various WLWL---+WLWLchannels,
(A) assuming a simple model. The cross section is

taken from low energy theorems tip to the point

45 where unitarity is xdolated ,'rod it is assumed to be
40

. 35 Table 6-5 Number of Events for Integrated L =
O 40 2
"_ 30 10 crn- from Strong WLWLInteractions

"> 25 & Number of Real Background Events in
t3 Various Channels,
O

20 "
._ CHANNEL DECAY MODES MWW LIMIT SIGNAL/BKG
E 15 ......,,,----p..

_-° Z0Z 0 1+1-1+1- 1+ l-v_ 1.0TEV 17/12
_l_ 10

-ol_ 5 m W±Z 0 1 _':vi + 1- 0.8TeV 9/9

ri W ±W+ 1:1:v l-to 0.8TeV 53/340L._
0 1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 MPgO-3i BO-O14

i M ToT(L1 L2 J1 J 2J3 J 4) (TEV) constant thereafter. The effective W apt'_roximati(m
(B)

i P9O.311)0.524 is then used to calculate the results for pp scattering.
Fig, 6-22EffectiveMassDistributionsfor the Two The number of events into the leptonic channels

Same Sign Lepton & the Four Highest predicted by this calculation per canonical SSC

i PTJets for Gluino Events with (A) M_ :750 GeV & (B) M0 : 1500 GeV year is exceedingly small, as can be SL'CIa fr{)ln
| Table 6-5.

i extract the gluino mass. In Fig. 6-22 the gluino W _ scatteringsystem mass (defined to be the effective mass of the Since a generator for strong W±_. L

I two highest Pr leptons and the four highest Pr jets) is not available, W + W events with M_ = 2 TeV

R)r same sign dileptions is shown for both 750 and were used. This should have simihu kinematics mid
15(X) GeV gluino production. This distribution is general features, 'although the backgrounds _ue quite

clearly sensitive to the gluino mass. An ahemative different. In Figs. 6-23 mid 6-24 the lepton rapidity

distribution to consider is the effective mass of the and Pr distributions for W+_W i.events from ISAJET

second lepton and the closest two jets. Again the with a large Higgs mass, M, = 2 TeV, m'e shown.

I 6-16
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as can be seen in Table 6-5. One might hope to

-_ suppress the first background by making an isola-

.... ' .... ' '' ' ' ' .... ' ' ' ' "_ tion cut. Since the W is radiated from a quark, there

i 1o __ ao_< Mww< 15o0 _ should be a nearby jet. To investigate this, a sanlple

i _ lO_°I _ of single W's radiated fronl QCD jets using ISAJET
ci is compared with W's from Higgs events with

tj] Ml_ 2 TeV. In this analysis, only the partons

_ I0.111 Iii generated by lSAJET were used mld no detector

effects have been included. The W's from QCD

.... :,.,

10"11_
M PBO-31BO-525C Y

m

Fig. 6-23 The Lepton Rapidity Distribution for W + W- lO12L_
Events from HiggsDecaywith gl

=.10-1aN

_. 0 10 20 30 40 5o

_u ET (GEV) R<I(A)

i ,Ir., .12_

'" 0 100 200 300 400 500 H
I P'r (GeV/c)

lo-7_ '''' I'' ''' I'"'v'"'"_l .... I'

Fig" 6"24 The Lept°n PT Distributi°n f°r W+ W- Events _ I -LI-L'--'J_from Higgs Decay with M H = 2000 GeV rr 10"0lr

i The kinematic coverage of EMPACT is well suited _ 1!

to this physics, and given the small numbers of ,.,%10-10 _,-=
,I events in all the channels and the significant back-

I grounds, EMPACT's goal of utilizing luminosity
i than 1033cm-2s-a will be beneficial. 10-11-, .. , I ..... I, i. .

greater 0 10 20 30 40 50

:-II ET (GEV) R<I

I

J The W_W ±channel is particularly interesting (B)
P90-3180-527

because it avoid,: the backgrounds from qcl -->
W + W- arid especially from tt -+ W . W. But the Fig. 6-25 The ET in a Cone of RadiusR=_/&T12+_#= About the Lepton

backgrounds from W ± radiation from quarks pro- (A) W's From2 TeV Higgs

i (luced ill QCD processes and from W+W+ ---+W+W+ (B) W's From QCD Jets
I _cattefing !n the standard model are not negligible,
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events are less isolated, as can be seen from 7-13 Jan 87, CERN 97-0'7, p 161. False Z° candidates
m_e up an insignificant background.Fig. 6-25, but a large fraction of events are

12. G.E. Forden, "The Higgs - ) l.lvv Sigrml in EMPACT,"
still isolated even for p_ > 100 GeV. The isolation EMPACT Note 22? (1_o,.1

should improve for higher p,_, but it is not visible 13. E. Duck, S. Linn, "GEANT Studies for EMPACT Calo-

H

within the limited Monte Carlo statistics. In any rimetry,"EMPACTNote 223 (1990).

case, it does not appear that isolation will dramati- 14. G. Alverson et al., "Experimental Search for W/Z pairs

cal!y decrease the background. At present the and Higgs Bosons at Very High Energy Hadi'on Collid-ers," in Proceedings of the 1986 Summer Study on the
feasibility of a measurement of W*W. events has Physics of the Superconducting Super Collider, June 23-
not yet been demonstrated. Alternative approaches July 11, 1986, edited by R. Donaldson and J. Marx, DPF,

tO the study of strong vector boson scattering will APS (1986); pp. 93-113 G. Alverson et al., "Detecting
W/Z pzu'isand Higgs at ttigh Energy pp colliders: Mainalso be investigated [32].
Experimental Is- "Lsues, ibid. pp. 114-141.

15. J.F. Gunion, P, Kalyniak, M. Soldate, ,and P. Galison,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1226 (1985); J.F. Gunion, P.
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7- INTEGRATION & ASSEMBLY

7.1 INTRODUCTION of these issues appears in the "EMPACT SSC Re,
This section describes how the major elements source Requirements" document that is being pre-

of the EMPACT detector form an integrated con- pared in cooperation with the SSCL [1].
cept with provisions for signal cables, mechanical
supports, service, and assembly access. An assem- 7.2 INTEGRATION
bly plan is presented which determines baseline The EMPACT detector design philosophy in-
concepts for the detector hall and surface facilities, corporates systems integration requirements and
Consideration is given to the use of these facilities constraints from the start of conceptual develop-
for the data taking phase of the experiment and ment. This is accomplished by using the tools and
during periods of routine maintenance, unsched- talents of industrial engineering partners experi-
uled major repairs, and detector upgrades. The enced in developing large, high technology sys-
baseline has been developed in sufficient detail to terns. Requirements driven by component designs,
determine the critical requirements. Trade studies assembly, installation, and maintenance govern
for future optimization are indicated here. Realistic evolution of the total system. The 3D model in Fig.
detector models have been developed in response to 7-1 and on the back cover shows the EMPACT
the detector physics goals. An in depth discussion assembly supported from an external stn_cture that

P90-3180-569

Fig.7-1 Cut-away3DviewoftheEMPACTdetectorshowingpartsoftheoverhead
supportframesfromwhichthedetectorissuspended.
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minimizes losses in the detector coverage. The Table7-1 Specifications of EMPACTDetector
relatively low weight of the detector (5600 metric DIMENSIONS INSTR

WT (_',) CHAN
tons) permits suspension of the major assemblies COMPONENT (MT) COUNT
with adjustable tension members from above rather L W H D (K)
than from massive internal columns required for
support from below. The tension members pass EMPACTTOTALSFOR:LAC 5508 37,1 26,2 26,2 1159

between muon chamber panels and require only SPACAL 5208 37.126.226.2 959
SPACAL/SILICON EM 5208 37.1:26,2 26.2 1265

local truncation of panel corners or edges in the
upper detector quadrants. A double-walled tube CENTRALTRACKER 1 6.1 2.0 384CALORIMETER
supports the calorimeter and forms the inner vac- OPTIONS:
uum vesselwall of the central toroid and the outer L_O. 2830 14,0 7,0 2'73

BARREl. 1710 3,(_ 7,0 156
vacuum vessel wall for the LAr barrel. Tile inner ENDCAP 1120 3.3 5.7 117
Nu'rel muon chambers are located between these SPACAL 2500 13,4 7.0 73

BARREL 1200 5,1 6,e 39
two walls. The number of cavities around the ENDCAP 1300 4,0i 6.5 34

circumference for muon chambers is driven by _;PACAL/SILICONEM2500 13.41 7.0 379BARREL 1135 5,1 6,8 10

issuesof structural strengthvs thickness and spac- ENDCAP 1272 4.0 6.5 9
SILICON 65 5,1 2,4 260

ing of stiffening ribs and optimization of the num- LM-CENTRAL
ber of muon channels. SILICON

EM-ENDCAPS 28 0,2 2,6 100
AIR CORE TOROID 1808

Thedimensionsof thedetectorelementsandthe CENTRALTOROID 752 16.6 16.6
END TOROIDS 1056 5.6 18.6

spaces between them provide room for support MUON DETECTORS 349 37.1 26,2 26,2 500

members, signal cables, high voltage cable, low FWDDETECTORS-LAC 600 3,9 4.1 2
voltage cablesfor electronics, muon chamber gas FWODETECTORS-
feeds,cryogen feeds,vacuumlines, etc. The utili- SPACAL 550 2.7 3.6 2

M P90-3180-011B

ties that interpose dead material in the sensitive
volume of the detector have been included in the The transitions between the endcap calorime-
physics models to determine degradation of detec- ters and the forward calorimeter coverage at 1"i= 3
tor performance and some sizing and routing opti- require further study. This transition degrades the
mization has been performed. Services that are hermeticity but continuing the endcap calorimeter
routed between the central and end toroids exit from to smaller angles drastically increases the radiation
the upper 135 ° azimuth sector. This preliminary load for elements in the central tracking region, and
concept provides minimal interference with muon limits the rapidity coverage.
coverage. Further optimization of the interaction
between the supports and the muon chambers will 7.3 ASSEMBLY PLAN
be necessary, especially questions regarding the The point-of-departure detector assembly plan
overlap of the barrel and plug muon chambers, and the corresponding hall concept i12]incorporate
Table 7-1 summarizes the salient physical specifi- above ground f_.brication, assembly, and test of all
cations of the EMPACT detector, and Fig. 7-2 major detector components, followed by integra-
shows a dimensioned cross section, tion and system tests below ground in a minimum

size hall. Initial studies indicate this concept offers
The interaction between the forward calorime- lower overall facility and installation costs through

ters and the collimators protecting the first quad.- minimization of high cost hall volume, coupled
rupolesofthelowbetainteractionregionisnotwell with some increase in low cost surface facility
understood at present and is under joint study with volume. Detector construction proceeds in surface
the SSCL. buildings in parallel with hall construction to pro-

7-2
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Fig, 7-2 Quarter sections of the EMPACT detector with dimensions (cm). On the left is a section through
the interaction point normal to the beam line. The right Is a section along the beam line. The
calorirnetry chosen for this figure is the LAr.

vide maximum schedule flexibility. In contrast, an be included in plant design surface models, illus-
alternative plan where most fabrication and assem., trated on the front cover, which provide comple-
bly work is performed in the hall is relatively mentary tools for studying detector integration, as-
inefficient and costly, and the hall must be enlarged sembly, and service requirements.
to _rovide space for parallel construction tasks.
Detailed trade studies in cooperation with the SSCL 7.3.1 Surface Activities
will evaluate alternative hall and assembly con- Most assembly operations use modules and

- cepts, subassemblies fabricated at the vendor' s site or at

i the collaborator's institution, which are then as-

Figure 7-3 is a cutaway view of the integrated sembled in surface facilities near the collision Itail.
EMPACT detector in the collision hall with one end The calorimeter modules, fabricated offsite, are
toroid pulled back as required during construction installed in a surface building. The toroid modules
or maintenance phases. The barrel and endcap calo- and muon chambers are assembled in adjacent
rimeter, and central toroid components are sup- buildings. Ali completed assemblies are moved to
ported from stationary overhead frames, while the one of two 9 m x 27 m vertical access shafts over
end toroid assemblies and forward calorimeter as- the collision hall on a track-mounted transporter
semblies are supported from movable frames. The and lowered using a temporary, heavy-lift device.
integrated model of Fig. 7-3 contains significant A temporary portable enclosure provides protec-
detail, and detail will be added for the support tion during the transport and lowering operations.
flames, muon chamber support structures, and inter-
faces for vacuum, cryogenics, and electrical serv- Surface facilities include construction sheds for
ices to support trade studies. These details will also the central and end toroids, the muon chambers, and
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Fig. 7-3 Perspective cut-away view of the EMPACT detector in the collision hall. One end toroid with
attached muon cap chambers and forward calorimeter is pulled away from its normal position
as might occur Justbefore completion of assembly or during maintenance. Parts of the overhead
cranes are shown. One bearing wall forthe overhead support frames shows clearly in the
foreground. Not shown are the rails onwhich the arch supports for the end assemblies move
along the beam line.

the calorimeters. The calorimeter shed contains Two large shafts (9 m × 27 m) are for lowering
clean rooms for installation of the calorimeter mod- major components and two smaller shafts (7.2 m L
ules into the barrel, end, and forward calorimeter inside diameter) are for routine access of equip-
assemblies. The full model showing surface facili- ment, personnel, and services. Also shown are a
ties, underground hall, and detector is shown in the plan view and scaled elevation view perpendicular
illustration at the beginning of this section. Figure to the beamline. The assembly approach shown
7-4 and the illustration at the front of this section here minimizes the size of the costly collision hall.

show a perspective cutaway view of the collision Some of the surface buildings can be converted to
hall with the EMPAC'I' detector in piace at the control room, office, and laboratory space after the
interaction point; it also shows the access shafts, construction phase.
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._ Fig. 7-4 The EMPACT collision hall, access shafts, and surface facilities. The perspective cut-away view shows
i! the collision hall as in Fig, 7-3 but with the two large access shafts centered on the beam-line, the rail
,i system for ;novlng assemb_'lesto th_ shafts, the smaller utility shafts, and the surface sheds. The
' large shafts are shown v_ithcovers In place. The surface sheds are indicated with their Intended use
; during the assembly phase. Below Is a plan and elevation view normal to the beam line. tn the plan view
, one can see the cross tunnel between th_ horizontal tunnels at the base of the smaller access shafts.
_ Thl,_will be used for high voltage and other electronics that require access and proximity to the detector.

J The baseline approach is to install the barrel size and weight limitations for water and ground
i calorimeter into the double wall support tube bef "re transport. The 94 metric ton octants are lowered
, being lowered into the hail. The total weight of this into tbe hall where they are assembled into the

16 m long assembly is 1710 metric tons. The fully complete central toroid using temporary f'Lxtures.
assembled endcap calorimeters are also lowered, Duringtheseoperadonstheoverhead support frames,
each weighing 560 metric tons. for the central toroid/calorimeter assembly and the

end toroids are installed in the hal!. Tie rods are at-

7.3.2 Hall Activities tached to the overhead frame structure to support:
Eight central toroid modules are delivered to the toroid/calorirneter barrel assembly prior to dis-.

_- the site as 45 ° octants. The modules are within the mantling the temporary fixture. AI1 of the hall[
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operations use two independent 55 metric ton bridge be installed on their rigid platformr. [3]. Assembly
cranes for routine lifting, schedules for the EMPACT detector indicating

readiness for beam by 1999 are shown in Section 3.
The support tube with or without the central

calorimeter can then be installed in the central A lateral gallery connecting the horizontal sec. '
toroid using movable beams, tions of the access shafts close to the interaction

region houses controls, trigger electronics, and
In conjunction with the assembly of the central power supplies requiting minimal cable lengths and

toroid octants in the collision hall, the end toroid access during operations. Shielding doors allow
magnets are assembled in a surface building using occupancy during beam operations.
the same 45 ° octant approach. They are approxi-
mately 18 m in diameter and each weighs 528 7.3.3 Assembly Issues
metric tons. A number of issues are being investigated to

optimize the assembly scenario and reduce building
While the assembly operations for calorimeters requirements. The primary driver for the large shaft

and toroids are underway, the muon chambers are size is surface assembly of the cap muon chambers.
assembled in the surface facility. Upon completion We are now studying the option of fabricating
of the muon chamber sets, each pair is joined in a smaller subassemblies on the surface and installing
truss structure and initially gigned prior to lower- them on their support frames in the hall. This will
ing into the hall. The largest muon chamber assem- reduce the shaft dimensions and may simplify
blies (27 m diameter cap ends) determine the access subsequent maintenance and disassembly opera-
shaft dimensions. They are moved to the hall prior tions of the cap chambers.
to lowering the end toroids. After the toroids are in
the beamline position, the muon chambers are in- We are also considering the option of installing
stalled and aligned on theirrespective support struc- the double-wall cylinder into the assembled central
tures, toroid without the barrel calorimeter. This may

simplify assembly and handling operations in the
The barrel muon chambers may be installed on hall. This also provides the option of completing

the central toroid structure any time after the toroid either the central toroid or central calorimeter first.
" is fully assembled in the hall. This also applies to

the inner barrel muon chanabers, provided the end Finally, an area of concern is the penetration of
toroids are moved to their extreme hall positions, the upper three octants of muon chambers by the

overhead tie rod supports. Alternate configurations
- Service equipment such as vacuum pumps, cryo- for these chambers are being considered to fu_here

genic lines, electric_J cabling, and various instru- minimize these localized regions of lost tracking.
i mentation are the last items to be assembled and
" installed in the collision hall. Much of this equip- 7.4 FACILITIES/SERVICES
" ment will be located on platforms and routed on 'The size of the collision hall, access shafts, and

cable trays that are part of the central, fixed support surface buildings necessary for the EMPACT con-

structure. These are not shown on the drawings in struction phase were described in the previous sec-
this document, tion and are shown in Fig. 7-4. Space requirements

dtwing the running of the experiment, during rou-
WhentheEMPACTdetectorisfullyassembled, tine maintenance periods for major unscheduled

i the beam line elements within the collisionhall can repairs, and for significant upgrades require no
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additional space. Surface construction space will REFERENCES
be converted to offices and maintenance labs as l. EMPACTSSCResourceRequirements Document.
needed. 2. L. MasonandJ. Rutherfoord, "EMPACTDetector

AssemblyScenario."EMPACTNote216 (1990).

r="u"='_,._i_,,,u ,,-_'_u_n" opera- 3. J. Rutherfoord,"AcceleratorConstraintsin an SSCTable 7-2 lists utilities
High Luminosity Collision Hail," EMPACT Note 215tion of the

exve,,men-"'4, (1990).

Table 7-2 EMPACT Utilities Reql_irements During
Operations

UTILITY REQUIREMENTS

ELECTRICAL
• DC POWER FOR

ELECTRONI3S 1000 kW AVG
• DC POWER FOR TOROIDS 1000 kWAVG @ 12 V
• AC POWER FOR

REFRIGERATION 450 kW AVG
• AC POWER FOR HEATERS,

VACUUM PUMPS, ETC 250 kW AVG
600 kW PEAK

LIQUIDS
• LIQUID ARGON FOR

CALORIMETERS 43 kgal
' LIQUID NITROGEN FOR CAL

CRYOSTAT 3600 I/hr

CHAMBER GASES
• XE/CO,, GAS FOR INNER 2.0 m3

TRACKER
• 88%ARGONtg.5% 400 m3

ISOBUTANE
• 2.5% CO_e FOR MUON 1200 m3/DAY

CHAMBERS
MP90-3180-012D

ii
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8- COST & SCHEDULE

As part of the effort to iterate the design from 8.1 BASELINE EMPACT ESTIMATES
baseline concept to optimum detector, tradeoff stud- The summary cost estimation given in Table 8-

ies must be conducted to estimate both the total cost 1 indicates that the cost range of the systems of the

of the EMPACT candidate configurations and pos-

, sible schedules for construction. These baseline Table 8-1 ,BaselineEMPACT Detector System Costs
estimates and schedules are essential in order to (Thousands of FY90 $)

li perform cost-benefit analyses of ahernative detector DETECTOR
technologies and to identify critical path items, lt is

• Tracking
emphasized that the estimates and schedules given TRD 15 087
here are to be considered as points of departure only. 2-D Options

'_- Vertex 14 000

Estimated baselinecosts and schedules are given 2- Pads 4 340
below for the total EMPACT detector system and

Calorimetry Options
for the period of time during which the R&D and 1 - LAr
engineering is performed that leads to the Detailed Central 55 503
Design Report (pre-DDR). The DDR is the key End Cap 42 992

milestone which establishes readiness for procure- Forward 15 296
ment and fabrication of all systems, lt assumes 2 - SPACAL
detailed specification of ali engineered systems and Central 77 418

proven performance from the essential detector End Cap 76 261
elements. The DDR must be complete by the end of Forward 23 866

1992 in order for EMPACT to be operational by late
1998. 3 - SPACAL/SilIcon EM

Central 84 090
End Cap 77 640

, The estimates and schedules have been estab- Forward 23 866

lished by technical experts from EMPACT indus-

trial, national lab, and university team members. To Superconducting Toroids
(includes calorimeter & detector support system)

facilitate the systematization of cost estimates and Central 63 120
ensure inclusion of ali cost factors, EMPACT has Ends 99 908
initiated a Work Breakdown Structure (WB S), which

has been constructed by comparison to existing Muon Detectors 20 250

detector projects. Cost estimates for the calorimeter Sig nal Handling
and toroids have been made by the Martin Marietta Front End (kAr) 68 560
and Grumman engineers that developed the designs, Front End (SPACAL) 49 401
using established industrial estimating and schedul- Front End (SPACAL/Silicon EM) 46 079

ing models. LeCroy has estimated front end elec- Data Acquisition 24 104

tronics costs, lt should be noted that the calorimeter TOTAL (LAr) 409 160
estimates and schedules are consistent with the TOTAL (SPACAL) 453 754
tradeoff studies made by Martin Marietta for the TOTAL (SPACAL/Silicon EM) 458 484

" Physics Research Division of SSC. M_,_o-31_017
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EMPACT baselineis between $409M and $458M in swings can be accomplished by changes in technol-

1990 dollars, depending on the choices of technol- ogy choices or channel counts, and the final choices

ogy. Given in Table 8-2 are related costs such as in technology control the risk assessment studies

R&D, and Engineering, Design, and Inspection needed for contingency analyses.

(EDI), as well as estimates for the experimental

facilities baseline described in Section 7. These Figure 8-1 presents schedule and funding profile

baseline cost estimates will, in conjunction with estimates for the EMPACT baseline detector along

guidance from the SSC asto the scope of the U.S. with the published major milestones of the SSC

fundeddetectorprogramandfinancialcommitments Detector Program. The funding profile presented

from foreign collaborators, aid progress towards the here shows average levels for six month intervals,

optimization of the EMPACT detector system over and was calculated for the EMPACT baseline de-

the next year. It is the intent of the collaboration to scribed in earlier sections. It reflects assumptions

seek non-U.S, contributions to the detector at a level about assembly methods and sequences described ira

proportional to the foreign participation in Section 7. Figure 8-1 graphically illustrates the
EMPACT -currently estimated at one-third of the magnitude of the task and emphasizes the impor-

total. These costs do not include such critical factors tance of funding and performing significant R&D

as contingency or inflation, which are not appropri- and engineering design, especially oil the calori-

ate until later in the design cycle, since major cost metry and muon toroids, if the experiment is to be

operational by late 1998.

Table 8-2 Baseline EMPACT Related Costs
(Thousands of FY90$) 8.2 DEVELOPMENT OF TIlE DETECTOR

DESIGN

RELATED COSTS A critical point to emphasize is the significant

Facility funding needed for advancement of the detailed
Structure (Surface S Underground) 45 000 design during theperiod late 1990 to early 1993.

Equipment/Services (LAr) 18 714 This involves the R&D and engineering design that

EquipmenVServices (SPACAL) 14 986 leads to the DDR. In Fig. 8-2 estimates are presented

Detector Installation 9 388 of the schedule and funding profile during the

: Engineering detailed design period, averaged for each six month
EDI (LAr) 62 374 period. Total R&D needs are estimated at $44M,

EDI (SPACAL) 67 677 and the engineering design costs at about $83M -

EDI (SPACAl_/SiliconEM) 79 791 $100M, depending on technology. As fractions of
Integration 21 138

the overall estimated system costs, R&D at 10% and

Research & Development engineering design at 20% are historically justifi-

Tracking 1 960 able levels for a one-of-a-kind project of this magni-
LAr 7 023 tude.
SPACAL 4 178
SPACAL/Silicon EM 1 523
Superconducting Toroids 12 629 Figure 8-3 shows the key events in the pre-DDR
Muon Detectors 1 013 period of EMPACT, along with EMPACT mile-
Signal Handling 4633 stones and SSC Detector Program milestones.

Detector Equipment 2 015 Consistent with the EMPACT philosophy of iterat-
Integration & Management 3 339

•_ Physics Detector Simulation 5 920 ing the design based on physics performance, tech-
: nical feasibility, and cost, we anticipate evolving the

Total R&D 44 233 initial baseline presented here to an intermediateMP_o.3_80-o_8 baseline design in March-April 1991, and a final

i 8_02
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Fig. 8-3 EMPACT Detailed Design: Key Events
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baselinejustbeforetheproposalisdueinthelatefall detailed design of EMPACT. These activities are
of 1991.. Also identified in Fig. 8-3 are EMPACT consistent with the cost and schedule estimates
milestones involving the specification of long-lead _presented in Figs. 8-2 and 8-3, and are crucial to
procurement after first stage approval, and the sub- designing and building EMPACT for operation by

: missionofaDDRinlatefal11992. Key events in the 1999. The university and laboratory requests incor-
development of the DDR, such as selection of the porate technology R&D, critical simulation ,and
radius of the tracker-to-calorimeter transition, the analysis efforts, and operating support including
calorimeter technology, the muon detector technol- post docs and travel.
ogy, and the experimental hall configuration, are
also found in Fig. 8-3. Black lines indicate items on Thecollaboration will rely on its industrial col-

: the critical path to a particular decision, and open laborators for engineering R&D, engineering de-
lines indicate other important activities. The shaded sign, and systems integration. Engineering R&D is

' lines represent the ongoing physics performance, work in support of technology development; engi-
engineering feasibility, and cost/schedule analyses neering design is focused o11detector baselines and

ii! that are central to the iteration of the designs. It is systems. The industrial fund requests shown in
important to emphasize that significant parallel paths Table 8-4 reflect the bulk of the estimated 1991 costs
in R&D must be followed to select technologies for of EMPACT engineering related activities deline-
EMPACT (e.g., calorimetry and muon detectors), ated in Fig. 8-2. These fund requests result from
This is reflected in the plans and schedules shown in trade study cost estimates and are not to be construed
Figs. 8-2 and 8-3. in any way as bid prices, lt is anticipated that

specific statements of work, memoranda of under..
standing, and contracts will be negotiated between

8.3 1991 FUND REQUESTS collaboratinginstittationsorindustriesandthe SSCL
Table 8-3 shows the 1991 fund requests, by at the appropriate time.

institution, for the work necessary to initiate the
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Table,8-3 1991 University & National Laboratory Requests
(Thousandsof FY 90 $)

INSTITUTION -TASK ' EQ. WS TR SS ENG PD MISC EQ $ OP $ Total
Adelphl -Simulation 5 0 5 5

. Arizona - Sim/Cal 85 45 20 15 130 35 165
Boston - TRD 150 28 280 70 38 169 397 566

- Parallel Processor 15 10 45 28 28 68 96
Brookhaven - LAr 80 173 70 80 243 323

- Muon 70 60 51 70 111 181
- Simulation 60 60 0 60
- Trigger 80 73 40 280 80 393 473

, UC San Diego - SPACAL 235 20 70 150 310 165 475
I Carnegie Mellon - Silicon 50 16 50 16 66

Florida.State - Simulation 10 25 0 L_5 35
Houston - Muon Detector 44 15 70 52 70 111 181
Indiana - Muon Simulation 45 30 40 45 70 115
Kansas - Simulation 45 15 12 70 45 97 142

i Lehigh - Simulation 5 0 5 5Louisana Staie- Muon/Simulation 45 15 25 45 40 85
Mass, .amherst - Trigger/Simulation 10 45 30 15 6 58 48 106

MIT' - Muon Detector 210 45 50 25 140 30 270 230 500
Michigan State - Trigger/Magnets 45 5 '_40 45 145 190

NYU - Simulation 5 0 5 5
Northeastern - Simulation 5 0 5 5

Oak Ridge - Superconductor 240 101 90 45 386 431
Oregon - Sim/SII/FwdCal 75 45 40 210 120 250 370

Princeton - Trigger 41 45 ' 24 15 86 39 125
Rochester - LAr 35 45 15 35 70 20 95 125 220

Stony Brook - Torold/Slmulatlon 90 45 50 25 70 170 110 280
Texas, Austin - Trigger 45 15 25 140 70 45 250 295

Vassar - Simulation 5 0 5 5
Washington - Vertex Det/Sim 5 45 10 1_0 70 40 70 240 310

Win&Mary - SPACAL 150 45 20 25 140 195 185 3801
Yale - Muon/Simulation 7 45 24 15 4 54 41 95

TOTAL 1432 735 555 820 1326 840 577 3782 2504 6285
EQ = Equipment (Equipment $) ENG = Engineers (Operating $)
WS = Workstation (Equipment $) PD = Post Docs (Operating $)
TR =.Travel (Operating $) MISC = Materials, supplies, shops, etc.
SS = Support: programmers, technicians, (50% Operating $, 50% Equipment $)

MPg0-31B0-020 graduate studeflts (Operating $)

Table 8-4 1991 Industry Requests .,
(Thousands of FY 90 $)

INDUSTRY - TASK ENGINEERING ENGINEERING
R&D DESIGN

-' Grumman - To'_:oldDevelopment 2755 4352
- Detector Support & Alignment 1667
- Systems Integration 617

LeCroy - Electronics Systems 280

Martin Marietta - LAr 3636 3537
- SPACAL 2948 5054

IMm_0-3_0.0_9 - Systems Integration 552....
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, 9 MANAGEMENT '

EMPACT is a collaboration of scientists who The primary elements of EMPACT are the col-
have similar physics interests at the SSC and who laborating institutions, from locations shown cn the
believe that the EMPACT detector is the best way to maps on the facing page. Each group has designated
pursue this physics. EMPACT is also an enormous a contact person who will serve on the Collaboration
high-technology project that must be designed, Council. The Collaboration Council is comprised of
fabricated, assembled, and commissioned at the one representative from each institution - university,
SSC before experh'nentation can begin. There must laboratory, or industry- participating in the experi-
bean overall collaboration organization that ensures merit. The Council has responsibility for ',aliscien-
the scientific integrity of the experiment, and a tific reports andpublications and is required to ratify
project organization that ensures that the detector any major changes in the scope of the detector or the
system meets technical, cost, and schedule goals, physics program of the experiment. The Council is

run by a Chairman who is elected by majority vote.
9.1 EMPACT COLLABORATION ORGANI- lt is the responsibility of the Chaimaan to bring is-
ZATION sues to the Council for consideration. The Council

The collaborative and project EMl'ACT organi- has the authority by two-thirds vote to amend the
zation is illustrated in Fig. 9-1. management structure of the collaboration. The

i__!iii!iiii!ii!i::i:;:l_I EXPERIMENT t:i;i:ii:i_.,,!iii!:_S0_ii:]

PROJECTSUPPORT

ADMINISTRATION
PLANNING
SAFETY

• .___ COSTCONTROL& ACCOUNTING

I QUALITY ] ---- PROJECTASSURANCE MANAGER PROCUREMENT&CONTRACTS.i--. SYSTEMSENGINEERING& INTEGRATION

I
[- _ i . ,, l ! ........

I 1 1l [ __1[ 1TOROID MUON
TRACKING MAGNETS CALORIMETRY DETECTORS ELECTRONICS COMPUTING

l
• R&D . R&D , R&D • R&D • R&D . R&D

t • TRD TRACKER • CENTRAL • CENTRAL • CHAMBERS • FRONT END • COMPUTER
• PAD TRACKERS TOROID CALORIMETER , SUPPORT & ELECTRONICS • CONTROLS &

i • ENGINEERING TOROID • ENDOAP ALIGNMENT TRIGGER MONITORING
END

i . TEST • SUPPORT CALORIMETERS • ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS • ON-LINE SOFTWARE

• ASSEMBLY SYSTEM • FORWARD , TEST • POWER & CABLES • OFF-LINE SOFTWARE

• ENGINEERING CALORIMETERS • ASSEMBLY • ENGINEERING . SlMU!_TION

' TEST . ENGINEERING . TEST . TEST
I . ASSEMBLY • TEST • ASSEMBLY

• ASSEMBLY

MP90-318_580

Fig. 9-1 EMPACT Organization
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Council will "alsoelect representatives to a Scientific concerning perfon'nance, cost, schedule, and safety
Policy Committee (SPC) on a rotating basis, and will report the results of these reviews to the

Experiment Coordinator and the SPC. The EM-
The SPC is comprised of members elected by the PACT Project Manager is the chaimaan of the TAC

Collaboration Council from the collaboration on a and will also f,,mction as Deputy Experiment Cc_r-
basis intended to represent fairly the scientific views dinator.
of _ae collaboration and also to provide a balanced
representation of institutions by their geographical The experiment will be managed by an Experi-
distribution and by their contribution of resources ment Coordinator and the two Deputies representing

,!i and manpower to EMPACT. The SPC sets the the Scientifi_ Policy and Technical Advisory Com-
physics goals of the experiment and is responsible mittees. 37 Experiment Coordinator has the prime
for insuring Lhe integrity of the physics program by responsibility for the design, fabrication, and com-
reviewing and approving all major decisions regard- missioning of the detector and for ensuring the

ing the performance capabilities of the detector. The capability for extraction of high quality physics data
SPC "alsoacts in an advisory, role to the Experiment in a timely manner. The Experiment Coordinator
Coordinator (see below) on all other matters. Those has the responsibility and authority to cm-ryout the
issues that are deemed to alter the scope of the functions required to achieve the technical, cost, and
experiment will be brought to the Council for ratifi- schedule goals of the experiment. _ae Experiment
cation, with a recommendation from the SPC. The Coordinator provides the link between the collabo-
SPC will elect a Chairman by majority vote, who ration and the SSCL. The Experiment Coordinator
will also function as a Deputy Experiment Coordi- will be nominated by the SPC and must be ratified by
nator, a majority vote of the Council. The Experiment

Coordinator will nomaally serve for a tema set by the
Tbe dete,ctor consists at present of six major Council. The Experiment Coordinator will be

,ubsysterns: tracking, calorimetry, toroidal mug- assisted by the Project Support Group, responsibleIll

ii nets, muon detectors, electronics, and computing, for budgetary, scheduling, and systems integration

I Each of these systems has a Manager who is ap- functions, as well as by the Collaboration Secretary,
pointed by the Experiment Coordinator with the responsible for communications within the collabo-
approval of the SPC. The Managers are responsible ration, including announcements, technical notes,

for coherence and adequacy of their systems design, and meeting notices. The Experiment Coordinator

il adherence to schedules for their systems, fiscal will be empowered to provide budgets for "alltech-

responsibility for their system, and liaison between nical systems and to negotiate agreements between
their system and the Systems Integration Group for the collaborating institutions and the experiment.
the experinaent.

i 9.1.1 Joining the Collaboration

The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) acts In order to maximize participation of the com-
in an advisory role to the SPC and the Experiment munity, the EMPACT collaboration will remain

_ii Coordinator. It is composed of the six Systems open to high energy physicists from any university,

i Managers, plus one representative from each indus- laboratory, or industry. Prior to submission of this

trial partner, the Systems Engineering and Integra- document, joining the collaboration could be ac-
tion Manager, and a budget representative from the complished solely by letter 'to the Collaboration
Project Support Group. The TAC is charged with Secretary stating an interest in the physics goals of

| oversight for all technical decisions concerning the EMPACT. As the Collaboration structure and insti-
,_; design, optimization, development, fabrication, test, tutional responsibilities become formalized, future
- ,'r_' _ : ---,-.l;,-,-.d ..... ¢,'_," r,r_llM'v_r',at_¢'_n _'111 he" ne.patiatt_a'-t hv

i and commissioning of the dew_,civr. _m_ _u,_mm,_ ,_,r,,,,.,_,..,,............................. _, ,will review the technical progress of ai1 systems the Experiment Coordinator and ratified by the
ii

:i



Council to ensure that new participants construc- and detailed designs and plans. This group also
tively contribute to expediting the completion of the independently verifies that softwm'e is developed
project and extracting high quality physics, and documented accor_ng to design and to agreed

upon standards.
9.2 EMPACT PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The scale of EMPACT is such that a clear, direct EMPACT Project Support Functions - report
project management structure is necessary to ensure directly to the Project Manager, and include s',ffety,
schedule and cost performance. This structure must, planning, cost control, accounting, procurement,
however, recognize tile international nature of par- and contracting. These functions will be closely
ticle physics mad be flexible enough to accommo- coordinated with related offices at the SSCL, both in
date the evolution of the collaboration's scientific the execution of their functions and in the tools and

goNs. We propose a structure that provides strong methods used. Support functions such as planning,
scientific and technical oversight while using proven cost control, and safety are "alsorepresented on the
project management mad systems integration tech- TAC.
niques to assure EMPACT's technical, schedule,

" Oanti cost perfomaance. This structure, represented in Systems Engineering & Integration Gr up -
Fig. 9-1, is directed by an overall Project Manager, will employ industriNly proven systems engineer-
and features s_ety, planning, cost control, and pro- ing and integration methodologies that have been
curement functions that are well integrated with specifically tailored to the development of a large
parallel organizations in the SSCL, as well as central particle physics detector system in an international
systems engineering and integration, and independ- environment. This group's manager will 'also serve
ent quality assurance. Subsystem groups (e.g., track- on the TAC. The group will be responsible for the
i,:g, calorimetry, etc), each under the direction of a integration of the EMPACT detector system and
/4anager, consist of individual physicists or engi- will work closely with the SSCL to interface EM-
y_e_ers_,_stxmsiblefor R&D, development of major PACT with the Collider. The SE&I Group will
detector elements, and important engineering func- consist of physicists and engineers representing
_ons. each subsystem, as well as the necessary systems

engineering personnel. SE&I functions include:
The roles of major elements of the project • Development of a Systems Engineering Manage-

management are described in the following para- ment Plan (SEMP), Work Breakdown Structure
graphs. (WBS), and specification trees

• Requirements verification and validation
Project Manager - responsible to the Experi- • Interface and change control

ment Coordinator and Collaboration Council for the • Configuration and data management
overall execution of the EMPACT Project from • Reliability and maintainability
design through assembly and commissioning. The • Procurement and fabrication
Project Manager is also the chairman of the TAC and • Logistics
Deputy Experiment Coordhaator. We anticipate that • Parts, materials, and standards
the EMPACT Project Manager will be resident at • Overall integration and assembly of subsysterrk,_.
the SSCL upon approval of the EMPACT proposal.
EMl'ACT phy.qcists, engineers, and support staff 'lhe development of each major subsystem (i.e.,
will be located at the SSCL, as appropriate, tracking, toroids, calorimeters, muon detectors,

electronics, and computing) is the responsibility of
Quality Assurance Group - responsible for a System Manager. These Managers also serve on

independent verification that the hardware is built, the TAC. Under each Manager, individual physi-
-- 1

IeStetl, it.lid ...... _"-'_ 1........ ;,1_ ..... 11 t-;cre c_r ¢_ncrlne._r_ will nve_r._ee development and
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fabrication of major elements of the subsystem, the proposal preparation phase, we have set up a
Engineering, test, and assembly functions required modified version of this plan that provides for an
by the group and subgroup leaders will be the Experiment Coordinator and two Deputies, named
responsibility of engineering team leaders. The on the title page, who will have the responsibility of
Computing Manager will ensure coherence, use of manag'mg the collaboration affairs. The SPC will be
common configurations, and efficient software elected 'after approval of the EMPACT experiment.
development for data acquisition, simulation, moni- Until that time, its role will be assumed by the
toring, controls, and off line analysis. The simula- Collab_)ration Council, thus allowing the entire
tion group fomas the core of the postproject experi- collaboration to have a voice in the initial decisions
mental data reduction and analysis group. The regarding the configuration of the experiment. If the
development of individual subsystems will occur at collaboration becomes too large to allow this group
the appropriate physical locations- be they coUabo- to function effectively, the Council may choose to

_1 rating universities, laboratories, industries, or the elect and initiate the SPC. An interim TAC, com-SSCL itself - as determined by cost and availability posed of the EOI section editors, has been formed to
of facilities, manage the activities leading to a formal proposal.

After the actions of the PAC in November 1990, it is
9.3 ORGANIZATION FOR INITIATION & the intent to convene the Collaboration Council to

PROPOSAL PERIOD ratify or alter the initial structure and list of manage-
To facilitate the initiation of the EMPACT ment personnel. This meeting should occur no later

experiment and to manage the collaboration dtuing than 30 November 1990.
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